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Of all that man chertshes, perhaps most precious is his own ) 
identity. f 

Milton Dunkle was making his the bulletin board a fairly good 
weekly visit to the post office for 
the purpose of sending a money 
order to his ex-wif% when he no
ticed among the several front-
view and profile photographs on 

likeness of himself. He approached 
for. a closer look. The man de
picted was wanted by the FBI for 
a variety of charges. 

Bank robbery, Milton Dunkle 
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read. Hijacking interstate carriers. 
Illicit possession of firearms. 
Transportation of stolen goods 
across state lines. Assault of fed
eral officers. Interstate flight to 
avoid prosecution . . . 

The wanted man's name was 
Gerard Dunkle aka Gary Dunkle, 
Jerry Dawson, Milton Dinkier. 

This last alias caused Milton 
Dunkle to utter a silent obscenity. 
He read on: 

Age: 34; height: 5'11"; weight 
170 lbs; hair: li^t brown; eyes, 
gray; complexion: ruddy; build, 
medium; scars, or marks: a scar 
runs diagonally from hairline 
across forehead, result of a child
hood knife wound . . . 

Milton Dunkle stopped here 
and read it all over again. Except 
for the ruddy complexion and the 
knife scar it was an almost perfect 
description of himself. He was 33, 
not 34; he was 5'10" instead of 
5'11"; and his weight was closer 
to 165 lbs than 170, but these dis
crepancies were negligible when 
viewed against the mug shots of 
Gerard Dunkle which were so 
much like the ones that had been 
taken of himself for his ID badge 
when he was employed by the 
shipyard. 

He continued appreheiisively to 
read the rest of the poster: 

Race: white; nationality: U.S.; 
occupation: sheet-metal worker oc

casionally employed in aircraft 
and shipbuilding industry . -̂  • 

"Conniving devi l ," Milton 
Dunkle muttered. 

Social Security number: 098-10-
9943 . . . , 

Milton reached for his wallet 
and found his own Social Security 
card. He compared the number 
wi th tha t l isted for Gera rd 
Dimkle. They were identical. 

"Conniving rat," Milton Dunkle 
said under his breath. 

Record: arrested in District of 
Columbia twice on suspicion of 
armed robbery; convicted on sec
ond offense and sentenced to pe
nal term of 2 to 5 years; parole 
violation. 

Caution: presumed to be armed 
and dangerous. 

The date on the poster was 14 
months old. This meant that Ge
rard Dimkle was still at large or 
that the persons responsible for 
putting up and taking down post
ers were not on the ball. If Ge
rard were still loose, only the 
devil might know what criminal 
thievery he'd been up to, prob
ably all in the name of Milton 
Dinkier. Or maybe it was Milton 
Dunkle by now. 

"Cormiving damned jailbird," 
Milton Dunkle said to himself. 

Feeling unwonted guilt, he 
glanced warily over his shoulder. 
Nobody was observing him. 
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Quickly he detached the Dunkle 
poster from the bulletin board, 
folded it in half and thrust it into 
his topcoat pocket. Then he went 
to the mail slot marked Out of 
Town and deposited the envelope 
containing the money order. 

The post office was 12 blocks 
from his apartment. On such a 
sun-filled winter day this should 
have made a nice invigorating 
walk, but Milton failed to find the 
walk at all to his liking. It re
minded him that he could no 
longer afford a car. This depressed 
him. His depression -was hot 
helped by the nagging fact that 
he'd just mailed another alimony 
payment to Agnes. To depress 
him still fu r ther 'was the in
criminating poster in his pocket, a 
poster that was presumably visible 
in post offices throughout the 
country and on file in every police 
headquarters. 

At the comer he could have 
sworn that the cop directing traf
fic there gave him the once-over 
twice. The rest of the way home ' 
he walked with his culpable face 
nested in the tumed-up collar of 
his topcoat. 

The apartment was a one-room 
affair with kitchenette and bath. 
Spartan was the word for the fur
niture. There was a lumpy coiich 
which preserved his chronic in
somnia. For the piupose of eating 

or simply sitting there ~were two 
folding chairs and a card table. 
There was a floor lamp with a tat
tered silk shade. On an unpainted. 
maple chest, the do-it-yourself 
kind, stood a portable TV set and 
a telephone. The hardwood floor 
was scantily covered by two worn 
scatter rugs, one of which was 
covered with newspapers turned 
to the Help Wanted pages. 

Entering this austere abode, 
Milton shed his topcoat on the 
back of one of the simple chairs. 
Going to the kitchenette, he filled 
a small kettle with water and 
placed it above an electric burner 
on the small stove. Then he got 
the folded poster from the topcoat 
pocket and walked to the un
inviting couch. 

When was the last time he'd 
seen Gerard Dunkle? 

It must be at least 10 years ago. 
Yes, it was all of that. It was cer
tainly well- before he'd met and 
unfortunately married Agnes, and 
that was seven long years ago. 

He remembered the scar on Ge
rard's forehead more than he re
membered anythiiig else. That last 
meeting occurred iii a cafeteria, 
early in the morning. In either 
New London or Gro toh , he 
couldn't be sure which—but he re
membered the rest of it. 

He was shuffling slowly in a 
chow line', gathering his usual 
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breakfast on a metal tray—tomato 
juice, warm Danish pastry, butter, 
scrambled eggs, coffee—and be
coming gradually more conscious 
of the back of the man's head in 
front of him. Its shape and the 
color of hair were uncomfortably 
familiar. So was the contour of 
the ears. Then he realized with a 
sickening jolt that he was, in some 
inexplicable sense, looking at the 
back of his own head. 

"Double the scrambled eggs, 
mac," said the as-yet-unseen face. 
The tone and inflection of the 
voice were so close to his own 
that it was hard to tell the differ
ence. 

"Right," the counterman said. 
"How about you, mate?" 

"Single order of eggs is fine," 
Milton said in a voice which par
roted that of the man in front of 
him. 

The man turned inquisitively, 
gray eyes narrowing, and gazed 
into Milton's surprised gray eyes. 
The livid scar on the man's fore
head was what he saw first and 
right away he knew he was face 
to face with his first cousin. 

"For cry sake," Gerard said, 
griiming suddenly. "If it ain't old 
Ciiz Miltie I'll eat another double 
order of scrambled eggs." 

I s that you, Gerard?" 
"Nobody else, man." 
"Well, this is a surprise. Do you 

live around here now?" he asked. 
"Just passing through, Miltie." 

He ordered a cup of coffee. 
"Yeah, just passing through. I'm in 
the trucking business." 

By the light of present knowl
edge, Milton could read "hijack
ing" into the context. What he 
probably said at the time was 
something like Good, glad to hear 
it. Myself, I'm training as a sheet-
metal mechanic here at the ship
yard; but underlying whatever he 
said was a definite recollection of 
acute embarrassment, like that of 
a man caught naked in front of a 
mirror. For as he exchanged ame
nities awkwardly with Gerard, 
others in the line began to look a f 
them with strange grins, amused 
at the sight of a man talking to 
himseff. 

When they came to the cashier, 
Gerard said, "This is on me. Mil-
tie." 

"No, I'll get it." 
"Tell you what. Heads it 's 

mine, tails it's yours." He flipped 
a coin. "Tails. Tough. I'll get it 
next time." 

Knowing his cousin now (and 
even then), he assumed the coin 
had two tails. 

What else had transpired at 
that last meeting? 

Not much. Fortunately time 
was short. He'd had to punch a 
time clock at seven. He seemed to 
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remember Gerard asking if he 
were married yet and his asking 
Gerard the same question. What 
had Gerard replied? Oh, yes, 
something about being engaged to 
Libby Davis. Engaged. Gerard em-

_phasized the word with a left-
eyed wink. In the interests of 
broad or ribald humor he was an 
inveterate winker. You must re
member Libby Davi^, Miltie. The 
little girl with the grown-up chas
sis. 

Milton Dunkle remembered 
Libby Davis . . . 

In the kitchenette the kettle 
started whistling. He got up from 
the couch and steeped himself a 
tea bag. In a crumpled .waxed-pa
per wrapper he found a couple of 
broken saltines. 

Libby Davis. Pretty little Libby 
Davis. Pretty when she was 16 
anyway. She'd be 32 now. Twice 
as old. If she's still alive. Engaged 
to, married to, deserted by, di
vorced from that— 

The phone rang. He glared at it 
moodily from the card table 
where he was finishing his simple 
repast. It rang again and he 
looked at his wristwatch: 4:13. 
Since it lost 10 minutes a day, the 
time was actually 4:23. Unless 
some emergency like illness came 
up, he wasn't due at the motel 
vmtil six. Nobody had called him 
in a month but the daytime desk 

clerk, so should he just ignore it? 
The phone rang for the third 

time and he went wearily to an
swer it. 

"Mr. Dunkle?" The voice was 
, feminine, professional, the oper
ator's. 

"That's me." 
"Milton Dunkle?" 
"Right." 
"I have a collect call. Will you 

accept it?" 
"Where from?" 
"Portland, Maine." 
"Like hell I'll accept it." 
"Just a minute, sir." The oper

ator's voice turned away a few 
degrees and grew indistinct and 
then, came on again. "Here's your 
party." 

"Cheap, cheap, cheap," said a 
twangy voice which could belong 
to nobody but AgneS; 

"There's nothing in our divorce 
papers that says I have to pay to 
hear you talk, Agnes. Just the op
posite. I'm paying so I don't ever 
have to hear your voice again." 

"Oh, shut up, Milt." 
"It's your three minutes." 
"And I don't want to waste it. 

First, Where's the dough? Ma's got 
to go to the hospital and I'm try
ing to help her out with—" 

"I piit a money order in the 
mail." 
• "When?" ^ 

"Yesterday. Late. You prob-
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ably'11 get it sometime tomorrow." 
"I heard that line before. How 

m'uch?" 
"Twenty-five." 
"Twenty-five. How about the 

arrears, chmn? You're already six 
weeks in arrears. You know that, 
don't you?" 

"I was out of work, Agnes." 
. "Since when?" 

"Since the shipyard lost a big 
government contract. That's since 
when. Four months ago." 

"So what are you doing now, 
collecting unemployment?" 

"Not anymore. I'm doing some
thing else." 

"Like holding up banks?" 
Milton swallowed a piece of 

pharynx. "That's a fimny kind of 
crack to make, Agnes. Why you 
want to make a crack like that?" 

"Not so funny if you been to a 
post office lately. And I been. Yes-
dee morning. And you want to 
know what I seen there. Milt? 
With my very own eyes prac
tically popping out of my head. A 
picture of youi- Milt, big as life 
and wanted by the Feds. No re
ward or I might've gin them a 
buzz. Oney it wasn't you after all. 
Just a guy with the same last 
name and almost the same silly 
face. ProUy one of your creepy 
relatives." 

"Thanks, Agnes. Is that all?" 
"That's all. But that money or

der better be here by tomorrow 
or else!" 

"It'll be^there. Don't worry." 
"I ain't gonna. You crap out, 

chum, and it'll be you and the 
judge. 'Bye." 

On the way to Your. Dol-
larsworth Motel, Milton Dunkle's 
thoughts returned to Libby Davis 
and the youthful days when he 
used to visit his grandparents on 
summer weekends in Queensport. 

That was where he'd first met 
Gerard, learning immediately not 
to like him much. It was a period 
for Milton when he often disliked 
himself too. Something about his 
face he found painfully insuffi
cient: the indecision of the hairless 
chin; the uncertainty of the gray 
eyes; the mouth's mild infirmity; 
nasty nostrils in a flange of a 
nose—something easy to dislike. 

The awkward outwardness was 
readily matched by flares of in
ward tumult. 

Gerard's case was different, at 
least so far as Milton could per
ceive. Though the older cousin 
was no more attractive than the 
other he gave a strong impression 
of self-confidence. He never 
passed a mirror without giving 
himself a glance of admiration. He 
openly praised himself on general 
performance. 

At times Milton envied his 
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cousin's aplomb and proudly pre
sented him as the only son of his 
father's only brother. 

"Some people think we kinda 
look ahke," Milton would say. 

"That's his good luck," Gerard 
would add. ^ 

Gerard seemed to be everyone's 
favorite—his grandfather's, his 
grandmother's, finally Libby's. 
, • Libby Davis had been, in an 

unspoken way, Milton's girl until 
Gerard came to the^ farm for a 
visit. After that Gerard boasted, 
with good . reason, that she was 
wholly his. Milton massed his 
dubious resources to fight for her. 
What ensued he still recalled as 
the Battle of the Bam. 

Both boys went to the bam and 
stripped to the waist for trial by 
fisticuffs. Gerard fell readily into a 
professional stance and began, to 
weave around Milton with fancy 
footwork. He feinted a few times, 
grinning wolfishly, and then came 
in close for the kill. Milton swung 
a clumsy roundhouse. It landed on 
Gerard's ear and sent him reeling. 

Gerard abandoned professional 
antics and came back wildly. Mil
ton, a bit surprised by his own 
calmness, met the assault with an
other roiindhouse. This time Ge--
rard landed on his back in the 
hay. He lay here, 'cursing sav
agely, and then he got to his feet 
slowly with sorriething gleaming in 

his right hand—a keen-edged sickle. 
"Hey, Gerard, none a that," 

Milton said. 
"I'm going to cut your damn 

hands off," Gerard said, advanc
ing. 

Milton, backing hastily, began 
to look around for something with 
which to ward off the flashing 
sickle. He saw the wooden handle 
of something protruding from a 
nearby wheelbarrow. Dodging 
around a ridgepole, he ran the 
half dozen steps to the barrow 
and grabbed the handle. It held a 
hoe. He turned just in time to 
meet the oncoming Gerard. He 
parried the swinging sickle purely 
by accident before getting the hoe 
properly in hand. Cursing like a 
drunken sailor, Gerard leaped at 
him again. Milton swung the hoe 
in a short sharp arc, striking Ge
ra rd in the forehead . Blood 
gushed. Gerard dropped to his 
knees and screamed. Presently 
Grandpa Dunkle appeared on the 
scene. 

"Boys, what in hell goes on 
here?'-'-

Gerard' staggered to his feet 
and, face dramatically dyed with 
blood,'began to sob out a pack of 
lies. 

His mind still brooding over 
that long-ago incident, Milton en
tered the lobby of Your Dol-
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larsworth Motel. Edna, the book
keeper, was presiding over the 
desk. 

"Where ' s Char l ie?" Milton 
asked. 

"In the coffee shop," Edna said 
in a tone that sounded eveii icier 
than usual. "And Mister Magruder 
wants to see you in his office right 

away so you'd better get in there." 
"Did he say what for?" 
"Not in so many words." 
"Well, tell Charlie I'm here 

now if he wants to leave." 
"Maybe that won't be neces

sary," Edna said. 
Milton gave her a searching 

look. She turned her back. 
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He walked under a foreboding 
cloud to the motel owner's office., 
Was it possible that Magruder had 
seen the poster in the post office? 
Of course it was. If dim-witted 
Agnes • had noticed it anybody 
could notice it. 

Milton rapped softly on the 
owner's door and a gruff voice or
dered him to enter. 

P. C. Magruder was a fat man 
with a benign face that was riot 
presently benign. It was truculent, 
frowning. 

"I understand you wish—" Mil
ton said. 

"That's .right, Dunkle," -Ma
gruder said. "I wish to give you 
your walking papers. Here." A 
pudgy hand shoved a thin enve
lope across the desk. "You'll find 
your wages up-to-date. No extras 
in lieu of notice. Nothing like 
that. And I'm pretty sure you 
won't have the gall to ask. That is 
all, Dunkle. Now get out of my 
sight and off my premises." 

Milton wasn't really bewildered 
by this outburst but he pretended 
to be. "What are you driving at, 
sir?" 

"I'm driving at embezzlement, 
that's what I'm driving at. Now 
get out of here, Dunkle, before I 
get my Irish up." 

"Don't I get any explanation?" 
"You don't need one. You know 

exactly what I'm talking about. So 

take your money and leave. Im
mediately." 

Still pretending bewilderment, 
Milton took the envelope from 
the desk and left. In the lobby he 
passed Charlie coming from the 
coffee shop. Charlie nodded but 
said nothing. Edna's back was 
turned again. 

Milton Dunkle walked out into 
the cold winter night with the 
feeling that fate had unjustly 
struck him~down. It was like the 
feeling he'd had years ago right 
after the Battle of the Barn. It 
was a feeling of being misunder
stood and then, misjudged. 

' He' painfully- recalled the accus
ing expression on his grandfather's 
face as he packed the wounded 
Gerard into the pickup truck for a 
trip to the local doctor. He was 
left, without words to defend him
self, in the reproving custody of 
his grandmother. The next day 
Libby Davis refused to speak to 
him. A few days latervhis dis-
gnmtled father came to collect 
him. 

Nobody ever thought to ask for 
his side of the story. 

Now Magruder hadn't asked ei
ther. 

What had he done that was so 
criminal? Nothing that wasn't 
common practice among night 
clerks. It was almost like an un
written privilege that went with 
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the job. A guest arrived without 
luggage. He paid cash for a room. 
He said he was staying just for the 
night and left an early wake-up 
call. You pocketed the cash and 

•destroyed the registration card. 
When the guest departed in the 
bleak dawn you hung a card on 
the doorknob that instructed the 
maid to make up the room right 
away. 

You didn't overdo this thing. 
You did it probably twice a week. 
In view of the miserable wage 
meted out by Magruder for the 
dreary six-to-six shift you could al
most consider the pocketed cash a 
deserved bonus. 

Yet, as Milton Dunkle entered 
the loneliness of his little apart
ment, he was followed by a per
vasive sense of guilt. 

Hell, man, he told himself, if 
anyone were guilty in this em
bezzling business it should be 
Agnes; Agnes and her weekly 
blood money. 

That night on the lumpy couch 
Mil ton s lep t res t less ly and 
dreamed of gargoyles. The first 
dismal glaze of daviai woke him. 
Exhausted, he slid from the couch 
and went to the kitchenette where 
he prepared a cup of instant cof
fee to wash down a leftover crul
ler. 

Like any other man suddenly 
without a job, he began to audit 

his assets and liabilities. He didn't 
take long. The final check from 
Magruder covered only the three 
days of the current week that he'd 
actually worked. Money in pocket 
amounted to $26.43. Loose change 
in an empty jelly jar coimted out 
to $2.79. All told, he had on hand 
barely enough to'pay the monthly 
rent on this so-called furnished 
apartment, and the rent was due 
the day after tomorrow. 

Some kind of immediate action 
was necessary. First, he'd go down 
to the state employment office 
and file an application for unem
ployment compensation. That 
would take a few weeks to clear. 
Meanwhile, to make ends meet, 
he'd try to rustle up one of those 
under-the-counter jobs where no 
records were kept; part-time dish
washer or sweeper or— 

Wait a second, he told himself, 
reminded by the wanted poster 
still lying on the floor near the 
couch. Wait a second, man. You 
can't go down to the state em
ployment office and fill out an ap
plication. Your Social Security 
number will trap you. That's one 
more place where this poster is 
bound to be on file. It would take 
you a month of Simdays to prove 
a case against that lousy Gerard 
and in trying to do so you would 
have to involve all your past em
ployers, including Magruder, and— 
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oh, the hell with it, he decided. 
The only real way to get on top 

of this situation is to do what -the 
FBI and all the hizz in the coun
try haven't been able to do yet, 
and that's find Gerald Dunkle aka 
Gary Dunkle, Jerry Dawson, Mil
ton Dinkier and (why not?) Milton 
Dunkle. But how^do you go about 
it? 

After giving the question less 
than 10 minutes of thought, Mil
ton went to the phone, got the 
operator and asked her to find a 
l is t ing for Edward Davis in 
Queensport. The operator came 
back ..in a few seconds witfi infor
mation that there were two Da-
vises listed in Queensport, neither 
of which was Edward. There was 
a Chester B. and a' Theodore W. 

"Theodore W. Put me through 
to him." Theodore, fed, Ed, 
thought Mil ton Dunk le . His 
grandparents had always referred 
to Libby's father as Ed. 

A woman's reedy voice said, 
"Hullo, hullo." 

"Good morning. Is this Mrs. 
Davis I'm talking to?" 

"That's right. Who's this?" 
"Name's, "uh, Harris. George 

Harris. We never met, ma'am, but 
I used to go to high school with 
your daughter Libby." 

"Never knew but one Harris. 
Hiram I think his name was. You 
any kin of Hiram?" 

"No, I'm not. What I'm calling 
about, ma'am, is—" 

"Raised goats," Mrs. Davis said. 
"I see. What I'm calling about, 

ma'am, is Libby. I'd like to get in 
touch with her. iTie high school 
class is planning a reunion next 
month and we're hoping—" 

"Libby don' t live -home no 
more." 

"Could you tell me where she 
lives?" 

"Stamford." 
"You happen to have the exact 

address?" 
"No. A phone number's all I 

got. Wait a second." Pause. "Here 
it is." She gave the number, two 
digits at a time, and then said, "If 
you talk to her, tell her to come 
home for a visit." 

"I will. Thank you, ma'am." 
He got the operator again and 

gave her the Stamford number. 
The ringing went on and on. The 
operator cut in and was saying 
the party was not answering when 
a rnan's voice came on the line. 

"Yeah, who you want?" the 
man asked in a tone of annoyance. 

" I ' d like to speak to Miss 
Davis," Milton said. 

"Never heard of her," the man's 
voice said. 

"Miss Libby Davis?" 
"If you mean Libby Dunkle, 

she ain't here. She works days." 
Click] The man hung up. 
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Milton recalled the operator, 
and asked for the address of the 
number he'd just called. She gave 
it to him. He walked to the 
couch, flopped down and began to 
ponder his next move. 

Two hours later he was aboard 
a bus boimd for Stamford. On the 
seat beside him stood a scuffed 
leather suitcase. It contained 
whatever personal effects he'd felt 
were worth- packing. In his top
coat pocket, wrapped in a scarf, 
was a 32-caliber revolver with a 
two-inch barrel. He'd obtained 
this from a pawnbroker in a trade 
for the portable TV set, the only 
piece of furniture in the apart
ment which had belonged to him. 
He'd never had a revolver before, 
but something told him he would 
need it in bringing Gerard to jus-' 
tice. Anyway, he was cutting loose 
from the enfeebling depression of 
the past. He was sick of always 
being the patsy. 

As the bus hummed along the 
turnpike Milton began to feel free 
of something, curiously unencum
bered. He watched the glint of 
sunlight on the snow-patched 
landscape and somehow it instilled 
him with a strange hope. Hope 
gleamed intermittently in the nor
mally, dark reaches of his heart. 
By the time the bus reached the 
Stamford terminal he was as 
nearly optimistic as he'd ever 

been in his life. He was almost 
sure that an essential form of luck 
was just around the corner. 

A taxi took him to the address 
of Libby Dunkle n6e Davis. The 
neighborhood was ramshackle. 
The house itself, a three-stpry 
wooden structure, wore an old 
coat of yellow paint. A grayish-
white placard pasted to the inside 
of the front door advertised Light 
Housekeeping Rooms to Let. 

A slatternly old woman with 
stonelike green eyes answered 
Milton's doorbell summons. 

"No vacancies," she said flatly. 
"I don't want a room. I'm look

ing for Libby Dunkle." 
"Libby Dunkle? Oh yeah. What 

time is it?" 
Milton looked at the watch that 

lost 10 minutes a day and said, 
"Three forty-five. Why?" 

"Libby's shift quits at three, 
that's why." 

"Then she ought to be here any 
minute." 

"More likely, two or three hun
dred ihinutes. Right now you'll 
find her in the Friar's Tap." 

"Where's that?" 
"Two blocks up." The woman 

jerked a thumb to the left. "First 
dive around the corner. You can't 
miss it unless you're lucky." 

The Friar's Tap was not a place 
for celebration; it was for the 
drowning of sorrows. It had a bar 
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side and a lounge side, \yith motes 
of dust dancing along the slanted 
beams of the late-afternoon sum. 

Three men sat hunched in si
lence over the bar. The bartender 
stood, back to the door, watching 
colored images on. a TV set. No
body else was in the bar side. 

The lounge side contained ta
bles and booths, most of which 
appeared in the gloom to be 
imoccupied. Moving slowly and 
looking left and right, Milton was 
beginning to realize that he prob
ably vvouldn't recognize Libby 
Davis if she were standing in front 
of him. He hadn't laid eyes on her 
in 16, 17 years. 

"Oh, sweet mother." 
The voice, soft and plaintive, 

emanated from somewhere just 
behind him. Turning, he peered 
toward the nearest booth. He saw 
a figme rising. 

"Oh, sweet mother, it can't be. 
Oh, sweet heaven, no." The fig
ure, risen now, was a woman. 

Milton approached the booth 
and said, "Libby? Libby Davis?" 

"Oh, Jerry, what have they 
done to you? It can't be. It's im
possible." 

"I'm not Gerard," Milton said. 
"I'm Milton. Do you remember 
me, Libby? Milton Dunkle." 

The shadow began to subside 
like a balloon losing its supportive 
air. 

"Mind if I sit dowTi, Libby?" 
Silence, utter silence. 
Milton took the seat across the 

table. From the pale-pink light of 
a red-shaded lamp he was able to 
discern the woman's features. 
There wasn't a trace of the girl he 
remembered. The hair was ginger-
colored rather than dark brovvTi. 
The sluggish blue eyes were cush
ioned on piu-ple puffs. The cheeks 
were mottled, the mouth stupidly 
petulant. 

"I must be soused already," she 
was saying in a tearful voice. "I 
must be seeing things." 

"No, Libby, you're doing all 
right. This is Milton here, not Ge
rard." 

" I 'm seeing double again," 
Libby said, resigned. 

"No, you're not. Here, let me 
show you something." He took the 
folded FBI poster from his coat 
pocket. 

A waitress came to the booth. 
"What can I get you folks?" 

"A beer for me," Milton said 
i m p a t i e n t l y . " W h a t ' s yours , 
Libby?" 

"Another beer, Kate. With a 
shot of vodka." -

As soon as they were alone Mil
ton Dunkle slid the unfolded 
poster across the table to Libby. 
"Take a look at this. My damn 
doub le , Ge ra rd . T h a t ' s wha t 
you're seeing, Libby. Sure, we 
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look alike. But not what you call 
identical. For instance, that scar 
on his forehead." 

"The plastic surgeon removed 
that scar a year ago, Jerry," Libby 
said, staring dopily at the poster. 
"Jeez, you fooled 'em in the long 
run, Jerry. Your hair turning white 
overnight and all. You fooled 'em, 
that's a fact, baby." 

"What are you talking about?" 
"I mean this picture don't look 

like you at all anymore. And with 
• your fingerprints burned off, you 
had it made, kid. A fresh start. 
What we always talked about. But 
we never got a good shot at it, 
did we, baby? Never." 

"What the hell you babbling 
about, Libby?" 

"You're begirming to sound like 
yoiu- old self, Jerry. Mean. Boy, do 
I need another drink!" 

The waitress arrived almost on 
cue. When she'd left, Milton 
leaned toward Libby and spoke as 
clearly and precisely as he could. 
"I am not Gerard. I am Milton." 

"Milton's dead," she said, reach
ing for the shot glass. 

"No, he's not, Libby. What's 
the matter with you anyway? Mil
ton's alive and sitting right here, 
buying you a shot and a beer. 
Now where in hell is Gerard? 
That's what I want to find out. I 
got to find Gerard. You under
stand that, don't you?" 

"If you want to find old Jerry, 
pal—" Libby downed the vodka 
and fumbled vaguely for the beer, 
"—if you want to find that no-
good rat, what you got to do is go 
to a little cemetery outside Red 
Bank, New Jersey. That's where 
you'll find. Jerry." 

"You mean he's dead?" 
"Dead and buried seven, eight 

months ago. That's why nobody 
can find him. He figured it out 
right down to the wire. Big joke 
on the fuzz. You really got a head 
on your shoulders, Jerry." 

"I'm not Jerry," Milton said. 
"I'm Milton Dunkle." 

Libby grinned foolishly. "That's 
not what the little gravestone 
says, pal. Here lies Milton Dimkle. 
That's what it says. Go out to Red 
Bank and take a look if you don't 
believe me. And look at the death 
certificate too. I should know. I 
followed his instructions to the 
letter. He got awful skinny toward 
the end but he still liked his little 
jokie, the no-good rat." Tears were 
thinning her mascara. 

The fingers of Milton's right 
hand drummed on the tabletop as 
if meditating privately and then 
scuttled with an unexpected self-
volition toward the open-faced 
poster, pinning, it down and draw
ing it in his direction. Watching 
these fingers, strong and spatulate, 
Milton Dunkle realized they were 
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the last true clue to his identity. 
Their distinctive personality was 
in their prints. Unlike the printless 
fingers of the late Gerard Dunkle 
R.I.P. Milton Dunkle, clutching 
clay in Red Bank, these fingers of 
his were living testimony. 

Or were they? And who cared? 
And what difference did it make 
now? 

Maudlin Libby, a catch in her 
voice, said, "It's not a bad picture 
of you, 'Jerry. Looks the way you 
used to look before the cancer got 
you." 

Milton observed his fingers fold
ing the poster, a ready reference 
to a conscienceless career, and 
slipping it into his breast pocket. 
Feeling profoundly calm, he slid 
from the booth.and stood erect. 

"Hey, baby, where you going?" 
Libby asked, wet eyes wide. 

"I got some catching up to do," 
Milton said. From the thin wad of 
bills in his pants pocket, he took a 
10-spot and put it in a dry space 
on the table. "One of these days 
you ought to run over to Queens-
port and see your old lady." 

"Please don't leave, Jerry. 

Pretty please, Jerry," she begged. 
"I got no choice, Libby. Good

bye.'1. 
"Itm all alone, baby." 
"I guess everybody is." Milton 

turned resolutely and strode 
toward the door. 

Libby's broken voice pursued 
him. "I need you, Jerry. I need 
you bad. I want you . . ." 

Everyone would be wanting 
him pretty soon, Milton thought 
as he stepped from the Friar's-
Tap into the chill grip of winter 
dusk; the FBI, fuzz galore, sheriffs 
and their deputies, Agnes and her 
shyster, the alimony judge and his 
fat bailiffs, everybody—but it was 
better to be wanted by all the 
wrong people for all the wrong 
reasons than not to be wanted at 
all. 

The lights of the city center 
were visible, in the distance. 
Thrusting his hands deep into the 
pockets of the topcoat, he began 
to walk to the bus terminal where 
he'd left his suitcase. The fingers 
of his right hand touched the butt 
of the snub-nosed revolver and 
then grasped it companionably. 
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Extricating oneself from a tight spot may prove even simpler 
than getting into it. 

It was a season in Manhattan 
when the wealthy ladies had 
ceased to wear their fine jewelry. 
They wore cheap paste replicas or 
no jewelry at all, because it wasn't 
worth being held up and possibly 

injured on the way home from 
some swank dinner dance. That 
was why I didn't really expect 
anything as I lounged in the lobby 
of the Plaza Hotel watching the 
arrivals for the charity ball that 
night. 

Then all at once she was there, 
swooping through the revolving 
door as if the world were hers. 
She was lithe and lovely in her 
shimmering gold gown, like a god
dess imagined in some half-re
membered dream. In that first mo
ment, however, my eyes were not 
on that lovely face or figure, but 
oh the dazzling diamond choker 
that circled her pretty neck. I 
hadn't seen one like it in years, 
but there it was, catching and 
flashing the lights as she crossed 
the lobby a few feet ahead of an 
older man in evening clothes. 

In that instant I knew it was 
real. She was not the sort to wear 
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imitation anything. She could 
have walked into that lobby with
out a diamond on her and still 
caused a stir. If she chose to ar
rive wearing that choker, it was 
the real thing. 

I left the lobby soon after that, 
already plotting my next moves. I 
knew irom past experience that 
these affairs usually begin to break 
up shortly before midnight. By 
that time I'd be ready. At the 
apartment I picked up my gun, 
along with the moustache and 
rubber nose I wear for jobs like 
this. Then I had a decision to 
make. I wanted to do the job 
alone, and was pretty sure that I 
could swing, it without Sammy or 
anyone else—but should I risk it? 
For a lady that lovely, the guy 
might just decide to play hero, 
and then I'd have a murder rap 
on my hands. 

Reluctantly, I decided to take 
Sammy along, at least to keep the 
guy in line while I got the choker; 
It would only cost me a grand, 
maybe less if Sammy were hard 
up, and he was always hard up. 

I dialed his nvimber and listened 
to the familiar whining. "Hey, 
Chief, how are you? How's biisi-
ness? You been scoring without 
me?" 

"I need somebody for tonight, 
Sammy. An hour's work, maybe 
less." 

"Sure, Chief. You know me." 
"Five?" 
" W i t h h a r d w a r e ? " Sammy 

asked, meaning guns. 
"Yes." 

. "Then I gotta have a grand. 
Chief. You know that." 

I hesitated to make it sound 
right, though I'd already figm^ed 
on that much. "I'll go for it. I 
need you." Then I went on to 
outline exactly what he should do. 
It was a standard job, the sort 
Sammy and I had pulled before, 
with only a few new twists to fool 
the police. 

I was waiting outside the Plaza 
when the first guests began to 
drift out of the charity ball, head
ing for their hired cars or waiting 
for the doorman to signal a cab. 
This was the tricky part, and I 
knew too well that all sorts of 
things could go wrong. If Sammy 
was on schedule, he would have 
stolen a taxi thirty minutes earlier 
from a lower Manhattan diner 
where the drivers take their 
breaks. Right now that taxi would 
be parked across 59th Street at 
the entrance to Central Park, 
waiting for my signal. With luck, 
that signal would come before a 
cruising police car spotted the sto
len cab. Then it was a matter of 
Sammy's skill in maneuvering into 
the right position in line. 

I was hoping the lady with the 
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diamond choker would leave with 
a large group of others. Standing 
in line while awaiting a cab, it 
was more.likely her position could 
be calculated. If she and the man 
who escprted her were fourth in 
line, Sammy could slip into fourth 
position without too much, diffi
culty. The cabs at the Plaza don't 
have space to form a long line. 
They have to turn right from 59th 
or come across it from the park. 
Either way, I figured a driver of 
Sammy's skill could slip in ahead 
of someone. 

What if the lady had a car of 
her own—a big black limo with a 
chauffeur? I was ready for that 
one too. Sammy would pick me 
up with his taxi and we'd go after 
them; but I was hoping we could 
get them into the cab. In close 
quarters there was less chance the 
escort would try for a hero's role. 

After -thirty minutes of waiting 
I began to grow nervous. The 
bulk of the guests had departed, 
and the doorman's frantic whis
tling for taxis had tapered off to 
an occasional toot. I nervously 
smoked a cigarette while squeez
ing the rubber nose in my pocket. 
The longer I Ungered here; the 
better the chance that I'd be rec
ognized by some cop on the beat 
who knew me. 

Then I saw her again, coming 
down the steps like some famous 

actress. My eyes focused on the 
diamond choker and I almost 
forgot to signal Sammy. There 
were two couples ahead of _ her, 
but they seemed to be together. 
That meant one cab. I glanced 
over my shoulder and raised my 
arm as if stretching. Almost at 
once I saw Sammy's cab cross 
59th Street and edge toward the 
hotel entrance. 

He was third in line! The lady 
with the choker would enter the 
taxi ahead of his!' 

"Pardon me;" I said suddenly, 
darting in front of the lady and 
her escort. 

"What's this?" the man grum
bled. "That's our cab!" 

I was already inside, slamming 
the door. As we drove away I saw 
them turn toward Sammy's taxi. 

"Where to, mister?" my driver 
asked. 

I hesitated, waiting to see what 
direction the cab behind me 
would take. It went by us and 
turned east on 58th. "Over 58th," 
I said. "Stay with that cab ahead." 

"You mean follow them?" 
" J u s t stay with t h e m . " I 

couldn't jump into Sammy's cab 
as I'd originally planned, but this 
might work out even better. 

The cab ahead wove through 
the dark streets until it reached 
the haven of a Sutton Place apart
ment. I shoved a couple of dollar 
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bills at my cabbie and hopped 
out. The moustache and rubber 
nose were already in place. 

As I'd hoped, the lady was first 
out of the taxi while her escort 
lingered to pay Sammy. My cab 
had already turned the corner 
when I reached her, pushed her 
aside, and slammed the door on 
the man. Sammy knew what to 
do. He stepped on the accelerator 
and the cab shot forward with its 
uinwilling passenger. 

"What is this?" the lady gasped, 
clearly terrified. 

We faced each other on the 
deserted sidewalk, with the street 
light catching the glitter of her 
diamond choker. I showed her the 
gvm and said, "You know what I 
want. Take it ofiF." 

There was a sound to my left 
and I • saw the doorman appear 
from her building. I turned to 
cover him with my gun. "Don't 
move. I'd really hate to hurt any
one." Then, to the lady, "Gome 
on—I want that choker. Quit stall
ing." 

Her hands went to her neck. 
The doorman was frozen helpless, 
and Sammy was already out of 
sight with her boyfriend or hus
band. She had no choice—but 
when our eyes met there was 
something else there, something I 
couldn't quite read. 

"I suppose there's no chance of 

bargaining with you," she said 
quietly. '. 

"None whatever; You shouldn't 
wear things like that if you don't 
want them stolen." 

The diamond choker came 
away from her throat and she 
held it out to me. That was when 
I saw it, in the glare of the over
head street light—a group of ugly 
dark bruises on her neck. I knew 
in that instant she'd risked wear
ing this valuable piece of jewelry 
for just one reason, to cover up 
those bruises. 

"Thanks, lady," I told her, mov
ing backward so I could see them 
both. Our eyes met again, for just 
an instant, and then I was gone. 

Sammy was already waiting for 
me at my apartment. "No trouble. 
Chief. I drove the guy a few 
blocks away and dropped him 
near the East River. Then I went 
back and ditched the cab in Cen
tral Park. Did you get it?" 

I tossed the diamond choker 
onto the table. "Yeah, I got it." 

"Jeez, it's a beauty!" 
"Funny thing—I think she was 

wearing it to cover up some 
marks on her throat." 

"Who cares why she was wear
ing it? We've got it now." 

"Yeah," I agreed. "I'll try to 
unload it in the morning." 

"What about my grand?" 
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"You didn't have to do much alone. No chance you could have." 
for it." "Maybe." I stared down at the 

"I got rid of the guy, didn't I? necklace. "Can you wait till I get 
You couldn't have handled him the cash for this?" 
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"No dice, Chief. If I wait, I 
gotta have more than a thoiosand." 

"All right," I agreed with a 
sigh. Better to have him out of it 
anyway. I went iiito the bedroom 
and got the money. "You didn't 
leave any prints on the cab?" 

"Course not!" He took the 
money and counted it carefully. 
This is not a business where 
people trust one another. 

"I'll call you again;" I said as 
he left.. 

"Yeah, sure. Take it easy. 
Chief." 

I locked the door after him and 
sat down to study my prize. The 
jewels glistened in the light from 
overhead, and as I studied them I 
could see again the deep bruises 
oh the lady's heck. Bruises, in a 
line, made by fingers that had 
tried to choke the life from her. 

Had she been mugged? Raped? 
Or simply assaulted by that man 
in the car with her? Was he her 
husband or her lover? I had to 
know the answers. 

She could only have risked 
wearing this diamond choker to 
the ball because there was nothing 
else in her wardrobe to cover the 
finger marks on her throat. Under
standably, she had not wanted 
them seen and commented upon. 
Did that mean the man who ac
companied her was imaware of 
them? Had they been inflicted by 

a secret lover in a moment of an
ger? 

I tossed the necklace across the 
table. Damn it, I was acting too 
much like a detective and not 
enough hke a thief. 

I picked up the Post the follow
ing day before noon and read the 
story: Socialite Assaulted by Jewel 
Thief. There was a two-column 
photograph of Mrs. Arnold Madi
son displaying the bruises on her 
throat, bruises which she claimed 
I had inflicted during the robbery! 

I threw down the paper in dis
gust. Hell, the doorman was a 
witness! He must know it wasn't 
true! 

Of course she'd slipped him 
money to lie about it. That was 
easy enough. Now she could ap
pear in public, because there was 
a certified explanation for the 
b ru i ses . Me! I was the ex
planation! 

I didn't like it 
I read the rest of the article. 

The man with her- had indeed 
been her husband, a prominent 
stockbroker; but that fact didn't 
answer all my questions. 

I read the article through twice, 
and spent a long time staring at 
her face and bruises on her throat. 

Then I decided I would have to 
see her again. 

"Mrs. Arnold Madison?" 
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The voice on the other end of 
the phone line seemed to hesitate. 
"Yes?" 

"I read about your robbery in 
the afternoon papers. A terrible 
thing." 
' "Who is this?" 

"That doesn't matter," I said. 
"I'm just someone who may be 
able to get your necklace back." 

"Please call the police or the 
insurance company if you have 
any information." 

"Mrs. Madison—" 
"Who is this?" she asked again. 
"What about the bruises on 

your neck?" 
I heard her sharp intake of 

breath and knew she'd remem
bered my voice. "You're the man 
who robbed me!" 

"But not the man who tried to 
strangle you." 

"Wha t do you wan t?" Her 
voice was the cool hiss of a cor
nered serpent. -: 

What did I want? "To see you, 
to talk about the necklace. Maybe 
to arrange for its return." 

"For how much?" 
"My price would be reasonable. 

We could-discuss it." 
"All right," she agreed after a 

moment. "You can come here." 
"No, thanks. I, don't like po

lice." 
"Where, then? I don't like jewel 

thieves." 

"Do you know the Hower show 
at Bryant Park? It's in a big tent 
there, all this week." I wanted a 
place where there would be 
plenty of people. 

"I'll be there. What time?" she 
asked. 

"Four o'clock?" I didn't want to 
give her time to think about call
ing the police. 

"All right." 
I hung up and left the phone 

booth quickly. I knew there 
hadn't been time for a trace, but I 
never take unnecessary risks. 

I reached the big striped tent in 
the center of Bryant Park at ten 
minutes to four, and scouted the 
area for any plainclothes cops I 
might know by sight. Everything 
seemed normal, and exactly at 
four I saw her alight from a cab 
on 42nd Street and hurry up the 
steps to the park. She was alone. 

• Without the rubber nose and 
moustache, I didn't think she'd 
recognize me right away. I circled 
her a couple of times in the 
crowd, making sure she wasn't 
being watched, and finally ap
proached her as she stood admir
ing.a display of orchids. "Haven't 
we met before?" I asked quietly. 

She turned, smiling. "I believe 
we have! But I didn't recognize 
you without your moustache." 

"Are you enjoying the show?" 
"In truth I've never been much 
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of a gardener." She was wearing a 
white turtleneck sweater which 
effectively hid the bruises on her 
neck. 

"rm_.sorry about last night." 
Seeing her now, I knew I'd been 
right to come. She was a mystery 
that needed solving, if only to sat
isfy my own curiosity., 

"Why should you be? I imagine 
it's your profession." She eyed me 
openly for the first time. "But you 
do look much better with yovir 

~ own nose." 
"You didn't call the police?" 
"No. I felt I'd be safe enough 

here." They had strolled out of 
the tent and found a bench on 
which to sit. "Now, what about 
my necklace?" 

"Would you be willing to buy 
it back?" 

"The insurance company—" 
"I don't deal with insurance 

companies. You can have the in
surance and the necklace both." 

"That would be against the 
law." 

I shrugged. "You should never 
have worn it last night. A woman 
with your beauty doesn't need 
diamonds." y 

"Thank you for the com
pliment. I thought gentlemen 
thieves only existed in bad nov
els." 

"I may not be a gentleman 
thief, but I don't go aroimd chok

ing my victims, either. Why did 
you tell that to the pohce?" 

She shrugged. "They saw the 
bruises and jumped to the con
clusion. At that - point, the truth 
would have -been much too com
plicated." 

"The truth being that your hus
band tried to kill you." 

Her eyes came up, startled, al
most afraid. "Why do you say 
that?" 

"I wasn't sure till I knew the 
man in the taxi was your husband. 
Someone tried to choke you, and 
you didn't report it to the police. 
You wore the necklace to hide the 
bruises. From your husband or 
merely from the others at the 
charity ball? ' 1 figured you 
couldn't wear the necklace around 
the house all day. If you were try
ing to hide the marks from your 
husband, you would have covered 
them with makeup rather than the 
necklace. Arid if he knew about 
them, chances are he caused 
them." 

"You're pretty smart." 
"I get by." 
Her eyes met mine again. "Let's 

get down to business. What will 
• you take for the necklace?" 

"In these inflated days it's prob
ably worth a quarter of a mil
lion." 

" I t ' s insured for half that 
amount. And a fence would give 
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you a quarter of it, wouldn't he?" 
"You know a great deal about 

the business." 
"My husband and I are pre

pared to pay you fifty thousand 
dollars for its return." 

She was willing to deal, and 
that surprised me. I'd come half 
expecting a police trap, or some 
stalling tactic. Instead, I had my
self a deal. "Seventy-five," I said, 
so as not to appear too anxious. 

She shook her head. "Fifty or 
nothing." 

"You'll, collect from the insur
ance company too?" 

"That's our business. Yes or 
no?" 

I stared over at the big striped 
tent, trying to figvire all the an
gles. So far the caper had cost me 
only one grand, paid to Sammy. A 
profit of forty-nine thousand was 
nothing to be sneezed at, espe
cially since I'd avoid the risk of 
trying to fence the choker myself. 
"Yes. It's a deal." 

The tension in her face relaxed, 
and I wondered why she was so 
anxious for the deal to go through. 
"Very good. Can we arrange it to
day—tonight?" 

"I suppose so." Once I'd agreed 
to it, I was anxious to get the 
thing off my hands. "Where will 

. the exchange be made?" 
"My apartment?" 
I shook my head. "Too much 

chance of a police trap there." 
"You still don't trust me." 
" D o you t rus t n i e? " I 

covmtered. 
"All right," she sighed. "We'll 

be anyplace you name—but it 
can't very- well be-done in pub
lic." 

I had to agree with her there. I 
thought about having Sammy steal 
another taxi, but decided against 
it. Sammy was getting greedy and 
it would only cost me money. 
"How about the lower level of 
Grand Central Station?" I sug
gested. "It's closed at night now, 
but we can get down there easily 
enough." 

"Fine. Nine o'clock?" 
"Agreed. I'll see you there." 
I left her on the bench and 

walked away fast. There didn't 
seem to be anyone following me, 
but I took no chances. I went in 
the 42nd Street entrance to the h-
brary, took the elevator up one 
floor, and exited on Fifth Avenue. 
Then I grabbed a rush-hour bus 
down to my apartment to wait. 

As nine o'clock approached, I 
grew increasingly uneasy. I was 
expected to go to the lower level 

~ of Grand Central Station with the 
diamond choker in hand, to ex
change it for fifty thousand dollars 
in cash. 

Where would Mrs. Madison and 
her husband come up with that 
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much cash on such short notice? 
I'd met her at four, with the 
banks abeady closed for the day. 
It was doubtful if people, even as 
wealthy as the Madisons, kept 
that" sort of cash around the house. 

That meant a trap. 
Yet, if it were to be a trap, why 

not this afternoon in Bryant Park? 
The answer seemed obvious—this 
afternoon I wouldn't have had the 
necklace along. Tonight it would 
be with me and the police would 
be there waiting—but maybe I had 
a trick or two up my sleeve too. 

I arrived at the station early, 
with the necklace in. a bag of 
sweet rolls I had bought. Then I 
found an empty locker along the 
ramp to the lower level and left 
the bag inside. I placed the locker 
key in an envelope and taped it 
inside the swinging lid of a trash 
receptacle where , I figured it 
would be safer than in my pocket. 

When I went back dovra the 
ramp to meet Mrs. Madison and 
her husband, I found the lower 
level completely empty. Though I 
knew the area was patrolled by 
station guards, I figured no one 
would bother us for a _few min
utes. 

The Madisons arrived promptly 
at nine, she with her hands stuffed 
deep into the pockets of a black 
coat, he with arms swinging and 
an air of jaunty uncertainty about 

him. I'd seen him only briefly out
side the Plaza, but it was enough 
to know this was the same m a n -
Arnold Madison himself. 

"Well," he said as they reached 
the point where I stood against 
the closed ticket windows, "I un
derstand you're the man respon
sible for last night's robbery." 

"Let's just say I can arrange a 
deal," I said. 

"Do you have the ' necklace?" 
He was a tall man, with hard gray 
eyes, whom I immediately dis
liked. His fingers were long and 
tapering—I could imagine them 
leaving those rharks on her throat. 

" I have i t . Le t ' s see t h e . 
money." If the police were to ap
pear at that moment, I had noth
ing incriminating on me. 

No police came. "Show him the 
money," Madison said to his wife. 

"Gladly." Her right hand came 
out of her pocket, and I noticed 
the dark glove first. Then I saw 
the pistol, a cheap, small-caliber 
automatic almost hidden in the 
palm of her hand. "I'm sorry," she 
said to me, lifting the gun. 

Then she shot her husband 
cleanly through the back of the 
head. 

It-happened so fast that I had 
no chance to move, no opportu
nity to shout a warning. As Ar
nold Madison fell dead at my feet, 
she tossed the weapon down and 
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started to scream. I realized in 
that instant the deadly cleverness 
of her plan. The meeting with me, 
and this rendezvous tonight, had 
been used by her to rid herself of 
the man who'd tried to kill her. 
For some reason—money? social 
position?—divorce had been out of 
the question. Now she'd killed 
him, and provided a perfect fall 
guy for the police. 

/ was the fall guy! That's why 
she'd told me she was sorry before 
she pulled the trigger. The shot 
and her screams would bring the 
police nmning, and they'd find me 
with the gun at my feet and the 
necklace in my pocket. SociaUte 
slain during deal with jewel thief. 
It would be her word against 
mine. 

Only the necklace wasn't in my 
pocket, and that just might save 
me. 

A station guard appeared, run
ning, followed by a viniforrned po
liceman. She was still standing 
there screaming over the body of 
the man she'd murdered when 
they reached her. "That man," she 
said, pointing to me. "He killed—" 

"I saw it all," I told the offi
cers. "I heard a commotion do\yn 
here and came to investigate. 
They were arguing and I got here 
just as she shot him." 

"He's lying!" she flung at me. 
"He stole my necklace! It's in his 
pocket!" 

The officer stared at me uncer
tainly. Already others were run
ning up, attracted by the noise. 
"There's nothing in my pockets," 
I said calmly, "except my identi
fication. But I'd suggest you take 
the lady's right glove to check for 
gunpowder particles." 

" D o n ' t be l ieve h i m ! " she 
shouted. 

"What sort of identffication, 
sir?" the officer asked me. 

I flipped open the wallet to show, 
my badge and ID. "Detective first 
grade Charles Barnes, assigned to 
the 91st Prefcinct. You can call them 
and check if you want." 

Tha t was when the lady 's 
mouth fell open. 

Sometimes being both a cop 
and a" robber can get you into 
some tight spots, but it can get 
you out of them too. 
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Never to he beholden to anyone, one must give credit where 
due. 

Finley Crowe stepped into the 
Hotel'' Granville, cased the lobby, 
went to the phone booth at the 
far end, and riffled his right hand 
through the pages of the Manhat
tan directory as his left hand 
reached below to remove a slip of 

paper taped to the xmderside of 
the shelf. 

Still pretending to be hunting a 
number, and using his body as a 
shield, he brought up the paper, 
unfolded it and read it. All it said 
was 819. Finley Crowe now knew 
that the man he had to kill was 
staying in room 819 of the Hotel 
Granville. 

He balled the slip of paper and 
tossed it at the first sand urn he 
passed. Too sure of his aim, he 
failed to see that he had missed 
the desert waste. The ball hit the 
rim and bounded to the carpet. 

Carefully watching carelessly to 
make sure that no one noticed 
him, Finley Crowe gained the 
stairs and started up. 

Leroy Moore bent to pick up 
the ball of paper. He straightened 
slowly, silently cursing his aching 
back. He started to drop the 
crumple of paper into the sand 
urn, then something moved him to 
stay his hand. 

He unwadded the paper and 
smoothed it out enough to read it. 
AH it said was 618. Leroy Moore 
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made up his mind to hurry and 
play 618 and play it big. It would 
have been a sin to overlook this 
sign. 

Clifford Fant, in Room 618, had 
a hangup hangup. His hand shook 
so that it took him three stabs be
fore he hung up the phone. 

The girl had disguised her voice 
but he knew who it had to be. 
Making time with her, though she 
was hardly his type, was paying 
off now. It wasn't luck but fore
thought that had given him a pair 
of ears in syndicate headquarters— 
and now a voice. 

"There's a contract out on you. 
You'd better hurry out of there. 
The hit man knows \yhere you 
are." 

Then, before he could ask ques
tions or even frame questions to 
ask, click] 

It was new to him to be on the 
same side of the law—the wrong 
side—as his clients. He had always 
managed to stay on the right side 
while advancing the fortunes of 
those on the wrong side. A syndi
cate mouthpiece, he had lately be
gun practicing the art of avoiding 
subpoenas. 

Now it seemed that his former 
chents were taking no chances on 
the privileged communications be
tween client and lawyer remain
ing privileged. They were not 
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trusting to the canon of ethics 
alone to seal his lips, and since 
syndicate headquarters itself had 
put out the contract, it meant 
there was ho appeal. 

He tried to pull himself to
gether but the walls of the room 
closed in like a trap. You'd better 
hurry out of there. The hit man 
knows where you are. He didn't 
dare check out. He would just dis
appear. He could carry what ef
fects he could on his person and 
sneak out. He looked around. 

His gun, of course; he had 
started packing a gun these past 
few weeks, sensing that something 
like this might happen. It was one 
more thing putting him on the 
wrong side of the law, because in 
his fugitive state he could hardly 
have openly sought a permit. 
Even as he stuck the gun in his 
waistband he knew it would avail 
little against the skilled hit man 
they would have sent after him. 
Still, its solid weight was some 
comfort. 

Now to fill his pockets with ra
zor, toothbrush, socks, shorts; 
really not much else worth taking 
or risking taking. You'd better 
hurry out of there. Quick. Other
wise, dead. 

Murray Lenox, in room 819, 
shot too much lather out of the 
can of shaving foam. His finger 
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had been too heavy on the valve 
because he had been thinking sav
age thoughts about Ms. Missy. 

Ms. Missy; he had invented the 
name so that she might ride the 
wave of women's lib. He had 
plucked her out of a nothing rock 
group going nowhere. Did she 
guess why he had picked her? Her 
voice and delivery were nothing 
special. Did she know he loved 
her? 

He had spent months on the 
road, hitting every radio station 
with a disc jockey having a half
way decent following. It took a 
lot of buttering—and a lot of 
bread—but he had-publicized and 
payola'd her recording into a hit 

' number.. Now that she was high 
on the charts and had hit the Big 
Apple, Ms. Missy had a swelled 
head. . 

She had- come right out and 
said that maybe Murray's cut of 
the take was too much, that 
maybe for the same amount she 
could get a big-time agent-man
ager who would make her more 
than a one-shot. 

He had just looked at her, 
turned, and walked away. Walked 
away with stiff dignity, though ex
pecting her to call after him and 
say she was sorry and beg him to 
come back. 

She hadn't called after him, and 
she hadn't rung up yet, but give 

her time. She would miss him, re
alize how much she owed him 
and how much she still needed 
him. 

He slapped the foam on his 
face. He-had enough to build a 
Santa Glaus beard. He looked in 
the mirror, he looked in his heart. 
Some Santa Glaus. He reached for 
his razor, stopped at a knocking. 

Missyl 
He limped eagerly to the door. 

Finley Growe rapped again on 
the door of room 81i9. He had 
waited a few minutes on the land
ing before venturing onto the 
eighth-floor corridor. That was as 
much to get his breath back after 
the climb as to screw the silencer 
onto his gun. 

The years of being a hit man 
were telling on him. No, it was 
just the years. The hit stuff didn't 
bother him. 

The door of room 819 opened. 
Growe stared, but it was only 

the lather that had taken him 
aback. The right build, the right 
color hair, and the right color 
eyes; this was Glifford Fant, all 
right, 

He and Gliff went back to the 
old days, but he had never let sen
timent get in the way of his work. 

The man's head jerked at the 
sight of the gim. His hands went 
up to push the sight away. 
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The man had time to say, "No." 
Yes. 

Just as Chfford Fant eased past 
the last doorway on the sixth floor 
and silently made it onto the 
stairs, he came face to face with 
Finley Crowe coming as silently 
down. 

In Crowe, the feeling that he 
was seeing a ghost prompted the 
motor reflex of his gan hand. If it 
was the knowledge that he had al-
r eady done his number t h a t 
slowed Crowe, it was the knowl
edge that his hit man had found 
him that sped Fant. 

It was a draw. They held each 
other at gunpoint. 

Fant said, without hope, "Let's 
talk this over." 

C r o w e ' s r ep ly was a rea l 
shocker. "Sure." 

Crowe's credit card let them 
into room 819. 

They looked down at the stiff 
just inside the door. Fant shivered. 
But for the 618-819 mixup, which 
he and Crowe had figured out to
gether, that shattered, spattered 
face would be his. He shivered 
again. He could still wind up a 
corpse if Crowe should decide 
they couldn't pull it off. He edged 
away and inched his hand toward 
the gun in his waistband. 

Crowe, turning to face him. 

smiled at what he plainly took to 
be Fant's squeamishness. "You reg-. 
istered here, under another name, 
didn't yoii?" 

Fant nodded. 
Crowe nodded. "So it don't 

matter if the cops never find out 
who the stiff is, as long as the 
inob thinks it's you. Only problem 
might be the stiff's fingerprints. If 
I thought I had to, I'd scrape the 
guy's fingers raw. But look at his 
feet." 

Fant frowned puzzledly. "Are 
you talking about toeprints?" ' 

Crowe permitted himself a flash 
of irritation. "No. I mean, look at 
his shoes. One shoe's built up a 
bit. Means he was never in the 
armed services. That, together 
with the odds he's a square John, 
means his fingerprints won't be on 
file. I'll just check his I.D., make 
sure." He went through the stiff's 
pockets. "The guy's legit—ff being 
a talent representative's legit. 
Now, change shoes with him." He 
handed Fant the stifles wallet and 
keys. 

Fant stared at Crowe. "What?" 
"Change shoes with him. That'll 

be good enough; who's going to 
notice the inch difference when 
they lay him out?" 

Fant grimaced as he walked 
back and forth in the dead man's 
shoes. The stifles shoes fitted Fant 
fine but they gave him a limp. 
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Still, that would prove a plus 
worth getting used to when he 
went forth in his new incarnation. 

Crowe got up from tying the 
shoestrings on Fant's • shoes on 
Lenox's feet in neat bows. 

"Okay, Fant. Now we're all-set 
for the switch." 

Fant stole out into the corridor, 
found a linen cart in the service 
closet, and sneaked it back to 
room 819. He and C r o w e 
wrapped Lenox in a sheet. When 
Fant bent to pick up his end of 
Lenox, his gun fell out of his 
waistband. Crowe picked it up 
and politely handed" it to Fant. 
They stufiFed Lenox into the linen 
cart, rolled the cart to the service 
elevator, and took it down to the 
sixth floor. Fant found he had 
kept his key; he let the three of 
them into room 618. 

Fant and Crowe lifted Lenox 
out of the cart, unwrapped hirn, 
and arranged him on the floor. 

Crowe fitted his. silencer onto 
his gun again. For a moment Fant 
felt faint, but Crowe simply drove 
another bullet through the body 
to pin the killing to this room. 
Crowe unscrewed the silencer and 
pocketed it and the gun. Then he 
fiddled with the air-conditioner till-
it stopped working. This gave him 
the excuse to open the window. 
The open window took care of 
the missing first bullet. 

Together, Crowe and Fant went 
over 618, wiping all surfaces that 
might have taken fingerprints. 

Before leaving room 618 for the 
last time, Clifford Fant looked 
down at the body of Murray 
Lenox, and felt a sudden sympa
thy for Clifford Fant. 

Fant and Crowe went out with 
the linen cart and hung the Do 
Not Disturb sign outside the door 
of room 618. 

They got the linen cart safely 
back in its eighth-floor closet and 
Fant let them into room 819 with 
Lenox's key. Crowe helped Fant 
clean up the mess in the room. 
Crowe found the bullet embedded . 
in the wall. He gouged it out and 
pocketed it, then looked, aroimd 
and sighed. Fant echoed the sigh. 
There seemed nothing more to do 
but part. 

This working out of. their mu
tual bind suited both; Fant, be
cause it meant he stayed alive but 
passed for dead—which would 
help him stay alive under a new 
name and in a new place; Crowe, 
because it meant he kept his 
name for always making a clean 
hit. 

Before leaving, Crowe rested his / 
eyes on Fant's face, _the look say
ing that his eyes had better not 
eve'r rest on Fant's face again. 

^ Fan t took no chances on 
Crowe's changing his mind. He 
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quickly packed Lenox's bags, then 
phoned the desk to say he—Mur
ray Lenox—was checking out. He 
worried as he~signed the tab with 
Lenox's name, but none of the 
Hotel Granville's personnel—desk 
clerk, bellhop, or doorman—fo
cused on anything but the formal
ities and the gratuities. 

•He changed cabs several times, 
winding up at the Port Authority 
Bus Terminal. His gun would 
force him to forego planes and to 
go by bus, train, and rented car, 
but that made it all the easier to 
lose himself. He would travel on 
Lenox's credit cards till it became 
dangerous to do so; the monthly 
billing date would be the dead
line. Then Murray. Lenox would 
disappear, say while out boating' 
or swimming in very deep waters. 

At which point Clifford Fant 
would take on a new identity and 
live out his borrowed life above 
one border or below the other as 
best he might. 

Ms. Missy used the Hotel Gran
ville's courtesy phone to call room 
819. Room 819 did not answer. 
Ms. Missy's rocker platforms car
ried her to the desk clerk. She 
was not too worried to give him 
her best smile. Mr. Lenox? Sorry, 
Mr. Lenox had just checked out; 
she had missed him by minutes. 

Sorry, Mr. Lenox left no forward
ing address. Ms. Missy's smile 
died. 

It was Leroy Moore's lucky 
day. Number 618 hit. 

He told his boss that he was 
quitting, and there were hard feel
ings when he told the man what 
he thought of him. 

Leroy Moore made big plans to 
spend his big money, but when it 
came time for him to collect his 
winnings he found that-the runner 
with whom he had placed the bet 
had kept his twenty dollars in
stead of passing it on to the pol
icy bank. The runner had figvired 
618 would not come out. It had, 
and the runner had decided his 
best bet was to be among the 
missing. 

The syndicate boss' words came 
out wrapped in cigar smoke. 

" W e only got this Leroy 
Moore's word he played twenty 
bucks on 618. Be good public re
lations, though, to give him his 
twenty bucks back. If that don't 
suit hun, maybe he'd like a few 
broken bones better. Now, about 
the runner that took off: quick as 
we find him we finish him. Get 
Finley Crowe to do the job. 
There's a guy that don't never 
mess up a hit." 
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{ There are times when that'one little step which one omits .^ 
may, indeed, safeguard his innocence. ( 

Adair leaned back in his chair at 
the kitchen table which he used as 
a desk and mopped perspiration 
from his face with the towel slung 
around his neck. Then he paused, 
frowning at the open window in 
the kitchen's rear wall. Someone 
was clumping down the fire es
cape out there. 
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Now the sleazy curtain was 
twitched aside and Adair found 
himself looking into the business 
end of a pistol. 

The man ho ld ing the gun 
leaned in far enough to ask, "Did 
you see the guy that ran down 
this fire escape a few minutes 
ago? 

"No," Adair said. "Who are 
you? An irate husband who came 
home before you were expected?" 

The man snorted and lowered 
the gun. "I'm a poUce ofiicer. Stay 
put. n i be back in a minute." 

Then he was gone, his footsteps 
rattling down the metal stairs 
toward the ground, one floor be
low Adai r ' s w indow, Adair 
blinked, shrugged, and turned his 
attention back to his typewriter. 

He had just typed: At that very 
moment on the other side of the 
city, the killers were laying plans 
for their next move in the deadly 
game—when he heard the foot
steps returning up the fire escape. 

This time the man pushed back 
the curtain and stepped in over 
the low windowsill. Adair was 
glad to see he had put his gun 
a\yay. 

"My name is Brooks," he said. 

"There's been some trouble up
stairs—" 

"I don't know a thing about it," 
Adair told him. 

" In the apartment directly 
above yours, a man was shot to 
death just a few minutes ago. Did 
you hear—" 

"No," Adair said. He eyed the 
man—yovmg, large, wearing a T-
shirt, rumpled slacks and house 
slippers—and added, "Is that the 
new autumn uniform for cops?" 

"What? Oh. No, sir, I hve in 
the building." The man took a 
leather folder from his hip pocket 
and flipped it open to show Adair 
a shield and ID card. "The shoot
ing took place right at eleven 
forty-five. Surely you heard—" 

"Not a thing. Good night and 
good luck." 

With this, Adair turned back to 
his typewriter, while the young 
cop. Brooks, stared at him with 
growing anger. 

"Now, just a minute," Brooks 
snapped. "You don't seem to un
derstand. There's been an at
tempted robbery and a mvirder 
here tonight, right over your 
head! The killer took ofiF down the 
fire escape—he had to go- past 
your window." 

Adair sighed, leaned back in his 
chair, and said, "Look, pal, I've 
been working here for the past 
three hours. In all that time no 
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one has been on that fire escape 
vintil you showed up. No one at 
all." 

"You were in the kitchen all 
the time?" 

Adair frowned. "Well . . . I did 
go to the bathroom once or twice. 
I guess it's possible someone—but 
you said this happenecl within the 
last ten minutes. I haven't moved 
out of my chair for at least half 
an hour." 

"I see." Brooks leaned out the 
window, called, "Simrnons? I'll be 
up in a minute!" 

Then he turned back into the 
kitchen. He looked at the table, 
half hidden under heaps of yellow 
copy paper, ash trays and dead 
beer cans, with Adair's typewriter 
on the end nearest the window. 

"I live alone," Adair said, "and 
I'm a lousy housekeeper." 

Officer Brooks nodded. "Your 
name is—" 

"William Pitt Adair, age 45, 
profession, writer." 

"This is where you work?" 
"Good a place as any." Adair 

hesitated, then asked with some 
reluctance, "What happened up
stairs?" 

"Mr. and Mrs." Farley—do you 
know them?" Adair shook his 
head; Brooks continued: "Someone 
broke into their pla.ce, entered 
through the fire-escape window. 
The Parleys were in bed, asleep. 

Mrs. Farley was awakened by a 
noise. She got up to investigate. 
As she came out of the bedroom, 
she was slugged. Next thing she 
knew, she was tied to a chair in 
the livingroom." 

"She didn ' t see the th ief?" 
Adair asked. 

"Not then. But she could hear 
voices from the bedroom, and see 
that the light had been turned on 
in there. The thief was trying to 
force Mr. Farley to give him the 
combination to a little safe built 
into the bedroom closet." 

Adair interrupted, "What in the 
world were they doing with a 
built-in safe, in a cheap fleabag 
like this?" 

"Mr. Farley ran a cafe in the 
neighborhood. He had the bad 
hab i t of b r i ng ing the day 's 
receipts home with him. That's 
why he had the safe installed." 

Adair grunted. "He never heard 
of night bank depositories?" 

Brooks shrugged beefy shoul
ders. "I wouldn't kiiqw. In any 
case, Farley wouldn't give the 
thief the combination. He started 
to yell. The thief shot him— 
twice—and ran out to the liv
ing room. Mrs. F a r l e y got a 
glimpse of him then, as he cut 
across and into the kitchen, and—" 

"Out and down the fire es
cape?" Adair said. He stared at 
the dingy wall opposite his chair. 
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then shook his head. "I don't 
think so. He must have gone up 
to the roof." 

"No, sir. The fire escape ends 
outside the Parleys' kitchen win
dow. From there up to the roof is 
a twenty-foot stretch of bare brick 
wall." 

"Wel l -" 
"Two shots were fired, Mr. 

Adair. My wife and I heard them. 
We live just across the corridor 
from the Parleys. I was over there 
pounding on the front door in a 
very few seconds, and inside the 
place seconds after that. It's— 
strange—that you didn't notice any 
of the racket." 

Adair smiled wryly. " I don't 
pay much attention to what's go
ing on around me when I'm work-

x'ing-" 
Brooks studied the older man 

with some interest. In appearance, 
William Pitt Adair was nothing to 
write home about. He was short 
and pudgy, with a round, jowly 
face and a crop of limp brown 
hair liberally sprinkled with gray. 

At the moment he wore a pair 
of Bermuda shorts, a stained short-
sleeved shirt, and a bath towel 
that hung limply from around his 
thick neck. 

Brooks said slowly, "You didn't 
see or_ hear anything. You don't 
know the Parleys. That about it?" 

Adair squinted at Brooks from 

under shaggy brows. He said, 
"That's it. Now, if you'll excuse 
me—" 

The wail of a siren cut through 
the night outside. 

Officer Brooks headed for the 
window, stepped out onto the fire 
escape, then leaned back in long 
enough to say, "That will, be the 
homicide squad. They'll want to 
talk to you, Mr. Adair. To every
one in the building, of course. So 
try not to get too engrossed in 
yovir writing." 

"Fat chance," Adair muttered. 
He barely had time to open a 

fresh can of beer and sit down 
again at the typewriter when the 
doorbell buzzed. 

This time, as Adair had half-ex
pected, his caller was someone he 
knew—Sergeant Maclvers, of cen
tral homicide. 

"I'll be darned, it is -you," the 
bulky sergeant said. 

Adair sighed. "Yeah. How' are 
you, Mac?" 

"Pine. Captain Holcomb wants 
a word. Upstairs." 

Adair didn't argue. As the two 
walked along the dimly-lit corri
dor to the stairs, Maclvers said, 
"After you quit the newspaper 
racket a couple years ago, you 
just dropped out of sight. What 
happened to you, Adair?" 

"I retired," Adair said, sardon
ically. 
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"Huh. In the old days, you'd've 
been up in this dame's apartment 
and had the case all solved before 
us dumbos from homicide even 
showed up." 

Adair didn't answer. 
There was a group of curious 

tenants in the third-floor corridor, 
grouped around the open doorway 
of the Farley apartment. Adair 
saw that the door itself, the wood 
around the lock splintered, was 
propped against the wall to one 
side of the doorway . Young 
Brooks must have kicked it in. i 

Inside the apartment, Adair 
looked around, while Sergeant Mac-
Ivers went across the livingroom 
to join two or three plainclothes-
men who were talking together 
outside a closed door in the far 
wall. 

Adair's bushy eyebrows climbed 
as he noticed the furnishings in 
the room. Evidently the Parleys 
had money, and at least one of 
them had very good taste. The 
livingroom was done in shades of 
pastel blue and silver, and the dif
ference between it and Adair's 
place was enough to make him 
wince. 

The one jarring note was .a 
wooden kitchen chair, lying on its 
side near the center of the room. 
A tangled mass of adhesive tape 
lay around the chai r , a few 
lengths still dangling from the 

chair itself. He eyed it critically. 
Against the wall in front of the 

chair was a big color TV set. Two 
fat easy chairs and a sofa were 

. ranged aroimd, centered on the 
television set. 

Now a large, silver-maned man 
in a neat gray suit came . toward 
Adair, hand outstretched. 

"Well, well. Bill Adair in per
son," he said, 

Adair gave the proffered hand a 
brief shake, and said, "How are 
you. Lieutenant—no, it's Captain 
now." 

"Yeah," Captain Holcomb said. 
"What's with you, Bill?" 

"I get by . . . Maclvers said 
you wanted to see me." 

"Sure! Old friends like us should 
keep in touch." 

Adair snorted. "You start talk
ing about friendship, George, and 
I'll start asking for a lawyer." 

H o l c o m b l a u g h e d jov ia l ly . 
"Same old Adair . . . No, I 
thought you might be able to help 
us on a couple of minor points. 
Come on into the kitchen. Little 
more private in there. What've 
you been doing since you quit the 
Times?" 

"Sleeping a lot better at night," 
, Adair said. 

"Uh-huh. I'll bet." Holcomb 
gestured "in passing at the. over
turned wooden chair. "Tha t ' s 
where Mrs. Farley was tied. 
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Bound hand and foot with adhe
sive tape, and gagged with a few 
more yards of the stuff. She'd al
most managed to work her hands 
free when Officer Brooks came 
in." 

Adair nodded. "Nice of the 
killer to bring that chair in here 
from the kitchen. Saved messing 
up these easy chairs with sticky 
tape." 

"Yeah," Holcomb said, deadpan. 
"Very nice." 

The kitchen was empty when 
they reached it, except for a fin
gerprint man plying his trade 
around the window that opened 
onto the fire-escape landing. 

Captain Holcomb straddled a 
chair and rested his arms on the 
top of the chair's back. He nod
ded Adair to another chair, and 
said, "It's like this: Officer Brooks 
lives just across the hallway. He 
came home tonight, as usual, a 
little after eleven o'clock. He 
works the three-to-eleven shift in 
scout-car division. Anyway, he 
barely had time to take off his 
shirt and reach for a drink, when 
he and his wife heard a sudden 
burst of loud voices, then two 
gunshots. 

"Brooks fan out to the corridor 
where he heard a strangled, moan
ing sound coming from the Farley 
apartment. He busted in the front 
door—it was bolted on the inside— 

and foimd Mrs. Farley trussed up 
like a Christmas turkey, more or 
less. He tore the gag from her 
mouth. She was somewhat hys
terical, but managed to tell him 
what had happened. 

"Brooks gave the apartment a 
fast once-over. He found Mr. Far-~ 
ley in the bedroom, lying on the 
twin bed nearest the door. His 
wrists and ankles were taped t̂o
gether, and he had two bullet 
holes in his chest. 

"Brooks went on through the 
joint, and out onto the fire escape. 
Nothing to see out there. 

"Then, while he stayed with 
Mrs. Farley, his wife went back to 
their place and called headquar
ters. A scout car was here in a 
couple of minutes, and Brooks and 
one of the officers started a quick 
search of the building. They ran 
into a little problem." 

Holcomb rested his chin on his 
crossed arms and looked across 
the table at Adair. 

Adair shrugged. "I told the kid 
it was possible the killer went by 
my window while I was out of 
the room." 

"Yeah. But not too Ukely. And 
there's a young couple in the 
apartment directly below yours. 
Bill. Tonight they spent an hour 
or so admiring the full moon, sit
ting on the bottom steps of the 
fire escape. Brooks found them 
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there right after he talked to you. 
They told him that no one had 
g o n e up or come down those 
stairs—at least, not all the way 
down—in all the time they were 
there. So . . ." 

"So?" Adair frowned. 
"How did the killer get out? 

Brooks was at the only door, this 
couple' at the bottom of the fire 
escape. There's no other exit from 
the apartment." 

Adair shifted restlessly on his 
chair. "Maybe the killer never 
left." 

"Maybe. Of course, he might 
have gone down the • fire escape 
just one flight—to the landing out
side ,your window, and then into 
your place . . . But you say he 
didn't do that." 

"Now, look—" 
"I'm not accusing you. Bill," 

the captain said, looking shocked. 
"It never occurred to me—" 

The kitchen door suddenly 
swTing inward. and Adair glanced 
around. A tallish blonde was 
standing there, wearing a pair of 
frilly pajamas and a robe. Her 
long hair was .tousled and her feet 
were bare. She blinked at Adair 
through red-rimmed eyes. Behind 
her stood one of Holcomb's detec
tives. 

"Have you—have you caught 
the man?"' she asked hoarsely. 

"This is your neighbor from 

doviTistairs, Mrs. Farley," Holcomb 
said. "Have you met?" 

Inez Farley's eyes narrowed. "I 
don't know. You understand, only 
the bedroom light was on. The 
rest of the apartment was dark, 
and I only got a glimpse—" 

"For crying out loud," Adair 
muttered. "What is this?" 

"It might be the same voice I 
hea rd , " Inez Farley said ner
vously. "I can't be sure—about 
anything." 

"Of course," Holcomb soothed. 
"Try to take it easy." 

The detective with the woman 
reached past her to pull shut the 
door. Adair turned back to Hol
comb. 

"We have to check out every
thing," the captain said, with' a 
d e p r e c a t i n g shrug . " A n d , of 
course, when yoimg Brooks talked 
to you, a few minutes after the 
killing, you were in a swea t -
sweating like a field hand. Brooks 
said—sitting near an open window 
on a cool night like tonight. As if 
you might have been running up 
and down fire escapes . . . " 

Adair sputtered, "Of all the—lis
ten, when I work, the sweat runs 
in streams. It is work, believe 
me!" 

"Of course. How successful 
have you been at this writing 
kick. Bill? Make a lot of money?" 

Adair snorted. "Hell, no. But 
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enough to get by, without turning your solid job at the Times?' 
burglar. And I had some sav
ings-" ' \ 

"Uh-huh. Why did you quit 

M-

"A lot of reasons. A stomach ul
cer, for one. I was sick of people 
and their lousy problems, for an
other. None of your business, Hol-
comb, to begin with." 

The captain studied Adair's 
somewhat flushed face for a mo
ment. "What kind of stuff do you 
write now?" 

Adair grimaced. "Fact-detective 
stories." 

"Oh, brother," Holcomb said, 
his gray eyes widening. "That's 
certainly a switch on what you 
wrote for that lousy newspaper. 
The 'fact' part, I mean. Well, stay 
put." 

The captain walked out of the 
kitchen. Almost at once Officer 
Brooks came in. Adair saw that 
the young cop had taken time to 
put on a shirt and regulation 
shoes. 

Brooks eyed Adair with some 
interest, even a touch of pity. He 
said, "Too bad—for you—that 
those people were camped dovvTi 
at the bottom of the fire. escape, 
Mr. Adair." 

Adair didn't answer. He lit a 
cigarette and puffed it thought
fully, drumming his fingertips oil 
the tabletop. He had told Captain 
Holcomb the truth; he had walked 
away from the newspaper game 

"because . he was heartily sick of 
sticking his nose into the messes 
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people made of their lives. It was 
no coincidence that these days he 
wrote only about historic criminal' 
cases, all safely closed and far re
moved in time from the present. 

He had no intention of getting 
involved in this lousy business 
tonight, even though his old friend 
Holcomb was apparently dallying 
with "the idea that Adair might 
know more about it than he was 
telling. 
" He looked up at Brooks." 

"Funny thing. With all night to 
work in, the killer picks the time 
just after you, a cop, come home-
when you're sure to hear the 
shots." 

Brooks shrugged. "But I did 
hear the shots. So did my wife, 
and two or three other tenants on 
this floor. And Mrs. Farley didn't 
fire them—no way." 

"You know her?" 
"Just to say 'hello' to in the 

corridor. My wife and me some
times went to Farley's cafe for 
hamburgers—he was a buddy-
buddy type, you know? Big smile 
and glad hand. Did have good 
hamburgers at his place." 

"Did the wife work there?" 
"No. She sort of dabbles around 

in arty stuff. Belongs to one of 
these little theater groups, you 
know? That kind of thing. Calls 
herself a 'set designer,' I think." 
Brooks smiled wryly. 

"Set designer ," Adair said. 
"That figures. I guess a kitchen 
chair to be tied to is a little more 
dramatic than an easy chair—and 
easier to work with." 

"Huh?" 
"Nothing. When you broke in 

the front door, what did you see? 
She was in the chair—" 

"Yeah. She managed to get her 
hands almost free from the adhe
sive tape. Had it all over her, 
looked like a miimmy." 

"You happen to consider that 
she might've wrapped herself up? 
That her hands were almost free 
because she hadn't been able to 
get them any tighter?" 

"Sure," Brooks said. "It's the 
first thing I did think of. But there 
isn't any way she could have shot 
her husband, ditched the gim—we 
haven't found it anywhere—and 
got herself in that chair before I 
was inside." 

Adair g run t ed dubious ly . 
"Maybe—maybe not." 

Brooks glanced at the closed 
door, back at Adair. In a con
fidential voice he said, "I think 
she had a boyfriend, some guy 
who helped her set things up. 
Then at the right time he killed 
Farley and took off, leaving Mrs. 
Farley with a sort of perfect alibi. 
You know?" 

Adair sighed., "Could be. Only 
how did he get out?" 
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Brooks shuffled his size twelves, 
looked embarrassed, and muttered, 
"Heck, jMr. Adair, lots of guys get 
tangled up with women. End up 
doing things they wouldn't dream 
of, ordinarily. Especially guys 
your age. You—" 

"Yeah, I know, I know," Adair 
said. "Did Holcomb put you up to 
this, or was it your idea?" 

Brooks stood motionless, staring. 
His face reflected a moment's cha
grin. Before he could speak, the 
door opened and Holcomb bustled 
in. 

"Okay," the captain said with
out preamble. "I kriow you used 
to be hell with the women. Bill, 
but I just can't see. you and Inez 
Farley as a duo. For one thing, 
she's a good head taller than you, 
and twenty years yoimger." 

"Thanksr-I think," Adair said. 
"You finally tumble to the fact 
that the lady did it, all by her
self?" 

"I . . . don't know about that. 
She's certainly in it. That bump 
on the back of her head wouldn't 
daze a fly. Looks like she rapped 
herself with the heel of a shoe or 
something. No, we found the gtin 
just now. Right where these bone-
heads of mine should've looked in 
the first place." 

"In the water tank?" Adair said. 
"Yeah. Naturally. Little .22 tar

get pistol with a silencer. Two 

shots fired. No prints on the gun, 
bu t - " 

"Captain," Brooks said sud
denly, "those shots I heard didn't 
come from any .22, much less one 
with a silencer!" 
" "That is a problem," Holcomb 
sighed. "But the doctor tells me 
Farley died of a .22 caliber bullet 
that smashed through his heart. 
Very likely from that gun. We'll 
know for sure when ballistics runs 
a comparison test." 

Brooks shook his head firmly. 
"It wasn't a .22 I heard." 

Adair rose, paced to the kitchen 
window and back again, trailing a 
cloud of cigarette smoke. He 
stopped.. "See if you can find a 
TV schedule," he said. 

Holcomb frowned, then nodded 
his head slowly. He thumbed the 
puzzled Brooks out of the room. 

"Found out a couple of things 
- about Inez," the captain said. 

"Seems she's interested in more 
than stagecraft at this amateur 
theater where she hangs out. She's 
been having a cozy affair with 
one of the actors and her husband 
found out about it. A friend of his 
we talked to says that Farley was 
about to divorce her—and he had 
all the money in the family. So 
Inez would've been out in the 
cold without a dime." 

Adair nodded absently. "So she 
arranged this stage play of her 
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own. Waited till her husband was 
asleep tonight, drilled him with a 
silenced gun, then set the stage 
and waited." 

"Yeah," Holcomb said. "Since 
she'd be the obvious choice for 
the starring role, she needed a 
very good alibi. Only—" The cap
tain broke off with a discontented 

• shrug. 
Adair went on, "She knew 

when Brooks would get home. 
Knew how he would react—as he 
did—to the sound of shots. All 
very nice, except she made a bad 
mistake by trying to make anyone 

•'believe that a normal red-blooded 
wife, sleeping in the same room 
with her husband, would get out 
of bed herself 'to investigate a 
strange noise."^ 

Holcomb laughed shortly. "My 
wife wouldn't dream of it—she'd 
make me get up. Every time." 

"So would any other wife," 
Adair said. 

"But the burst of loud voices, 
men's voices, and the shots," Hol
comb said. "You think—" 

"Let's find out," Adair told him, 
as Brooks came back in, carrying 
a folded newspaper. 

Holcomb took the paper, opened 
- it to the night's television sched

ule. "Well, now, at ten-thirty, 
there was a shoot-'em-up gangster 
movie on. For about the tenth 
time." Holcomb lifted the paper 

closer to his eyes. "Uh-hu'h. 
There's a tiny penciled check be
side the movie listing." 

"That's'that, then, " Adair said. 
"Wait a minute," Brooks pro

tested. "For gosh sake, how could 
this dame know there'd be the. 
sound of gunshots in the movie 
just, when she wanted them?" 

Holcomb snorted. "Everybody 
in the country that ever watches 
late movies on television has seen 
this one at least once. Loud 
voices? Gionshots? That's about all 
there is to the thing." 

"She knew thiat," Adair said. 
"She waited until the night it was 
on—tonight—and then when she 
was sure that Brooks was home, 
the first scene that started that 
would end in gunfire, she tiu-ned 
up the sound as loud as it would 
go. Then turned the set off imme
diately after the shots." 

Brooks was shaking his head 
again. "No, sir. She just didn't 
have time to turn off the set and 
get settled in that chair like I 
found her." 

"Big, expensive set Uke that, it 
probably has a remote-control de
vice to go with it," Adair said. 

Holcomb was already on his 
way out. In a very few moments 
he was back, gingerly holdiiig on 
his palm a little black box studded 
with push buttons. 

"Under a sofa, where she'd 
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kicked it after using it to turn up 
the sound, then turn off the set," 
Holcomb said. 

The fingerprint man Adair had 
seen earlier poked his head in the 
kitchen door. He said unhappily, 
"Captain, 1—" 

"The print you lifted off this 
button that turns off the set, it 
matches Mrs. Farley's—right?" 

"Wrong," the man said dis
mally. "It's not her fingerprint. Or 
her husband's." 

Holcomb muttered a few short, 
ugly words. He squinted thought-
ftilly at Adair. "So. She did have 
help, after all." 

Adair ran his fingers through his 
mop of limp brown-gray hair. 
Then he brightened. "She was 
wearing pajamas and a robe . . ." 

"Yeah, yeah. I'm afraid we'll 
need your prints, Adair. You're 
really all that's left—" 

"Not quite," Adair grinned. He 
turned to the fingerprint man. 
"You can push buttons with your 
fingers and you can also push but
tons with your toes, and a person's 
fingerprints and toe prints don't 
match—" 

The man, swearing under his 
breath, was gone. 

Adair, Holcomb and Brooks 
stared at each other, waiting. 
They didn't have to wait long. 
They heard a woman's voice Ifft-
ing in protest, then screaming that 
subsided into frastrated, hopeless 
sobbing. 

The fingerprint man came back. 
He said briefly, "Her right big 
toe." 

Not long after that. Captain 
Holcomb walked downstairs with 
Adair. At Adair's door, the cap
tain said, "How about coming 
along downtown with me? I'll be 
off duty in an hour, we can go 
somewhere for a late drink." 

" N o t h a n k s , " Adair said. 
"You're a nice guy, George, but I 
don't want any part of you, or 
murder cases." 

He nodded, went inside the 
apartment and shut the door 
geiitly^but firmly in the captain's 
face. On the door himg a little, 
black-lettered sign: PLEASE! DO-
NOT DISTURB! 

The captain snorted and walked 
away. 

X 
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To the well-informed, the best ideas are frequently common 
property. 

^ 

I hear they're changing the name 
of your department to Lost and 
Found. Is that true?" 

Edgar Grey's freckled face wore 
an expression of sweet and honest 
curiosity. It was a friendly jibe, if 
somewhat short on tact, but Lieu
tenant Trask didn't strike back; in
stead, he rolled with the pimch, 
slyly turning the other cheek. 

"You're batting five hundred," 

he said. "We're the 'Lost' part; 
you two handle 'Found.' " 

Cyriack Skinner Grey, relaxed 
in his wheelchair, smiled at the 
exchange, mentally calling it a 
draw. 

"First a sack of diamonds, and 
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now a platinum chain," Edgar 
said. "What next?" 

"You, I hope!" the detective 
said. "And I won't even ask your 
father to help in the search, be
cause there won't be any!" 

" P l a t i n u m ' s a very heavy 
me ta l , " the elder Grey said, 
snubbing both of them. "A chain 
of over a hundred links, even 
small ovals, could weigh five 
pounds or more." 

"A good estimate," Trask said, a 
note of admiration in his voice. 
"They told me sixty-two troy 
ounces—they ryn twelve to a 
poimd, as I'm sure you know—or 
about eighty-three ordinary ones." 

Edgar whistled softly. "That's 
what's disappeared this time? And 
in a locked room, yet—to coin a 
phrase." He was only fourteen, 
but had an I.Q. high enough to 
justify a "genius" rating, and the 

. chutzpah of the ten most feisty 
cabdrivers in New York. That he 
was amiable and good-hearted 
may be credited to paternal guid
ance and example, particularly the 
latter. "Must be worth a fortime; 
what's platinum selling for these 
days. Dad?" 

"Last time I bought some—a 
crucible for the lab—it came to 
one hundred sixty dollars an 
ounce, as a rough estimate. It's 
scarcer than gold and a lot more 
useful." 

"The chain's a mere ten-thou
sand-dollar item," the lieutenant 
said. "But that's not the problem; 
the company probably spends that 
much on paper clips annually. It's 
almost cer ta in ly the murder 
weapon, which is what bugs us. 
The victim was strangled—gar-
roted, so to speak—with something 
like that, judging from the marks 
on his neck. And," he added, look
ing at Edgar, "the room wasn't 
locked." 

"I didn't mean that literally," 
the boy explained. "It's just a 
term used in detective stories— 
which you guys never read, any 
more than doctors go for medical 
fiction—for all cases where the 
victim apparently couldn't have 
been killed in the circumstances. 
That is—" Here he broke off in 
some embarrassment. 

(jm 

"A good definition will take 
more thought," his father said 
dryly. 

"Nevertheless, I get his point," 
Trask said. "And he's right. 
There's no way that chain could 
have disappeared, but it did." 

He saw Grey jabbing at a shiny 
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metal box on one side of the 
wheelchair, and asked, "Say, 
what's that? New, isn't it?" 

The scientist-engineer, having 
lost the use of his legs, spent 
much time in the chair and, as his 
friends maintained, not altogether 
in jest, had fitted it with more 
conveniences than many a luxury 
apartnient. 

"Yes," he said. "It's a cooler, 
much miniaturized, with no bulky 
compressor; uses the thermal-elec
tric cooling effect that was devel
oped recently. Now I can offer 
you iced tea,, lemonade, or even 
ice cream. Not you, Edgar," he 
added with mock sternness. "You 
can make it to our refrigerator, 
and this thing holds only about a 
quart." He looked at the detec
tive. "What'U you have?" 

"Lemonade will be fine," Trask 
said, fascinated as he watched the 
golden liquid spurt fragrantly 
from a tiny faucet into the glass 
Grey held imder it. He sipped, 
nodded approval, and said, "It's 
really cold; your gadget works," 
and as Grey's eyebrows rose, 
added quickly, "as I'd expect." 

"So far," the scientist said, 
"we've had just a-few highlights. 
Now let's have it from the begin
ning; seems an interesting case." 

"Right," Trask said,' gulping the 
last of his drink. "The murder 
took place at Ezekiel Cooper & 

Sons; a very old firm, started over 
a centviry ago, and still run by the 
family. Silversmiths, although 
no\yadays they also work in gold, 
platinum, and even rarer stuff for 
alloys; maximum security, natu
rally. With all that gold aroimd, 
especially at today's prices, no
body gets out vmsearched to the 
skin." He handed the empty glass 
to Grey, who refilled it. 

"The man killed was Noah 
Cooper—they go for biblical 
names—new president of the firm. 
His father, Esau, died a month 
ago. Well, Noah was in his suite 
of rooms, busy with lead sol
diers .. . ." 

Here he paused, obviously ex
pecting a reaction, which was im
mediately forthcoming, but from 
Edgar, who exclaimed^ "Wha-at?" 

"That's right," the detective 
said, smiling a bit wryly; "With 
all that gold around, Noah Cooper 
went for molding lead soldiers— 
and don't sneer; he duplicates rare 
old types that sell for fantastic 
amovints. Even his modem replicas 
cost plenty, and they're meticu
lously made for accuracy and de
tail; beautiful work. Anyhow, he 
has the little lab as- part of his 
suite. He melts" the lead over a-
gas flame,. by the way. None of 
that is relevant, probably. What 
coimts is that he was a mean and 

-nasty fellow, very hard to get 
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along with by anyone's standards. 
"Now, the suspect: old em

ployee named George Wither-
spoon. He's also a hardhead, but a 
real artist in metal. Best man they 
have, but set in his ways and full 
of pride. Hates to take orders, 
which Noah likes to give, unpleas
antly. Naturally, they clashed the 
minute Cooper took over from the 
former head, his father. Wednes
day last, Witherspoon was hauled 
up on the carpet again; Noah 
wanted him to cut comers on a 
fancy gold medalhon they were 
making for a wealthy industrialist, 
and the old man balked. Admit
tedly, he's slowed down a bit, and 
is crotchety, but does do top work 
and won't be nished. People out; 
side heard them quarreling, then a 
scuffle of some kind, but didn't 
dare go in; Cooper didn't wel
come anybody meddling or even 
coming in unless asked. OK, about 
ten minutes later Witherspoon 
comes out, looking rather dazed, 
and says, 'He's dead.' I should 
say," Trask went on, "that while 
Cooper was only thirty, and the 
old man sixty-two, anybody could 
spot the winner if they tangled: a 
flabby hvmdred and twenty pounds 
against a hulking, vigorous two 
hundred; in fact, the old guy 
could have pinched Noah's head 
off with two fingers. But the fact 

• is, or so it seems, he used the 

chain." He paused for a long 
dr ink of the cool l emonade , 
cleared his throat, and said, "The 
chain; in 1900, when the firm was 
already . well-established, Jacob 
Cooper had the idea of a com
pany chain, one platinum link for 
each year since their founding. 
Everybody went for it, so today 
there are a hundred and twelve 
links arid the chain hangs from 
two sterling- hooks in the presi
dent 's suite—or did; now it's 
gone." 

"Simple," Edgar said. "Wither
spoon melted it down after the 
murder." 

"Not over a gas flame, all 
Cooper has in there," the lieuten
ant said quickly. "None of the 
fancy ovens and torches used in 
the real workshops. I looked into 
that, sonny; platinum melts at sev
enteen fifty-five centigrade. Just 
try getting anywhere near that 
with gas!" 

Grey nodded approval. "Abso
lutely right," he said. 

"Nor did he toss it out of a 
window," the detective said. 
"There aren't any, as such; the 
whole building's sealed and. air-
conditioned. Partly for dust con
trol, but also in case of theft. No, 
it wasn't dropped to the street, 
nor down the John, either; we 
checked—although a long, five-
povmd chain doesn't go down a 
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pipe very handily—beyond recov
ery. Witherspoon didn't take it 
from the office; too bulky to hide 
in his clothes, and plenty of 
people saw him come out." 

"But he did report the death," 
the scientist said. "How did he ex
plain it?" 

"He didn't. Maybe it was shock 
at first, but having refused to 
comment, he now says, in effect, 
'I didn't do it, because if I did, 
where's the chain?' As to who else 
could have done it, he denies 
that's his problem". He's a rough 
old boy, quintessential down-East
erner in some ways." 

"It must be hidden in his of
fices," Edgar said confidently. "No 
other possibility, is there?" 

"So it seems," Trask admitted, 
"but we can't find it. We even re-
melted Cooper's caldron of lead-
he was making soldiers when 
Witherspoon showed up, it ap
pears—thinking he might have 
dropped the chain in there. Since 
lead melts, at only three twenty-
seven degrees, the platinimi would 
just be imbedded in the mass 
when it hardened. But no dice; 
not a scrap of platinum in the 
stufF.when we poured it out. And 
of course we ransacked the suite, 
too. There's only the one door, 
where Witherspoon came out in 
full view of six oflice-workers, 
so—" He shook his head, lips pur

sed. "And don't tell me," he ad
monished Edgar, whose mouth 
was opening, ."that he made all 
that platinum into fake 'lead' sol
diers in ten minutes—and over a 
piddling gas flame. They're all 
lead. Idiotic as it seems, I even 
checked that—I don't know why. 
When a soldier weighs like lead, 
is soft like lead, shines like lead, 
melts like lead, then it's lead—pe-̂  
riod!" He looked at the elder 
Grey for confirmation. ' 

The scientist was laughing, a 
full-throated, joyous sound, as he 
said, "I'd say you're right about 
the soldiers; the time element 
alone would rule them out." Then 
he said cryptically, his deep-set 
eyes twinkling, "There was a time 
when a dentist would take off his 
gold ring before going to work." 
Trask and his son both looked at 
him, their faces equally blank. 
"Ed, please go upstairs and get 
me the big chemical encyclopedia. 
You know where it is." It was 
characteristic of their relationship 
that he said please. 

The boy gave him a wondering 
glance, and left. 

"Tell me," Grey asked the lieu
tenant, "did you get the impres
sion at any time that Witherspoon 
himself was puzzled by yom- fail
ure to find the chain?" 

Trask hesitated, thinking. "Now 
that you mention it, his reaction 
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was a bit odd when he heard some 
details of our search. But, damn it, 
he must know where the thing is; he 
put it therel" 

Edgar returned with the huge 
reference book, and handed it to 
his father. 

"Excuse me while I check an 
old man's doubtful memory," he 
said with outrageous hyperbole, 
since his memory included even 
the logs of the first hundred in
tegers. When he looked up from 
the book a few minutes later, 
there was a tiny fire burning in 
each eye, different in kind and in
tensity from the previous twinkle. 

"About the dentist—" Trask be
gan, but was interrupted. 

"The old-timers made their own 
filUngs by mixing silver and mer
cury to get amalgam. Now, mer
cury swallows iip gold as easily as 
silver, although it's a noble metal 
and resists most reagents except 
aqua regia, a mixture of nitric and 
hydrochloric acids." 

" N o acids or m e r c u r y in 
Cooper's rooms," Trask said. 

"Not the point,". Grey said. 
"There was molten lead, and as I 

just verified—it's not well known 
even among people like Wither-
spoon working in precious metals 
exclusively—platinum does dissolve 
in lead. You didn't find a whole 
chain in the lead mass, but I'll bet 
you have a mighty valuable alloy 
in that caldron!" 

Edgar and Trask looked at each 
other wordlessly. 

"I didn't ask you," the scientist 
told his son, "because you special
ize in pine beetles and math. 
Maybe now you'll learn a bit of 
chemistry!" 

When the detective called back 
the next morning, he reported 
verifying an iron pot full of lead-
platinum alloy—and a confession 
from Wi the r spoon , who was 

• charged with manslaughter, hav
ing killed in an angry quarrel, and 
not in cold blood. In a panic, he 
had dropped the chain into the 
melted lead, thinking only of im
mediate concealment, and never 
dreaming it could be undiscovered 
for long. Which prompted Edgar 
to tease his father with the re- . 
mark: "So there are times when 
it's better not to know chemistry!" 
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When playing the shell game, one should beware of possible 
pitfalls. 

I wish he were dead . . ." Alicia 
whispered the words to herself, 
standing at the edge of the Nai- -
robi hotel veranda, as she watched 
her husband hurry down the 
broad entrance steps to the street 
with two of the other hunters 
from the i r safari . " D e a d ! 
Dead . . ." 

They were supposed to be hav
ing an evening on the town, with
out their wives, but she knew 
Gregg would shake the others af
ter dinner, and meet that little 
French girl somewhere. It was the 
same in every city, in every coun
try .'Always another girl. 

He looked back and waved to 
her as he crossed the open square 

with his friends, heading toward 
the bright lights of the avenue. 

Alicia turned from the steps 
and, for the first time, noticed a 

-uniformed native youth standing 
behind her in the deepening twi
light. 

As she crossed the veranda 
toward the lobby, he sprang to 
open the door, bowing and smil
ing. ' " 

She frowned. He could have 
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heard what she whispered a"S she 
watched Gregg leave. 

Much later, she wondered if it 
might have been a waiter in the 
dim hotel bar where she stopped 
for a drink before going to dinner; 
or it could have been that man, 
fat and brown, sitting at a, nearby 
table who heard what she said. He 
was, certainly, watching her. 

Back, in California, in a public 
place, she would never have spo
ken such words out loud. In Af
rica, however, you felt that the 

•na t ive se rvants d i d n ' t know 
enough English to understand 
what you were saying. 

Alicia had dinner alone in the 
hotel dining room, and then re-

^y Vincent 
M^<ottnor 

tired immediately, weary from the 
day's shopping. 

Her bed was uncomfortable un
der its canopy of netting which 
kept out a few insects but pre
vented any fresh air from reaching 
her. 

The night was humid and a dis
tant but endless wail of native 
music, flutes and drums, came 
through the open windows. 

She turned from side to side, 
trying to decide what to do about 
her marriage. Should she leave 
Gregg when they returned to 
California? Get a divorce? 

Long after midnight she heard 
him return; listened to his jaunty 
steps in the next suite as he pre
pared for bed, humming to him
self. She knew he had been with 
that pretty girl from the hotel 
boutique. When they visited the 
shop after lunch, she had been 
aware of Gregg's immediate reac
tion as the girl greeted them, and 
knew that he had arranged a ren
dezvous while, she discussed per
fumes with the old Frenchman 
who owned the place. 

In the morning, as she lifted the 
napkin from her breakfast tray, a 
folded slip of paper fell out of it 
and dropped onto the bed. 

Alicia looked at the departing 
maid but there was no indication 
that she was aware of the note. 

On the slip of coarse paper, 
\yhen she opened it, was an unfa
miliar address printed in pencil. 
Under that were several additional 
words: LADY FIND WHAT SHE 
WANT HERE. 

Somebody thought she wanted 
something. There was so much 
that she wanted . . . 

As Alicia ate breakfast she real
ized that she had to go to that ad
dress. She had to find out what 
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was there that someone thought 
she wanted. 

Gregg had a late morning ap
pointment with the head of their 
safari to plan another African trip 
for the following year. 

Alicia sat on the veranda with 
two of the other wives watching 
him stride across the square with 
their husbands. For once she 
didn't care where he was going 
because she would be free to 
leave the hotel without having to 
answer any questions. 

She listened to the chattering 
women for another ten minutes 
before excusing herself, telling 
them she had to do more shop
ping, and tipped the doorman to 
find her a taxi. 

Alicia showed the slip of paper 
to the native driver and sat back 
in the small cab as it lunged 
through blazing simlight into the 
unfamiliar city. She brought out a 
perfumed handkerchief from her 
purse and held it over her nose as 
streets narrowed into alleys. 

The taxi driver finally stopped 
in front of a small shop. A dusty 
window displayed a clutter of 
carved figiu"es. 

Alicia knocked on the door as 
her cabby drove away and, when 
there was no response, pushed it 
open and stepped inside. As her 
eyes adjusted to the faint Ught 
seeping from a window high in 

one wall,' she saw a narrow hall 
leading to an archway hung with 
beaded curtains. She went toward 
it, reluctantly. "Is anyone here?" 

There was a whisper of move
ment behind the curtains and a 
girl appeared. Dark-skinned, wear
ing an exotic native costume, her 
arms covered with gold bracelets, 
she smiled and motioned for 
Alicia to enter. 

Pushing through the beaded 
curtains she foimd herself in a 
low-ceilinged room, filled with 
layers of incense smoke. The only 
light came from brass lanterns sus
pended at different heights. There 
seemed to be several glass display 
cases, and strange carvings on low 
tables. 

The girl motioned toward a 
teak chair. 

"I don't quite know why I'm 
here . . ." 

Without speaking, the smiling 
girl vanished through another cur
tained door: 

Alicia sat down, tentatively, 
looking at the jumble of objects 
on display-^mainly brass and 
ivory. Most of it seemed to be 
tourist junk, although she didn't 
really know much about African 
curios. 

"Welcome, Mrs. Logan. I have 
been expecting you." 

She t u rned , s t a r t l ed , and 
through the veils of- incense 
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glimpsed the figiire of a man on a 
pillowed divan, almost invisible 
under a low canopy of looped 
draperies. His hands rested on a 
romid brass-topped table but she 
was imable to see anything of his 
face. The hands were lean and 
dark brown. They protruded, to 
her surprise, from immaculate 
white shirt cuffs and the sleeves of 
a gray business suit. "I—I came 
here because of a most curious 
note I received this morning . . ." 

"Quite so. We heard that there 
was something you wanted." 

" S o m e t h i n g tha t I . . . I 
haven't the slightest idea what 
you mean." 

"Shall we be quite direct, Mrs. 
Logan? Precisely to the point? I 
believe you said there was some
one you hated. You wished that 
he were dead." 

She realized, to her surprise, 
that the gentle voice had a British 
accent. "How could you know 
that?" 

"You are in Africa, dear lady. 
The faintest whisper can be heard 
many miles, away. And, in Africa, 
death can always be arranged." 

She got to her feet. "I think, 
perhaps, I'd better go . . ." 

"Please . . ." One of the brown 
hands lifted in a languid gesture 
to detain her. "Your death wish, I 
believe, was concerned with your 
husband. I can, quite easily, ar

range to release you from what is, 
apparently, an unhappy mar
riage." 

"How could you possibly arrange 
for the—the death—of my hus
band?" She sat down again. 

"First of all, I must know if you 
wish to have this take place while 
you are here in Nairobi." 

"I—I don't think so. No . . . 
There might be difficulties with 
the authorities. I would be at a 
great disadvantage." 

"I imderstand. Then you prefer 
to have it happen after you have 
returned to the United States. 
When will that be? I know you 
are leaving Nairobi tomorrow, by 
plane." 

"How could you know that? 
We only made our reservations 
this morning." 

"I have my informants, Mrs. 
Logan. But they did not learn 
when you will actually be return
ing to your home. Precisely when 
you would wish the matter to b e -
as they say in your country—final
ized." 

"We're flying back to California 
next week, after a few days in 
Paris." 

"Then I shall arrange for your 
wish to be fulfilled within a mat
ter of weeks after you reach Cali
fornia. Say three weeks?" 

"That would be perfect. But 
how can you do this from such a 
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distance? Thousands of miles . . . " 
"I will arrange everything here, 

in front of you, today." A long 
brown finger flicked a small metal 
bell on the table. " l a m sure, Mrs. 

. Logan, that you have heard of the 
legendary werewolf that existed in 
middle Europe many centuries 
ago . . ." 

"But that was superstit ion, 
wasn't it?" 

"Not according to certain docu
ments I have inspected in the 
British Museum. The werewolf 

^ was, of course , a man who 
changed into a .wolf and prowled 
at night, killing its victims." 

The beaded- curtains whispered 
as the girl returned and bowed. 

Alicia could understand nothing 
of what was said but, apparently, 
instructions were given. 

The girl bowed again and dis
appeared through the curtains. 

"Here in Africa, Mrs. Logan, 
we do not have werewolves, but 
there is a remote mountain area 
where certain curious shells can 
be found." One skeletal brown 
hand came into the light with an 
oval black object which looked 
like a large seed or nut. "When 
this shell opens a worm slips out. 
It sleeps by day but comes alive 
at night. That is when it prowls 
and kills, which'is why I call it 
the wereworm. It will enter a 
man's ear and cause instant death— 

silently and painlessly—leaving no 
trace." 

Alicia could hardly breathe, her 
eyes held by the shell, as she Us-
tened to his explanation. "No 
trace?" 

"Nothing that could be found 
by any medical expert. Death is 
always believed to be from natu
ral causes." 

"That soimds perfect . . ." She 
realized, to her surprise, that she 
was begirming to relax, in spite of 
this strange conversation. 

"I shall insert this shell into a 
carved animal head which you 
can ship to California with your 
other belongings. The carving has 
no great value and the customs in
spectors should ask no questions. I 
will give you a bill of sale for, let 
us say, fifty American dollars, so 
that no one will be suspicious. 
The worm should break from its 
shell in about three weeks. You 
will be able to hear it, perhaps, 
moving about inside the carved 
head. One word of warning! You 
must arrange that no other person 
will be in the room where it is 
kept at night—I presume the bed
room—except your husband." 

"That's no problem. We occupy 
separate suites." 

"Excellent! Be sure that all 
doors are kept closed. Ah! Here 
we are . . ." _ 

Alicia turned to face a dark-
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skinned youth carrying a large 
carving which he set on the table. 
She saw that it was the gleaming 
black head of a homed animal 
with flared nostrils and thick hps. 
The two horns extended to points 
several feet above the head, and 
t i ^ t curls of hair encircled its 
small ears and under the chin. 
There were no eyes, only twin 
empty holes. There was something 
about the beast's face that re-
_pulsed her. 

When she looked up the young 
man had gone. 

"Observe me, Mrs. Logan." The 
brown fingers held up the shell 
again. "I will .insert this into an 
eye." He leaned forward, without" 
exposing his face to the dim light, 
and pressed the shell into an eye 
socket. 

She heard a faint tapping soumd 
as it dropped into the hollow 
head and bounced, for a moinent, 
at the bottom. 
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"When this is deUvered to your 
hotel there will be protective cov
ers on both eyes so that the worm 
cannot escape." 
. "Do I remove them later?" 

"That will not be necessary. 
The wereworm will remove one 
of the covers when it wishes, after 
it breaks out from the shell." 

"I can't believe this will work! 
That this small shell can produce 
something that will, actually, kill 
a man." 

"Let me assure you, Mrs. Lo
gan, it will do exactly that." 

"Very well. I am—grateful." 
"The beauty of the wereworm 

is that it leaves absolutely no 
trace. Death will appear to be 
from natural causes." The brown 
hand gestured in the dim light. 
"This carving will be packed in a 
wooden box. You will find it 
among your luggage when you are 
leaving for the airport." 

Alicia got to her feet as she 
opened her purse. "You said this 
would be fifty dollars, I believe?" 

"The bill of sale which you will 
need for customs and which, very 
possibly, you may "wish to show to 
your husband, will be made out 
for that amount. But the were- -
worm is extremely rare. And my 
services, I must add, are abso
lutely unique. The fee is two 
thousand dollars." 

"Two thou—" 

"American money. There are 
traveler's checks in your purse for 
much more than that." 

Suddenly, AUcia felt a genuine 
fear for the first time in her life. 
"How could you possibly know 
what I have in my purse?" 

"It is necessary for me to know 
eveiything, Mrs. Logan, when, I 
do business with a stranger." He 
laughed. "Two thousand dollars, 
for one genuine wereworm, which 
is, of coiu'se, my own name for 
the cfeature. The natives, in the 
mountain area where it breeds, 
call the worm something else. Not 
easily translatable, I fear, into 
English. Night devil? Yes! That is 
fairly close. The night devil . . ." 

The oblong wooden box was 
waiting in the hotel lobby, with 
their other luggage, when the Lo
gans came down from their suite. 

Alicia explained to her husband 
that she had bought him a present 
on one of her shopping expedi
tions. 

She showed the bill of sale to 
the customs inspector at the Nai
robi airport, who didn't bother to 
open the box. 

When they arrived in L^s An
geles, one of Gregg's business asso-

, ciates eased their way through 
cus toms. Only the e l a b o r a t e 
leather cases containing her hus
band's guns were opened and 
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checked by the inspector on duty. 
The carved head was unpacked 

by their butler, Willett, the day 
after their return to the spacious 
mansion in the hills above Vista 
Beach. 

Alicia supervised its installation 
in Gregg's bedroom on a pedestal, 
between two tall windows, facing 
the bed with its cover of zebra 
skins. The entire suite had been 
done in an African decor and the 
carving looked completely at 
home in its new surroundings. 

Gregg saw it for the first time, 
later that day, when he returned 
from business appointments in Los 
Angeles. 

She took. him upstairs to his 
suite and flung the door open. 

He was del ighted with her 
present but, immediately after 
dirmer, departed for his usual eve
ning of pleasure elsewhere. 

She spent the evening alone in 
the drawing room, thinking about 
Roberto Corro. He had been in 
her thoughts constantly while she 
was in Africa. Dear Roberto . . . 

They had talked last night, after 
her return, on the private line in 
her bedroom. She had waited to 
call lintil she knew that her hus
band was asleep. 

One day soon she would marry 
Roberto, but meanwhile they must 
continue to be discreet. There 
could be no secret meetings .for 

the moment; no rendezvous in his 
beach house near La Jolla . . . 

All their friends knew that Ro
berto had been a constant visitor 
for the past two years. They had 
bought many paintings from his 
gallery. Her husband liked Ro
berto and frequently played tennis 
with him. He came to all their 
parties. 

She had taken Gregg to the 
Corro Gallery in La Jolla many 
times and, at her urging, he had 
begun to collect paintings, in
cluding the small Renoir in her 
bedroom. 

She couldn't tell Roberto why 
they had to be more careful these 
next weeks; would never be able 
to te l l him what she had 
done . . . 

Meanwhile, they must do noth
ing to attract attention. Nothing 
that would make people suspect 
she might have a reason to kill 
Gregg . . . 

There was no way that anyone 
could learn the truth. That was 
hidden, forever, in a dark hole of 
a shop in a nameless African alley. 

Nothing happened with the 
statue for more than a week. 

Then, seated across the break
fast table from her husband, Alicia 
had the first word that the worm 
was alive. 

"You know, I heard a noise 
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from that statue last night," he 
told her, busy with his scrambled 
eggs and broiled kidneys. 

"Statue?" At first she didn't re
alize what he .was saying. 

"That head you bought in Af
rica . . . Kind of a scratching 
sound in the middle of the night. 
You suppose there's some kind of 
insect inside the thing? Termites?" 

"I thought it was made of solid 
wood." 
' "Even so, the wood could be 
infested with an African bug of 
some kind. Maybe you should call 
an exterminator. Have the thing 
sprayed." 

"I doubt if that's necessary." 
Mustn't let him do that! The 
worm could be destroyed. "I'll 
have a look at it." 

She went upstairs after Gregg 
left to play golf with some busi
ness cronies. He would be telling 
them about his African safari, 
boasting about his kills and the 
trophies that would be arriving 
later from that German taxi
dermist. Little did he know that 
there was another African trophy 
in his room—a living trophy. 

She stood beside the carved 
head arid bent close to the pol
ished black wood. No sound came 
from inside. The eye sockets had 
been closed with covers made 
from a lighter-colored wood. 

Was it possible that there was a 

small living thing hidden inside 
that could kill a man? 

She lifted the carving with both 
hands and discovered that it 
wasn't heavy. She shook it, care
fully. 

There was a whisper of move
ment from inside the head—barely 
audible—a dry, scraping sound as 
though the seed was sliding from 
side to side. Sounded like two 
pieces. The worm rriusfhave bro
ken out from its-shell and "left the 
two halves on the bottom of the 
hollow carving. 

It was alive! 
After that she went into Gregg's 

suite every morning, after he de
parted on his projects for the day, 
but there was no further indica
tion that anything was happening. 

She was careful, at night, to 
lock the connecting door between 
their suites—not that her husband 
ever tried to open it anymore. 

He spent most evenirigs on the 
to"wn; except for the nights that 
guests were invited when, after 
diimer, he would show them the 
films he had shot in Africa. 

Alicia made sure that Roberto 
was included in every- dinner 
party. 

Her husband had obviously-
found some new night creatures. 
They left traces of their scent on 
his jackets. 

Let him pursue them for the 
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moment! She would be rid of him 
in a few weeks, without the un
pleasant bother of a divorce. 

The next development came 
when, once again, they were at 
the breakfast table. 

"That statue of yours . . ." 
She looked up from the morn

ing paper. "What now?" 
"It's hollow." 
"How did you find out?" 
"One of those roimd pieces of 

wood that covered the eyes has 
fallen inside. You can shake the 
head. Hear it rattling arovind." 

After breakfast, when Alicia 
heard the car roar down the front 
drive, she went up to his bedroom 
and stood before the carved head. 
The wooden cover had dis
appeared from the left eye. 

She picked up the carving and 
shook it; heard the rattle of the 
eye cover inside. Quickly she set 
the head down before she could 
harm the living thing that was 
sleeping there . It must have 
knocked the cover out of the eye 
socket in the night. Now, when
ever it wished, it would be able to 
get out. 

The following morning she no
ticed tiny marks on the carpet in 
Gregg's bedroom. They were like 
small burns, reaching out from the 
bottom of the pedestal in every 
direction. She saw that they had 
gone within a . few inches of her 

husband '̂s bed and stopped there. 
When she touched one of the sil
very marks she found, to her sur
prise, that it wasn't a burn but 
was unpleasantly moist. ^ 
' She left the room, feeling revul
sion, went into her own suite and 
locked the door. 

Next morning her husband was 
dead. 

J . 

The attorneys handled every
thing. 

Unfortunately there had to be 
an autopsy, but the coroner's ver
dict was that Gregg had suffered a 
heart attack. 

His personal physician con
firmed that he had been treating 
him for a heart condition. Gregg 
had not wanted anyone to know. 

The church was crowded for 
the funeral. Alicia sat alone be
cause neither she nor Gregg had 
any family. The servants sat in the 
row behind her. 

She was aware of Roberto, near 
the back, but didn't look at him. 

After the ceremony at the 
grave, she had the chauffeur drive 
her home to the silent mansion. 

She ate lunch in her suite, 
barely tasting the food. 

Afterward she called Roberto 
on the private hne and arranged 
to' meet him in half an hour. . 

Slipping a coat over her black 
dress, she left the house, informing 
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Willett that she was going for a 
drive. "Tell anyone who calls that 
I'm indisposed." 

She got into her car and drove 
into the hills to the familiar place 
of rendezvous. 

Roberto was there ahead of her. 
He took her in his arms as she got 
out from the car and kissed her. 
"Licia . . . " 

"My dearest . . ." 
"Soon, now, you will be Licia 

Corro!" . 
"Yes, my love. But not for at 

least six monthsl" 
"I cannot wait six months." 
"Sooner than that and people 

would surely talk." 
"Isn't it about time we should 

start seeing each other openly? 
I'm an old friend and friends don't 
stay away when there's a death. 
There's nothing to hide! We're go
ing to be married." 

"There might be gossip if we 
were seen together so soon. We 
must wait a bit . . ." 

"Do you really care about gos
sip?" 

"I just don't waint people to 
talk about us. Now or ever." 

"But we must make plans for 
the future! A long honeymoon on 
the Riviera. Maybe take a. villa or, 
if you prefer, keep traveling." 

"Anywhere biit Africa! I never 
want to see Africa again. Will 
you call me tonight? The private 

line, darling. Use the private line." 
"Not tonight. I have to drive 

up to Los Angeles. An important 
collection of Impressionists is 
being auctioned. Are you going to 
be all right in that big house? I 
worry about you, alone there at 
night." 

"Alone? With five servants!" 
"Even so, I worry." He studied 

her face. "You're looking beauti
ful . . . " 

"I keep trying to look sad but 
it's difficult. I'm feeling much too 
h a p p y . Even w e a r i n g b lack 
doesn't depress me." 

"Blondes should wear black 
more often." 

When he walked her back to 
the car later, he kissed her' pas
sionately. "Will you call me to-
rriorrow? At the gallery?" 

"Yes. It's best that I call you. 
At lieast for the moment." 

As Alic ia d rove home she 
thought about the future. AH that 
beautiful money would soon be
long to her. From what the attor
neys said it was going to be much 
more than she hald anticipated. 

Roberto would, very likely, 
close his gallery in La Jolla before 
they left on their honeymoon. She 
would insist upon it. He could 
open another, larger gallery, when 
they returned—in Beverly Hills or 
New York. 

There was so much she wanted 
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to dp for Roberto. So much . . . 
She spent the afternoon at the 

antique French desk in her bed
room, facing the open windows, 
answer ing more of the con
dolences she had received after 
Gregg's death. 

It was an ungrateful task, writ
ing the brief, almost identical 
notes. Most of the people were 
unknown to her. 

She-had .dinner on a tray in her 
bedroom, picking at the food, 
without appetite. 

Before retiring she went for a 
drive down the coast and parked 
at the edge of a palisade, over
looking the ocean. She sat there 
for an hour, her~ eyes on the 
far horizon, dreaming of the 
future. Her marriage to Roberto 
Corro . . . 

The drive relaxed her and when 
she returned home to the silent 
mansion, she went up to bed im
mediately. She would certainly 
sleep tonight . . . So wonderful to 
know that the adjoining suite was 
empty. Gregg wouldn't be waking 
her in the middle of the night re
turning from his latest conquest. 
No more night creatures, blonde 
or brunette, to trouble her sleep. 

Hair brushed and wearing a 
new negligee she had bought in 
Paris, she glanced at the closed 
door to Gregg's suite. 

That hideous statue was still in 

there. Maybe she ought to destroy 
it . . . Why not? Now! 

She went to the door,, unlocked 
"it and flung it open. She flipped 
the wall switch next to the door 
and all the lamps came alive. 

- The gleaming black beast head, 
on its pedestal, drew her across 
the room. 

She came to, a stop in front of 
it, staring at the obscene face with 
its empty eye socket. She turned 
and hurried to the marble fire
place, snatched up the heavy an
tique poker and carried it across 
the room, raised the poker and 
smashed it down on the head. 
Again and again. The carving split 
into many, pieces, falling to the 
carpet. 

Alicia was smiling as she let the 
poker slip from her fingers. She 
•was rid of that horrible monstros
ity. Willett would have the maid 
clean the mess away in the morn
ing. 

She turned off the lights and 
went into her own suite, leaving 
the door open behind her. No 
point in closing it anymore. 

Relaxing in bed, she planned 
how she would redecorate Gregg's 
suite for Roberto. No more Afri
can decor . . . 

No! She would buy a new 
• home—something smaller than this 
place. Maybe find a property near 
the ocean. Roberto liked the 
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beach. They would hunt for it to
gether. Get an architect to design 
a very special house for them— 
something worthy of the magnifi
cent paintings and fine antiques 
they would have. 

She switched off all the lights 
except the lamp on. her bedside 
table, reached for the telephone 
and dialed Roberto's .beach house. 
It rang several times. 

Alicia set the phone down 
reluctantly. So Roberto hadn't re
turned from that auction in Los 
Angeles. P robab ly met some 
friends . . . 

She snapped off the lamp and 
settled down to sleep. 

Tomorrow she would finish the 
last of her answers to those miser
able notes of condolence; spend 
some time in the library with 
Gregg's collection of' travel books, 
and plan where she and Roberto 
should -go on, their honeymoon. 

.^Certainly the south of France. 
Maybe Portugal . . . Greece . . . . 

She was wakened from deep 
sleep by something touching one 
of her fingers. When she moved 
the finger the sensation stopped. 

Her imagination, of course . , . 
She reached out toward the 

bedside table, hghted the lamp, 
and looked down at the quilted 
bedcover but, of course, there was 
nothing there. She must have had 
a nightmare. 

Checking the clock, she saw 
that it was after midnight. She 
had slept less than two hours. This 
was ridiculous. 

She switched off the lamp again 
and as she settled down in bed a 
frightening thought came to her. 
What if the .wereworm hadn't 
been buried with Gregg? It could 
have crawled back into that 
carved head! Maybe she disturbed 
it when she des t royed the 
statue . . . 

She had left the door open be-, 
tween the two suites! Suppose 
the thing was here now? In her 
room . . . 

Alicia turned the l amp-on 
again. 

As she started to get out of bed 
she saw the small livid marks- on 
the carpet. [' 

She froze, horrified,' unable to 
move—opened he r mouth to 
scream but no sound would come. 

Something seemed to be press
ing against her throat, choking 
her. Anyway, nobody could hear 
her. ^ The servants' quarters were 
on the opposite side of the man
sion. 

She got back into bed and 
pulled the covers over her head. 

What could she do? Ring for 
the servants! 

She uncovered her head and sat 
up in bed, staring at the small 
.electric button on the bedside 
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table and considered pressing it. 
No! Mustn't do that. Couldn't 

tell the servants there was somer 
thing in her room that had killed 
her husband. They would only call 
the police and she couldn't ex
plain anything to them. 

Roberto! He was the only one 
to whom she could tell the truth. 
Surely he would be home now. 

She snatched up the phone and 
dialed. Heard his phone ringing, 
but there was no answer. 

As she set the phone down she 
saw more marks on the carpet. 
They seemed to circle her bed. 

She moved back against the pil
lows. 

Something black was moving 
across the quilted spread. Not 
much larger than a thick thread. 
Wiggling toward her like a tiny 
snake. Suddenly it darte.d forward 
so fast she couldn't see it any
more. 

She felt, only the faintest sensa
tion as it slid across the back of 
her hand and around her wrist. 

Alicia screamed . . . 

' The maid found her when she 
brought up the breakfast tray. She 
set it down carefully on a table 
and ran downstairs for help. 

Willett came up alone and, re

alizing that Mrs. Logan was be
yond anyone's help, phoned the 
police. 

That done, he looked around 
the room and noticed the door 
standing open into the adjoining 
sviite. 

He went into the other bed
room- and saw the smashed head 
on the floor. Such an ugly thing! 
Good riddance . . . 

His first instinct was to clean up 
the mess of splintered wood; then 
he saw the poker and realized 
that Mrs. Logan must have de
stroyed the statue for some reason. 
Better leave that for the police. 

As he moved closer he noticed 
bits of shell on the carpet in a 
mess of. dried leaves and twigs. 
There seemed to be two small 
black shells, broken in half. They 
must have been inside the hollow 
carving. 

Now Willett saw a folded slip 
of paper. He picked it up and 
carried it to the light from the 
windows. 

When he umfolded the bit of 
paper it felt coarse and unpleasant 
to his fingertips. There were sev
eral words printed in pencil: 

ONE FOR THE MURDER, 
ANOTHER FOR T H E MUR
DERER. 
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Well, the morning after, alcoholics revert to "the hair of the 
dog," don't they? 

Violence on the local scene last , 
night as police answered a distur
bance call to the West Side apart-' 
ment of Julian Dunbar . . . 

At first it was only an itch, an 
irritation of the skin under his left 
arm; nothing more. 

Julian scratched idly at the spot 
while he shaved. Shaving was the 
only thing he still did naturally^ 
with his left hand. In all other ac
tions he had been converted in 

early childhood to conform to a 
right-handed world. 

He blew the whiskers out of his 
electric shaver "and rinsed them 
down the sink drain, niopping the 
porcelain clean with a sponge. Be
fore leaving the bathroom he 
tvimed sideways, to examine the 
itch in the mirror. There was a. 
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slight reddening in a spot the size 
of a dime—an insect bi te , or 
maybe some allergy. Julian dab
bed medicated salve on the spot 
and rubbed it in. He finished 
dressing and went out to the 
kitchen.' 

Margaret, her bright little eyes 
watching him, sat at the table. Ju
lian poured a cup of coffee from, 
the electric percolator and carried 
it over to sit opposite her. It was 
bitter. After sixteen years of mar
riage he still missed sugar in his 
coffee. Margaret had shown him 
statistics that proved he was bet
ter off.without it. It was easier to 
drink his coffee black and bitter 
than to argue with her. 

She did have a point. It was a 
man's responsibility to his family 
to take care of himself. At one 
time Julian had hoped his family 
would consist of more than just 
Margaret. A son would have been 
nice, but it wasn't Margaret's fault 
that she was not built for child-
bearing. Was it? 

"Don't scratch yourself like 
that," Margaret said. 

"Sorry." 
"You look like an ape." 
"I didn't realize I was doing it." 
"Are you going to talk to Hugh 

Biggerstaff today?" 
"Talk?" 
"Don't play games. I mean talk 

about the opening in the Sales 

Department,- as you know very^ 
well." 

"I'll see him if I get a chance." 
"Make the chance. He's not go

ing to walk out there and hand 
you the job, you know." 

"I suppose not." 
"It may be too late now. You 

_ should have gone in to see him 
last week." 

"We've been very busy." 
"I'll bet. You just get in there 

today and tell Hugh Biggerstaff 
that you're the man for the job. 
The years you've been with that 
company, you should be making a 
lot more money than you are, and 
it's obvious you're not going to 
make it in Accounting. Sales is 
where the money is. And Sales is 
where they pick the top execu
tives from." 

"I'll talk to him today," JuUan 
promised. 

"You're scratching again." 
Julian finished his coffee and 

rinsed the cup at the sink. He 
leaned down to kiss the air an 
inch from Margaret's face and left, 
the apartment. He drove down
town to the highrise office build
ing where he worked, and parked 
in the subterranean garage. He 

. stepped into the elevator and 
touched the button for the twelfth 
floor where the offices of Datatron 
Systems, Inc. were located. 

The elevator stopped at the 
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street-level lobby and the girls 
who worked in the ̂ building got 
on. Bright-eyed and colorful, they 
chattered about their dates and 
their clothes and always made Ju
lian feel good. They smelled of 
cologne and hair spray and soap. 
The heat of their firm young 
bodies warmed the elevator car, 
and for the short ride upward Ju
lian savored the nearness of the 
girls. At each floor, as more of the 
girls got out, he felt a growing 
ache of loneliness. By the twelfth 
floor he was the only one left. He 
stepped out into the carpeted cor
ridor and rubbed at the rash im-
der his arm. 

The first three hours were occu
pied with the regular entries, 
checks, and cross-checks that Ju
lian made every day. He never 
found these tasks dull or routine. 
He enjoyed beginning his day in 
an orderly maimer and then he 
would be ready for any new prob
lems that arose in Accoimting. On 
this day there were no new prob
lems, and,by eleven o'clock he 
had no further justification for not 
talking to Mr. Biggerstaff. 

To stall just a little longer, Ju
lian went into the men's room and 
combed his thinning hair, then 
rekno t ted his neck t i e . He 
scratched once more under his 
arm and walked down the hall to 
the oak-paneled office of Hugh 
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Biggerstaff, ready to get it over. 
Julian tapped lightly on the 

open door and stood there several 
seconds while, the vice-president 
of Datatron Systems, Inc. finished 
what he was writing before he 
looked up to acknowledge Julian's 
presence. 

"Come on in, Julian. Glad to 
see you." Hugh Biggerstaff had 
taken off his jacket and rolled up 
his shirt sleeves two turns, just 
like one of the fellows. Curly 
black hair spilled across his un-
lined forehead. "What can I do 
for you-f* 

Julian's throat tightened, and his 
voice squeaked out with even less 
authority than usual. "Um, I- was 
just wondering if you've found 
someone to fill the opening in 
Sales yet." 

"No, actually we haven't firmed 
up the decision. Why, is it causing 
some problem in Accounting?" 

"Oh, no, nothing like that. It's, 
well, it's . . ." Julian had to stop 
and clear his throat. "I was think
ing that I'd like to be considered 
for the position." 

"You?" That was all, just the 
single questioning syllable. 

"Ah . . . yes." -
The young vice-president stared 

intently at Julian, who fought 
down the impulse to look away. 
Hugh Biggerstaff piit a lot of 
stock in eye contact. 
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"Julian, do you have any kind 
of sales experience?" 

"No, but I learn quickly. And 
I'm a diligent worker." 

"I'm sure of that. I checked 
your record when the home office 
first sent me out here, and I've 
watched your work since. I don't 
mind telling you, Juhan, you're 
one of DSI's most valued employ
ees." 

"Thank you." 
"In fact, I'd really hate to have 

the job of replacing you. You may 
not know this, Julian, but men 
who can handle the kind of work 
you do are hard to find. I couldn't 
take some kid fresh out of busi
ness school and put him at your 
desk. No way. The Sales job, heck, 
I could find a dozen men to fit 
that, but to replace a first-class 
Accoimting man . . . well, that's 
another story." 

"Are you saying I'm not right 
for the Sales job?" 

"No, I'm saying the Sales job is 
not right for you. I came up 
through Sales myself, and I can 
tell you it's not all long limches 
and expense accounts. There's a 
lot of being nice to people you 
can't stand, and a lot of forcing 
yourself to be pushy and aggres
sive when you're not that way at 
all. Do you see what I mean?" 

"Yes, I think I do." 
"Good, good, I'm glad that's 

settled. Come around any time, 
Julian. We don't get together 
nearly enough, you and I." The 
vice-president shifted slightly in 
his chair, indicating that the inter
view was over. 

"Thank you," Julian said, and 
backed out of the office. 

Back at his own desk Julian let 
his fingers dance across the keys 
of his calculator; He hummed 
along with the clicking of the ma
chine. His obligation was fulfilled, 
he had kept his promise and asked 
for the job. It was not his fault 
that the company found him more 
valuable here in Accoimting. 

He thought of Margaret, and 
his fingers stopped their dance. He 
rubbed at the renewed irritation 
imder his arm. If only she would 
imderstand that things had worked 
out for the best. 

Margaret understood nothing of 
the kind. That evening she made 
Julian repeat the entire conversa
tion with Hugh Biggerstaff as 
nearly word for word as he could 
remember it. 

"So you just thanked him and 
walked out," she said when Juhan 
had finished his recitation. "You 
didn't even argue your case. 
Couldn't you see he was testing 
you to find out if you're forceful 
enough for the job? Don't you 
know you've got to poumd on a 
desk sometimes to make people 
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pay attention to you? Hugh Big-
gerstaff didn't get where he is by 
mumbUng thank you, you can bet 
on that. He's a desk pounder." 

The same theme was repeated 
with httle variation for the re
mainder of the week and through 
the weekend. The next Monday 
morning when JuUan stood shirt
less before the mirror he saw that 
the rash.under his arm had con-

^gealed into a lump; no bigger 
than an orange seed, but a defi
nite lump. It no longer itched, 
and it was not painful. It was just 
. . . there—and growing. 

Tuesday morning the lump was 
visibly larger—the size of a bean. 
By Wednesday it was as big as 
the end of his thumb, and Julian 
was frightened. 

That afternoon he called his 
physician, Dr. Aaron Volney. The 
doctor was busy attending an 
A.M.A. luncheon, but his recep
tionist made an appointment for 
Julian the following morning. 

When Julian awoke Wednesday 
the lump was as big as a walnut. 

"Hurry up or you'll be late for 
work," Margaret said. 

"I'm not going to work this 
morning. I'm going in to see Dr. 
Volney." 

"Did the company give you 
time off?" 

"They gave me tirne off." 
"What's the matter with you?" 
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"Nothing. I just want the doctor 
to look at something." 

"Pick up a quart of buttermilk 
on your way •home." 

At the age of fifty-three Dr. 
Volney was tanned and youthful, 
with a spring in his step and a 
twinkle in his ' eye, a rriodel of 
good health for his patients to 
envy. Golf, tennis, boating, and 
leisurely vacations kept hirn that 
way. 

"Well, well, Julian," the doctor 
beamed, "what brings you around 
between annual checkups? Looks 
like it wouldn't hurt you to put 
on a little weight. A lot of my 
other patients would like to hear 
that, I'll bet, ha-ha." 

"I have this lump under my 
arm," Julian said. "It started last 
week. First there was a rash, then 
a limip. It's getting bigger." 

"Well, let's get the old shirt off 
and have a look-see, shall we?" 

Julian fumbled with the buttons. 
"Now, don't get yourself all up

set," the doctor said. "This could 
be any of a hundred different 
things. It doesn't have to be what 
you're worrying about;" •--

"I wasn't worrying about any
thing in particular." 

"Of course yoii were. These 
days the whole world is cancer-
conscious. I'm not saying that's 
bad , -mind you. It 's just that 
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people tend to get frightened to 
death over nothing." 

JuUan stripped off his shirt and 
undershirt and laid them aside. He 
raised his left arm to show Dr. 
Volney the swelling. The doctor 
touched the liunp with his fingers 
arid prodded the flesh arovind it. 

"Have you been under a mental 
strain lately?" 

" T h e r e was a p r o b l e m at 
work." 

The doctor was pleased. "There 
you are, it's just as I thought. This 
sort of thing is often caused by 
nothing more than a temporary 
nervous condition." ' 

"But it's growing.' 
"Or it might be caused by some 

minor glandular distiu:bance.'4, 
"But, Doctor, isn't it just pos

sible that I've got—" 
"Cancer? Sure, there's always 

that chance, but don't start shop
ping for a buxial plot until we 
find out for sure, ha-ha. I'll just 
hack off a piece and we'll send it 
out to the lab." 

Dr. Volney selected a gleaming 
scalpel from his instrument case 
and drew it lightly over the lump 
under Juhan's arm. He wiped the 
small scraping of flesh onto one 
glass slide and sealed it with an
other, then returned to his desk 
with a smile of professional reas-
svirance. 

"I'm going to give you a pre

scription for a light sedative, 
something to help you relax. Call 
me on Friday. And give my best 
to Norma." 
. . "Margaret," Julian said. 

"Of coiu'se." 

By Friday the lump had dou
bled in size. There still - was no 
pain, but Julian could feel the 
thing with every movement of his 
left arm. He called Dr. Volney 
four times, but each time reached 
an answering service. The answer
ing service could not locate the 
doctor. 

Julian spent much of the week
end locked in the bathroom, star
ing into the mirror at the growth 
under his arm. The original liimp 
now had its own tiny liunps—five 
of them. The foreign thing on his 
body horrified and fascinated him. 
Sometimes he fancied he could 
see it growing. 

On Monday Julian finally got 
through to Dr. Volney. "I tried to 
get you all day Friday, Doctor." 

"Yes, sorry, but I was tied up in 
coiut all day testifying for an old 
classmate. Some trumped-up mal
practice suit. You wouldn't believe 
the way some people try to take 
advantage of us." 

"Doctor, about the lump imder 
my arm . . ." 

"I've got good news for you 
about that. The results of the 
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biopsy were negative. It's nothing." 
"But the thing is still growing," 

Julian said. "It has little ones." 
"Julian, you do not have can

cer." 
"I don't care what I have, the 

thing is ugly and getting uglier. I 
-want it removed." 

"As you wish." The doctor 
sighed. "I'll inake. the arrange
ments for you to have surgery at 
Queen of Mercy sometime next 
week. Check back with me in a 
few days;" 

The (^ys passed and Julian did 
not check back with the doctor. 
At the end of the week Dr. Vol-
ney called him. 

"I have you all set up, Julian. 
You'll sign into the hospital Sun
day evening. I'll be in to see you 
Monday morning before you go to 
surgery." 

"I changed my-_mind," Julian 
said. 

"What's that?" 
.. "I don't want any svugery. I'm 
all right." 

"Of course you want surgery. 
I've made all the arrangements." 

"Send me a bill," Julian said, 
and broke the connection before 
Dr. Volney could reply. 

As soon as he hung up the 
phone Julian went back into the 
bathroom and locked the door. He 
pulled ofF his shirt and stared at 
what was grovvdng under his arm. 

He recognized the thing now. It 
had assumed enough of a shape so 
anyone could tell what it was—a 
hand; a tiny baby hand. 

Julian was not going to let Dr. 
Volney and his friends get a look 
at it. They would treat him like 
some kind of freak. He could 
imagine the sensation it would 
make. Those tabloids they sell in 
supermarkets-would love it: MAN 
GROWS THIRD HAND. Julian 
leaned his forehead against the 
cool glass of the mirror and cried 
like a child. 

In the following weeks the hand 
grew rapidly." In less than a month 
it matched the hand of" a four-
year-old child. After seven weeks 
the new hand was as'large as Ju
lian's own. There the resemblance 
s t o p p e d . The new hand was 
smooth and devoid of features. No 
nails, no lines, no knuckles, it 
looked rather like a rubber glove 
blown full of air. It was tough and 
resilient to the touch, and shghtly 
cooler than body temperature. 

The thing was also growing an 
arm. When the hand reached full 
size, a, rubbery, tubelike appen
dage began to push it out from 
Julian's side. . 

As first the hand, then the arm 
grew, Julian had to make some 
changes , in his l i fe-s ty le to 
prevent detection. The first thing 
he did when the thing became 
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really noticeable was to stop 
sleeping with Margaret. The ad
justment was not overly difficult, 
since both of them had long be
fore ceased to enjoy sharing a bed. 
Margaret readily accepted Julian's 
plea of insomnia, and he moved to 
the livingroom sofa. 

He began wearing larger jackets 
to work, and kept them on all 
day. At home he would change 
iihmediately into a loose-fitting 
robe; which he wore until Marga
ret went to bed. 

As time passed, familiarity with 
his nevv appendage made it ap
pear less hideous to Julian. He be
gan to experience a sensual plea- " 
sure in examining the hand and 
touching it. Holding the inert 
fleshy thing between his own two 
hands gratified him in a way" he 
could not fully • understand. •• He 
had a notion that somehow this 
made up for the son that Marga
ret would never give him. 

Then the hand came to life. 
For some time Julian had been 

aware of its developing' sense, of 
touch. He enjoyed placing various 
objects on the smooth palm. The 
feel of the difi^erent surfaces regis
tered on his brain in an entirely 
new way. It became like a game 
as Julian introduced the hand to 
new textiu-es and temperatures. 
Then one day it moved. Julian 
was delighted to find that by con

centrating his will he could make 
the hand obey simple commands. 
After a few days of practice the 
fingers could bend individually 
and grasp objects, and the hand 
could move about on its flexible 
tube of an arm. Soon it was as 
adroit as Julian's original hands. 
He began to feel a paternal pride 
in its accompUshments. 

The first indication that the 
hand had begun to act on its own 
came when Julian foimd'small- ar
ticles from the ofiice . unaccoimt-
ably tviming up in his pockets at 
night: a roll of stamps, a stapler, a 
plastic tape dispenser. Julian's first 
shocked reaction was to return the 
things the following morning. 
Then he asked himself, why 
should I? Everybody' else in the 
office stole whatever" they, could 
get away with. Why not? Data-
tron Systems, Inc. had plenty of 
money. 

Julian put'the stolen items away 
in a desk drawer, then sat down 
and wrote several personal letters, 
using the office stamps. The expe
rience was exhilarating. 

His attitude toward the hand 
became that of an indulgent par
ent toward a mischievous son; A1-. 
though he was amused by the 
hand's little escapades, Julian re
solved to exert more control over 
its behavior. 

The hand seemed content to 
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obey him until one morning a 
week later on the elevator. The 
car stopped at the lobby, and the 
usual flock of secretaries got on. 
Julian moved as always to the rear 
of the car as the girls crowded in. 
Somewhere between the fifth and 
sixth floor the girl directly in front 
of him gasped and arched her 
back in surprise. Julian looked 
down and was aghast to see the 
hand protruding from beneath his 
jacket and fondling the girl in a 
way Julian himself would never 
have dared. Although he concen
trated mightily to pull the hand 
away, it stayed where it was, 
sending the most delightful touch 
sensations back to his brain. 

Deliberately the girl turned and 
speared Julian with her eyes. Only 
then did the hand let go and slip 
back out of sight. All Julian could 
manage was an apologetic shrug. 
The girl, a well-built brunette 
whom Julian had admired from a 
distance, lifted one expressive eye
brow and turned away. 

For the rest of the day Julian 
kept his left arm pressed to his 
side to be sure the hand stayed 
under his jacket. His unusual pos
ture drew some curious looks, but 
the hand remained hidden. 

On the way home he stopped at 
a drugstore and bought a rolled 
bandage and a spool of adhesive, 
tape. The next morning before 

leaving for work he woimd the 
bandage aroimd his upper body,, 
binding the. hand to his side, and 
made it fast with adhesive tape. It 
was not a comfortable arrange
ment, , but Julian could no longer 
risk leaving the hand free. 

Riding up in the elevator that 
morning he prayed that the bru
nette would not be among the 
girls who got on his car. 

She was, of course. 
He was too tall to lose himself 

among the other passengers, and 
to his acute embarrassment he. 
found himself once again immedi
ately behind the girl. He prayed 
that she woiild not turn around. 

She did, of coiirse. Julian was 
astonished to see that she was 
smiling. 

"Hi," she said. 
"Uh, hello." 
"You're Julian Dimbar, and you 

work on the twelfth floor for 
DSL' 

"How did you know?" 
"I've known for a long time. I 

was cuxious about yoir and I asked 
somebody who you were. Aren't 
you curious about me?" ^ 

"Very much." 
"I'm Tina Cross. I've worked on 

the sixth floor for months, and I 
was begirming to wonder if you'd 
ever speak to m e . " The girl 
laughed softly. "Well, you didn't 
exactly speak, but you did make 
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contact—you did get in touch." 
Julian could scarcely believe 

this was happening to him. He 
groped for something to say to 
the girl. 

She said it for h im. " I ' m 
through work at five o'clock." 

"So am I," Julian managed. 
"Will you have a drink with me 
after work?" 

"I'd love it. Meet me in. the 
lobby." 

Julian spent the day in an 
agony of anticipation. This adven
ture was completely outside his 
experience. He even forgot about 
the discomfort of having the hand 
bound to his side. Before leaving, 
he went into the men's room to 
make sure the thing was still se
cure. It would never do to have it 
flop out on his first date with 
Tina. 

The drink after work stretched 
into several drinks. Julian fovmd 
himself talking and laughing freely 
with a girl for the first time in 
years. He remembered, however, 
to keep his right side toward 
Tina. He did not want her to 
brush accidentally against the 
bulge under his left arm. 

Later, when he took Tina home 
to her apartment, he kissed her. It 
was a short kiss, and light, but it 
promised that this was only the 
beginning. 

The hand remained the only ob-

JULIAN'S HAND 

stacle in the way of a satisfactory 
relationship. Although he had 
grown used to the thing, Julian 
could guess at the disgust it would 
arouse in others. To his immense 
relief, the problem was easily 
solved after all. 

In the first place, Tina offered 
no objection to keeping the bed-
rooiQ totally dark for their in
timacies. She even found it amus
ing that he chose to wear a soft, 
loose-fitting shirt at all times. For 
his part, Julian became quite 
adept at moving his body just far 
enough so Tina's caressing hand 
would not encounter the thing 
taped on his side. With these mi
nor adjustments, Julian gave him
self over fully to the pleasiu-e of 
the afî air. 

At home he no longer bothered 
to alibi his absences. Margaret 
complained bitterly at first but, 
confronted by Julian's new iiidif-
ference, soon lapsed into puzzled 
silence. The situation might have 
continued indefinitely had not Ju
lian failed one night to lock the 
bathroom door. 
, He had left Tina earlier than 

usual, and was standing naked in 
front of the mirror letting the 
hand move about, free of its con
stricting bandage. Without warn
ing, the door burst open and Mar
garet faced him, hands planted on 
her bony hips. 
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"What are you doing in here so 
long, washing off the smell of 
your girlfriend? Oh, yes, I found 
out who she is and where she 
works. Right there in the same 
building. Very handy for you, I 
must say. It has been up to now, 
anyway. Tomorrow I'm paying a 
little visit to Miss Tina Cross, and 
I think things will change pretty 
sud—" 

The speech died in Margaret's 
mouth as Julian turned to face 
her. Her eyes fastened in horror 
on the thing growing from his 
side. The hand rose on its tubular 
arm and stretched toward her like 
a fleshy snake. 

When Julian regained control, 
the body of his wife lay half in 
and half out of the bathroom. Her 
upturned face was dark and swol
len like an eggplant. The hand 
hung limp and heavy at his side. 
Julian stared down at it. How 
could he ever have accepted this 
monstrosity as a part of himself? 
It was clear now what he must 
do, what he should have done 
long ago. 

Stepping over the corpse, he 
walked into the kitchen. From a 
wooden rack screwed into the 
wall he selected the heaviest of a 

set of carving knives. He honed 
the blade in the electric knife 
sharpener and tested the edge 

, against his thumb. Satisfied, he 
spread newspapers across the 
table-top and sat close in a chair.^ 

He took hold of the hand and 
pulled it out across \ the newspa
pers. It lay docile in his grasp. Ju
lian pulled in deep lungfuls of 
oxygen, trying to slow the ham
mering of his heart. He poised the 
knife in front of his face', his fin
gers gripping the bone handle. It 
had to be done in a single blow. 
He would never have the courage 
to hack at it a second t ime. 
Slowly he brought the edge of the 
blade against the rubbery skin at 
the point where the arm grew 
from his side. '̂ 

The hand jumped in his grasp. 

. . . the deaths were labeled 
double homicide by detectives. 
Dunbar apparently tried to fight 
off the attacker with a kitchen 
knife, wounding himself in the at
tempt. A massive search is under
way for the assailant, described by 
police as immensely powerful, 
based on evidence that he stran
gled the victims using only one 
hand. 
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As tension mounts, so may the consequences, in one's mind, 
become more unpredictable and dangerous. 

uf A 
i'U / i ' r. '' 

yJr/: 

Tpj'or 
Mel GifFord's house was the last 
one on the dirt road, which ran 
nearly a mile in from the highway 
before becoming a dead end. 
There were only two other houses 
along the road and then Gifford's, 
and beyond that nothing but the 
pine forest, slowly elevating itself 
along the mountain slope, rising 
higher and higher, cresting at two 
thousand feet. There were ski 
trails on the other side of the 
mountain and when the Vermont 
winter drained the sky of color 
and spilled its snows, the area be
came a bustling ski resort. 

Now it was November, one of 
the two transitional seasons (the 
other occurred in April); the fall 
foliage was gone and the snows 
had not yet come. Gifford called 

it the quiet season. There were no 
tourists on the roads or in the 
woods, and things were quieter in 
town too. Certainly there were 
fewer people coming into the 
bank. Many of the local business-
rnen took their vacations this time 
of year, just before the onset of 
the ski season. 

"I wish my business were sea
sonal," Gifford said that morning 
after the alarm had brought him 
jarringly awake. He sat up in bed 
and with dull eyes faced the dim 
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gray morning. Helen had barely 
moved. He looked at her inert 
bulk under the covers. No one 
ever looked graceful lying under 
covers. 

"I said—" he began again. 
"I heard you," she said, talking 

into her pillow. 
"I wouldn't mind' a month's va

cation right now. Hadley left for 
Florida yesterday, for. a month." 

Hadley owned the next house 
down the road. The third house, 
the one nearest the road, had 
been rented as a ski lodge for the 
winter; the owners had already 
vacated and the new people had 
not arrived yet. So both houses 
were empty. . 

"A whole month," Gifford said, 
yawning. "He was in the bank the 
other day to say good-bye. Said he 
was going to turn off the gas, the 
electricity, the, phone and pack up 
and go. The lucky stiff." 

"You'd better get up," Helen 
said,- "and wake the kids." 

Gifford got out of bed and 
stood by the window. He gazed 
listlessly for a moment and then, 
as he turned away, he thought he 
saw something move among the 
pine trees. He turned back and 
stood at the window again, squint
ing. 

"I think I saw a deer," he said. 
"Must, be a crazy one," Helen 

said drearily. "Doesn't know the 

himting season's started, I guess." 
He continued,to peer out at the 

woods, hoping to catch sight of 
whatever it was that had moved,, 
but all he saw was the extraordi
nary stillness of the pine in the 
windless gray light. After several 
minutes, he said, "I think I saw a 
deer." 

"Mel," his wife said, still talking 
into her pillow, "please wake up 
the kids. You've got to take them 
to school." 

"And open up the bank and sit 
behind my desk and smile at ev
erybody. Look, I think I saw a 

, deer and if I did, then it's the 
most exciting thing that's hap
pened to me in six months." 

"Don't be bitter,- darling." 
"Who's bitter?" he muttered, 

leaving the window. 
He put on his bathrobe and 

walked across the hall, first to Jen
nifer's room. He opened her.door 
and-paused, listening to the seven-
year-old snoring lightly. Then he 
walked to the bed, gazed for a 
moment at the sleeping face, the 
dark hair sprawled over the pil
low. Gently he put his hand on 
her shoulder and shook her. A 
querulous look crossed her sleep
ing face as she began to turn. 

"Good morning, Jennifer," he 
said. 

Her eyes opened, searched 
sleepily for a moment, then found 
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him standing there by her bed.-. 
"Get up, sweetheart," he whis

pered. 
, She stretched and yawned. 

"Okay?" he asked. 
"Okay." 
Then he went to Billy's room. 

The towheaded eight-year-old was 
already up: 

"I was dreaming, Dad," he said 
when Gifford walked in. 

"Tell me about it later. First, 
get dressed." 

Gifford returned to the bed
room window and peered out 
again, a puzzled frown on his 
face. Helen was fully awake now, 
lying in bed watching him. 

"I thought I saw a deer," Gif
ford said, studying the pine forest 
with gravely thoughtful eyes. The 
night shadows seemed to be lin
gering among the poised, graceful 
trees. Nothing was moving. 

"Maybe it was a hunter," Helen 
said. 

"The woods are posted." 
"Since when has that stopped 

them?" 
"Well," Gifford said, "they'd 

better keep away from here." 
After he had washed and shaved 

and dressed, he sat down to break
fast with his family. Billy and Jen
nifer yawned, and toyed tminter-
estedly with their food. Gifford 
noted it but said nothing; there 
was a general ennui in the house 

this morning which was catching. 
While Helen helped the chil

dren into their coats, Gifford 
stood at the hall mirror, gazing at 
himself in a rather detached way. 
He was thirty-eight and he sup
posed he; looked it. His brown 
hair had begun to thin. Soft, pas
sive lines were appearing aroimd 
his mouth. His brown eyes were 
cool, unreadable; good eyes for a 
banker to have; good eyes for lis
tening. He thought he was getting 
a bit flabby, though he did not 
really want to admit it. He'd ski 
again this winter, maybe do some 
hiking. Tone up those muscles. 

He put on his topcoat, opened 
the door and went outside. He 
stood on the porch feeling the 
cool, fresh morning air on his 
face, then headed for the garage, 
hoping he wouldn't have any 
trouble starting.the car this morn
ing. 

As he approached the garage— 
the door was open—he turned and 
looked over his shoulder one more 
time at the pine forest. Had he 
seen a deer or not? So he was not 
looking at the garage and did not 
see the man step from inside it 
and stand in the doorway. When 
Gifford finally did turn back and 
found himself being confronted by 
the stranger, they were about ten 
feet apart. He stopped dead in his 
tracks. 
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The man was much younger 
than Gifford, perhaps in his mid-
twenties, but there was a lot of 
hard experience etched into his 
face, into the calculating steadi
ness of his gaze, and in the almost 
contemptuous nonchalance with 
which he stood. He iwas wearing a 
plaid jacket which was two-thirds 
unzipped, and one hand was con
cealed inside, at once calmly and 
menacingly. 

"Who are you?." Gifford asked. 
"What are you doing in there?" 

"Just relax, Mr. Gifford," the 
man said, the tone of his voice 
suggesting he was giving some 
very good advice. "You just keep 
your head arid do as you're asked 
and nobody is going to get hurt." 

"I want to know what you were 
doing in my garage." 

"We were waiting for you." 
"We?" Gifford said. 
The second man appeared then, 

stepping out of the garage. This 
one was older, perhaps Gifford's 
age, with that same steady gaze 
that wasn't necessarily hostile or 
threatening, that was simply there 
to be observed, noted: He was 
wearing a trench coat and a small 
felt fedora and he looked almost 
European. He was holding a small 
revolver in his hand, pointed at 
Gifford. 

"Get into the house," he or
dered. 

"Why?" Gifford asked, making 
a' conscious effort not to look at 
the gun, as if refusing to acknowl
edge it, its primacy. 

"Because I tell you to ," the 
older man said impatiently. 

"My family is in there." 
"We know. that. And the best 

way you. can help them is to do 
exactly as we say, with a min
imum of-fuss and talk." 

"There isn't much money in the 
house," Gifford said. "But what
ever there is, you're welcome to." 

"Jiist get in the house,'' the 
older one repeated, putting the 
gun in his coat pocket but keep
ing his hand on it. 

Gifford turned and, followed by 
the two men, walked back to the 
house. The door was still open. 
He could hear Helen talking to 
the_ children. 

When she heard his footsteps on 
the porch, she said, "Don't tell me 
the car won't start." 

When he walked inside, fol
lowed by the two rnen, Helen 
took one look and moved the chil
dren around behind her. She 
didn't have to be told that this 
was trouble. It was written on her 
husband's face. 

"It's all right, Helen," Gifford 
said. "They haven't explained 
themselves yet, but it's a}l right." 

Helen turned to the children 
arid said, "These are friends of 
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your Daddy's. Say hello to them." 
- Shyly, the children nodded to 
the men. ^ 

"Now take off your coats and 
go upstairs to your rooms," Helen 
told them. "We'll call you when 
it's time to go." 

Slowly, imcertainly, with back
ward looks, the children went up
stairs. The two men smiled pleas
antly at them. 

When the children vyere gone, 
the older one said, "Well done. 

Mrs. Gifford. Now, if this kind of 
cooperation is maintained every
thing is going to be just fine." 

"What do you want?" Helen 
asked. 

"Sit down, both of you," the 
older one ordered." " I t ' s very 
simple, really. AH cut-and-dried, 
from point A to point Z." 

The Giffords sat down on the 
l iv ingroom sofa. Whi le the 
yoimger man loimged in the door
way, his hand still inside his 
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jacket, an expressionless, un
compromising look on his face, 
the older one stood before the 
GifiFords. 

"I'm going to drive into town 
with you, Mr. Gifford," he said. 
"My partner is going to remain 
here, to oversee your wife and 
children, as a sort of guarantee for 
your cooperation until our re
turn." 

"You mean you're going to hold 
them hostage," Gifford said an
grily. 

"Well, yes. I know you don't 
like it, but it's the best way, all 
arovmd, believe me. Now, here's 
what's going to happen. Instead of 
opening your bank at n ine 
o'clock, as you normally do, 
you're going to open a bit earlier 
today, before your staff gets in." 

"And you're going to clean it 
out," Gifford said. "Well, you've 
overlooked one thing: there's a 
time lock on the vault. It doesn't 
open tontil nine o'clock and there's 
not a damn thing I can do about 
it." 

The gunman stared sternly at 
Gifford for a moment, then began 
to laugh softly. "We know that, 
Mr. Gifford," he. said.. "Look, if it 
makes you feel any better, we're 
not amateurs. We know about 
these things. We've been studying 
you and your bank and the habits 
and procedures of all concerned. 

We've been here nearly a week, 
and the fact that you haven't no
ticed us tells you something about 
our expertise." 

"You're not perfect," Gifford 
said. "I saw you in there yester
day at closing time." 

The gunman laughed again, a 
short, mirthless chuckle. "So we're 
not perfect," he said, "but don't 
let that reduce your confidence in 
us. There's nothing like a small
town bank. You're very trusting 
people here. You don't lock up all 
of your cash at night. Your tellers 
leave their cash drawers full. 
That's what we want." 

Gifford looked at the floor. The 
man was right. It was not recom
mended practice, but out of old 
habits the tellers did leave their 
cash in their drawers overnight'as 
crime was virtually nonexistent 
here. Bank robbers or other seri
ous criminals all seemed so re
mote. 

When Gifford looked up at the 
gurunan there was resentment in 
his eyes, as if his trust had been 
betrayed. 

"Now," the older man said, 
looking at his watch, "it's exactly 
seven-thirty. The drive into town 
is forty minutes, which means we 
arrive at the bank at eight-ten. It 
shouldn't take us more than fif
teen minutes to dp what we have 
to do. So it's then eight-twenty-
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five. With the drive back, we 
should be returning here at a few 
minutes after nine." 

"That's if he doesn't make 
trouble," the other gunman added. 

"Don't worry, Alf,"_ the older 
one said, smiling at Giiford. "He 
won't make any trouble. He 
knows what's at stake, don't you, 
Mr. Gilford?" 

Gifford said nothing. 
"Because," the gunman went 

on, "if we're not back here on 
time, and let's allow a few min
utes for delays, then his family 
will be in deep trouble. If we're 
not back by, say, nine-twenty, Alf 
will safely assume that someone 
tried to upset our plans." 

"And then what?" Gifford asked. 
"What happens then?"' 

The gunman smiled, shrugged, 
and said, "Who can tell—with 
Alf's temper?" 

The implied threat infuriated 
Gifford; the very idea that anyone 
would think of harming his family 
almost deranged his thinking for a 
moment and he had to suppress 
the impulse to leap at these men. 

"All right," the older gunman 
said curtly, "let's get moving. For 
you and your family, Mr. Gifford, 
the clock has begun to tick." 

Gifford did not, would not, get 
up until the revolver had reap
peared. Gesturing with it, the 
gimman brought Gifford to his 

feet and followed him outside. 
"We'll take your car, Mr. Gif

ford," the man said as they went 
down the. porch steps. 

So for the second time that 
morning Gifford headed for his 
garage. This time he went in. with 
his companion, got into his car 
and backed out. As he turned to 
head down the driveway Gifford 
took a last, longing look back at 
his house. It suddenly had an as
pect of closed, cold inaccessibility. 
It provoked in Gifford one single, 
driving resolve: to get this over as 
quickly as possible and get back 
to his family. He had no intention 
of trying to play the hero. They 
could take the money and be 
damned. 

As he drove toward the high
way he passed the two empty 
houses and for the first time real
ized how isolated he was back 
there. He passed the gunmen's car 
along the side of the road and 
knew that no one would see it, no 
one would pass who might be cu
rious enough to question its pres
ence. 

When they got to the highway 
Gifford pressed down hard on the 
accelerator and headed forjowri. 

"Please observe the speed limit, 
Mr. Gifford," the gunman said. 
"We don't want to break the 
law," he added with a sardonic 
chuckle. 
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. They drove in silence after that. 
Occasionally they' exchanged 
glances, and when they did, the 
gunman nodded politely and 
showed a faint, whimsical smile. 

As they neared town, Gifford 
broke the silence. "Won't it look 
strange to people," he said, "you 
walking into the bank syith me?" 

"No. The people here don't 
have suspicious minds. No reason 
for them to." 

"Suppose some of my staff show 
up early?" 

"Have they ever?" 
"No," Gifford said glumly. "But 

what happens when they arrive 
and the bank is closed?" 

"I can tell you what will hap
pen. They'll call your home, 
where your wife, with Alf stand
ing right next to her, will tell 
them you overslept and are on 
your way in." 

"But if someone has already 
seen me there, entering and leav
ing . . ." 

"We'll let them puzzle it out, 
Mr. Gifford. By the time they be
gin to become overly-curious it 
won't matter anymore. Alf and I 
will be well on our way." 

When they reached the bank, 
Gifford was told to park in the al
ley adjacent. They got out of the 
car and, without being seen by 
anyone, entered the bank. The 
blinds were drawn, concealing the 

bank's interior from the street. 
"Eight-ten on the button," the 

gimman said with a note of quiet 
satisfaction in his voice. 

Gifford suddenly whirled and 
confronted him and, in an unnat
urally loud voice, asked, "What 
happens to my family if we don't 
get back there on time?" 

As if annoyed or p e r h a p s 
alarmed by this sudden bellig
erence, the gunman drew his re
volver. 

"I 'm asking you a question, 
damn you!" Gifford shouted, tak
ing a step toward the other, and 
as he did the gunman lifted the 
revolver to eye level and pointed 
it coldly and directly at Gifford. 

"Get on with it, Mr. Gifford," 
he said testily. "If you have your 
family's well-being at heart you 
won't tempt the fates by' wasting 
time. Now, you have the keys to 
those cash drawers, so get on with' 
it." • 

Gifford got his keys and began 
unlocking the drawers. The gim
man went with him to the tellers' 
stations, holding a canvas bag 
which he had pulled from his 
pocket, and watched Gifford go 
from drawer to drawer filling it. 
The gunman had figured fifteen 
minutes in the bank; it took less 
than ten. 

"All right, Mr. Gifford," the 
gunman said when all the drawers 
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had been emptied, "now comes 
the dehcate part—walking out of 
here carrying an obviously stuffed 
bag. I might add that with the 
money now in my possession my 
outlook on things becomes a bit 
obsessed. The idea of a large sum 
of money is one thing, the posses
sion of it is another. If anyone 
challenges us I'm prepared to use 
this gun—on you or them. Do you 
imderstand?" 

"I understand," Gifford said. 
"So give, me your car keys. In 

the event I have to shoot you 
dead I'll have to leave in your 
car." 

Frightened now, Gifford handed 
him the keys: The gunman seemed 
tense, even angry, as if the mere 
thought of having to relinquish 
the money was intolerable. 

They opened the door and 
walked outside. The sidewalk was 
empty, for which Gifford was 
grateful, for he had taken quite 
seriously the man's threats. They 
walked around to the alley and 
got into the car, Gifford in the 
driver's seat. The keys were re
turned to him. 

"Now head back." 
"What time is it?" Gifford 

asked, then looked at his watch. It 
was eight-twenty. 

"Time is no problem, Mr. Gif
ford. Just get moving." 

Gifford backed out of the alley. 

Several people passing on the 
sidewalk seemed to take np no
tice. In this small, insular New 
England town they were so condi
tioned to minding their business 
that they seemed to feel it was an 
intrusion even to glance at some
one. Gifford damned their aloof
ness now. If any one af them had 
any brains they would notice that 
something was amiss here and call 
the police—except that the police 
in this town consisted of two 
middle-aged men who were to
tally inadequate to cope with a 
situation like this. 

As they drove back along the 
highway, Gifford began having 
some. disturbing thoughts. What 
would happen after they re
turned? Would the two gunrnen 
simply take the money and leave? 
The more Gifford thought about it 
the more his doubts began to 
grow. At best, they would tie up 
the family, so as to have ample 
time in which to get away; and 
the worst—but Giiford didn't want 
to think about that. 

Grimly silent, Gifford sped 
along the highway, anxious to get 
back, to be -with his family, to 
face together whatever happened. 

They passed few cars' on the 
highway; there was only the con
stant passing on either side of the 
road of the endless evergreen. Be
tween the monotony of the drive 
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and, the consuming depths of his 
thoughts, Gifford was paying only 
mechanical attention to what he 
was doing, to the extent that it, 
was the gunman who had to point 
out th'at they were nearing the 
side road. 

"The tumoff is coming up," he 
said, noting that there, had been 
no deceleration to allow for the 
turn. 

His voice barely penetrated Gif-
ford's reverie and, with an un
comprehending expression, he 
turned his head to look at the 
nian. 

"The turn is coming," the gun
man yelled, pointing ahead with 

. his finger. 
Instinctively, without thinking, 

without braking or even decom
pressing the accelerator, Gifford 
suddenly swung the wheel, but the 
car was going too fast, the angle 
too sharp. There was a shuddering 
and a skidding as the car bounded 

-off the highway onto the dirt 
road; the trees seemed to be flash
ing through every window, swoop
ing' and abrupt, as if doing some 
wild dance around the car. Unable 
to make its turn, the car made a 
screeching sound and plunged off 
the dirt road. It bolted furiously 
through the' roadside brush, ran 
over .some scrub pine and" came 
suddenly and barbarously to a 
stop with a sickening thud against 

an enormous boulder that had 
been cast from the mountaintop in 
another age. 

Gifford remembered his head 
hitting against the window. He 
thought he had been knocked un
conscious then, yet he remem
bered the car flattening the scrub 
pine and then the boulder loom
ing up like something rising from 
the undersea. He also remembered 
the jolting and unceremonious 
stop to which they had come, but 
it was all vague and unreal, ill-re
corded by memory. 

He was lying against the door, 
aware of a dull aching in his 
head, his thoughts unable for the 
moment to emerge coherently 
from.under the pain. He blinked 
several times before he was able 
to understand what it was he was 
seeing. The hood had been thrown 
into the air by the impact, of the 
crash and hung now like the open 
jaw of some voracious bird of 
prey. He could not immediately 
remember where he was, what 
had happened. Then he turned 
and saw his companion, and he 
remembered. 

The guriman looked as though 
he had • been hurled against the 
door with great fury; he seemed 
crushed and crumpled. His face, 
in profile, wore an expression of 
shocked anger, made the more fu-
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rious by a copious flow of blood. 
His hat was gone and his hair 
looked as though it had been 
about to leave his head and then 
stopped. 

Gifford gazed at him with 
simple, uncomplicated curiosity, 
until the realization had set fully 
in—the man was dead. 

Then Gifford remembered all 
the rest of it and .a shock of terror 
rushed through him. He looked at 
his watch: it was ten minutes after 
nine. He turned around and stared 
with building panic at the road, 
then undid his seat bel t and 
opened the door and got out. He 
walked a round b e h i n d the 
smashed arid seething car to the 
other door and opened it. The 
gunman, who had not been using 
his seat belt, tumbled softly to the 
ground. Gifford reached down and 
took the revolver out of the man's 
pocket. 

He glanced again at his watch. 
There was still time. Alf was ex
pecting them back by nine-twenty 
and there would suurely be allowed 
some margin for delay, but how 
much? He thought about the pos
sibility of going back to the high
way and hailing a car but that 
would consume time. 

Another thought occurred: take 
the bag of money to the house, 
tell Alf what had happened and 
perhaps he would go. The idea 

was appealing, except that Alf 
might suspect a trick, might sus
pect that Gifford was trying to 
trap him, and in that situation 
there was no telling what the man 
might do. 

Then, under the pressure of 
elapsing time, with the determina
tion to help his" family, Gifford 
disdained all further thought and 
speculation and began to run 
toward his house, revolver in 
hand. He passed his neighbors' 
empty houses. A fleeting thought 
to break in and telephone the 
state police had to be rejected; 
the telephones in both houses had. 
been disconnected. 

What am I going to do? Gifford 
kept asking himself. He couldn't 
simply burst in there, gun or no 
gun. There was no telling what 
Alf's frame of mind was, nor what 
it would become. Doubtless an 
awful tension had been building in 
that house during the past hour. 
The young gunman had to be get
ting more and more concerned 
and nervous, and consequently un
predictable and dangerous. 

Gifford stopped in the middle 
of the road, panting. He lifted his 
hand and covered his eyes for a 
moment. Get out of the road, he 
told himself. Alf would almost 
certainly be watching the road. 

So he began approaching the 
house in a roundabout way. 
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through the pine forest,. moving 
slowly, cautiously. When the side 
of the house came into view he 
lay down on the pine needles, try
ing to formulate some plan, some 
kind of assault that held a reason
able chance of success. Think, he 
told himself. Think. Think. 

He could enter through a base^ 
mpnt window, careful ly and 

, quietly, and work his way upstairs 
and take Alf by surprise—but t h e 
least sound, with his wife and 
children sitting in front of a gun 
. . . He closed his eyes for a mo
ment. Were the basement win
dows locked? He hadn't checked > 
them in months; there was never 
reason to, in this "crime-free" en
vironment. If they were locked, 
how could he get in without 
breaking one? There was no tell^ 
ing what the least sound might 
provoke in Alf's mind. 

He should have gone back to 
the highway and summoned help, 
he realized now. This was fool
hardy. He had no experience at 
this sort of thing. He was jeopar
dizing his family. 

Then, as he lay there agonizing 
over his situation, a shot suddenly 
rang out, shattering the pristine si-, 
lence of the pine forest. Gifford 
ins t inc t ive ly pressed himself 
tensely to the ground, his eyes 
glaring. He looked at.his watch: 
ten minutes after nine. 

Only ten minutes after nine? 
With his eyes widening in ter

ror he studied the face, of the 
watch. The sweep hand was still. 
The watch had stopped, probably 
during the accident. But when? 
How long ago? How long had he 
been unconscious in the car? 

Now the echo of the shot began 
to reverberate- through him. What 
was happening in the house? 

Without waiting to shape an
other thought, suddenly seized and 
impelled by an imcontrollable ter
ror, he got to his feet and began 
rurming at breakneck speed for 
the house, pointing the gun out 
ahead of him. He crashed through 
the underbrush and out onto the 
roadi running faster and faster, 
driven forward by the single, 
maniacal thought? of getting the 
man who was inside the- house, 
unmindful of his own safety, imen-
cumbered by any idea of stealth 
or strategy. That was all gone 
now, replaced by the primitive 
urge to protect his family. 

He ran across the front lawn, 
took the porch steps in two 
bounds and burst through the 
front door. He ran through the 
hallway—and was suddenly con
fronted by Alf. The gunman was 
in the act of running from the liv-
ingroom to the hallway, his gun 
swung out from, his body. 

Without stopping, Gilford fired. 
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his finger suddenly frozen on the 
trigger. The revolver's recoil made 
him shudder and stagger as a fury 
of motion was enacted before him. 
The rurming Alf was struck sev
eral times in mid-flight and iiow 
his animation became spastic and 
grotesque as one after the other 
,the bu l l e t s s t ruck h im. He 
slammed into the wall, then 
arched back, spun in a half circle 
and dropped to the floor. 

Gifford raced into the liv-
ingroom where he found his star
tled wife standing, 'her clasped 
hands covering her mouth. 

"Where are the children?" Gif
ford demanded. 

Helen gasped, her fixed eyes 
upon the smoking revolver in her 
husband's hand. 

"Where are they?" Gifford 
shouted. 

"Upstairs," she said in a small, 
strained voice that sounded hke a 
gasp. 

"Are they all right? Are you all 
right?" 

"Yes-yes-yes," Helen said, trem
bling. 

Then she ran to him as Gifford 

let the gun faU to the floor and he 
threw his arms around her. 

"I heard a shot . . ." he said, 
\yracked by unspent tension. 

"He was getting more and more 
restless and nervous," Helen said. 
"It was terrible." 

"He didn't harm - any of. you, 
did he?" 

• "No.". 
"But what was he shooting at?" 

Gifford asked. 
"He said he saw something 

moving in the trees. He thought it-
was the police.. But 1 saw it. It 
was only a deer . . . but he didn't 
believe me." 

She looked once at Alf's inert, • 
. bloody;• bullet-torn body, then 

closed her eyes and pressed her 
forehead against Gifford's chest. 

"A deer?" Gifford said softly. 
"That's what he shot at?" 

" W h a t h a p p e n e d ? " Helen 
asked. "Are you all right? Are you 
all right?" 

Gifford sighed and shook his 
head. "Not yet. Give me a little 

• time," he said, closing his eyes as 
he heard his children calling from 
upstairs. 
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There are times, if one hearkens to ancient philosophers, when 
one should not put a sickle in another man's com. 

It was my custom to stay on for a 
week or two at The Buckeye after 
the season ended; it was then that 
I did my best work and in my 
spare time I would help Margit, 
my landlady, prepare the ancient 
rooming house for winter. Her 
grandmother and aged aunt, with 
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whom she had passed a dull, mi
gratory existence for many years, 
opening the place in Glen Avon 
in May, closing it after Labor Day 
and journeying to St. Petersburg 
for the winter months, had both 
died down there within weeks of 
each other two years before, but 
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Margit still practiced the same rit
ual; she was like a bird who finds 
its cage is open at last but can't 
decide where to go or even if its 
wings will work. 

I happened to be alone in the 
house, trying to finish the last 
chapter of my novel and so 
deeply absorbed I jumped a bit 
when the bell rang, and when I 

Pon^O H^ 

went dowTi to open the door I 
found an attractive but doomed-
looking woman with blue eyes 
and cinnamon-colored hair peer
ing through the screen. A foreign 
sports car was parked at the curb. 

"I'm looking for Miss Fanchon. 
I'm Helen Maier." 

The name didn't register at 
first. I told her Margit had gone 
for a walk but should be back at 
any minute. 

"I was told the Fillmore—is that 
its name?—is the only hotel still 
open. Maybe I ought to go around 
there and see about a room for 
the night. I've been driving for 
hours." 

She gave a sudden cry as she 
followed me into the parlor and I 
put out my hand, thinking she 
might have twisted her ankle on 
the little step-down. Her face was 
sickly pale and when I saw the di
rection of her gaze I knew at 
once who she was. 

"Good heavens, how stupid of 
me! You must be Paul's wife." 

She kept staring at that piece of 
sculpture on the mantel. 

"Who's the artist?" she asked 
faintly. 

"Margit—Miss Fanchon." Then, 
idiotically trying to dispel the • 
awkwardness of the moment, I 
added, "The head in the middle^ 
that's mine." I always had to tell 
people because, in truth, it only 
vaguely resembled me. Margit al
ways said I had the sort of face to 
which only Rodin could do justice. 

Mrs. Maier's next question was 
obvious. "And the woman's? 
Could that be—her?" 

"Juliette Bardo. Yes." 
She studied the head with the 
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feigned indifference of a gallery 
visitor. "I might have known she'd 
be stunning." She asked me if I'd 
known Paul and I said yes, fairly 
well, as well as one gets to know 
fellow lodgers in a rooming house 
during.a short summer season. 

"Please sit down," I told her. 
"Or would you rather wait in an
other room? I shouldn't have 
brought you in here." 

She was already more com
posed. "Don ' t apologize. I'd 
known for years that my husband 
had feet of clay. He played first 
violin in that orchestra for fifteen 
years. I played second fiddle in his 
life for twelve. This Juliette Bardo 
person was simply the latest of a 
long string. It never bothered me 
that much, really. I'm not a ro
mantic schoolgirl. Paul always 
came back to me when the season 
ended. He was always mine for 
those long winter months." She 
read iny expression and quickly 
laughed. "Don't get the virong 
idea. I'm not tracking him dovioi. 
I've been spending the summer at 
Lake Placid and on my way south 
thought it might be fun to see this 
place. I never came up when Paul 
was with the symphony all those 
summers. He never urged me to. 
Naturally. But L must say I was 
shocked when I got his letter. 
Formal as a letter of resignation^ 
which of'̂ coxjrse is what it was. 

And typewritten at that! Saying 
he'd fallen in love with this Ju
liette Bardo and.was going away 
with her to start a new life. Oh, it 
was a masterpiece of cruelty, that 
letter. Wish now I'd never biu-ned 
it. So, I just suddenly took it iiito 
my noggin to see the place where 
this great romance flowered." 

She surveyed the tacky-looking 
parlor with the sort of disap
pointed frown one might see on 
the face of an avid Shakespearean 
at his first glimpse of Verona. 

She said, in reply to my ques
tion, that she hadn't heard a word 
from Paul since that letter. "I sup
pose he was too ashamed. He's 
never even tried to claim any of 
the money. He can't be playing 
with any well-known orchestra. I 
would have heard. But then I sup
pose they're living in Love Land, 
where material worries are unim
portant. You knew her, too, I as-
svune?" 

I nodded but didn't feel it nec
essary to tell her that I'd thought 
Juliette Bardo to be a rather 
sweet young creature. Not in
nocent—she was an actress of sorts 
and had been around—but not 
tawdry, either. Exactly the sort of 
girl who would nm off "with a 
haridsome dark-eyed violinist. 

"Were you here when they 
left?" she wanted to know, and 
once again I wondered if she were 
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not secretly in pursuit of the pair. 
Well, I certainly couldn't give her 
any clues to their destination. 
Margit had asked me to take some 
clothes to the dry cleaners in the 
city for her that day. When I'd 
got back she'd broken the news to 
me that the couple had nm off. 

I told her this, and she looked 
at her watch with a frown. "I'm 
hungry and tired. And frankly, 
this place gives me the willies. I 
suppose it's the sort of atmosphere 
only a writer—or musician—could 
appreciate." She stood up and 
wrapped her fur stole around her 
shoulders. "Tell Miss Fanchon I 
was here, will you? If she doesn't 
mind, I think I'll drop back later 
this evening." Then, glancing 
back, "Maybe I could get her to 
sell me those heads. Think what a 
joy it would be to smash them 
against a brick wall!" 

I laughed. "If she thought you'd 
do that she'd never, let you have 
them. They're the .best things she's 
ever done." 

I suppose I owned the worst-
that head of the busboy Adonis 
she'd been working on the first 
year I knew her—her maiden ef
fort. 

Glen Avon, if you've never 
been there, is rather like Tan-
glewood or Chautauqua or that 
place in Vermont where my old 
college professor used to dry out 

while lecturing on the Metaphysi
cal Poets. It has a miniature Pan
orama of the Holy Land, a shaded 
plaza, an amphitheater where 
Glenn Miller and Toscanini had 
performed—it was that sort of 
place, something for everyone, 
and picturesque enough for the 
most demanding: quaintly narrow 
streets of eccentric-looking hotels 
and rooming houses huddled to
gether in a vast leafy gloom 
which would abruptly end as you 
emerged from the shadow of the 
rambling Fillmore Hotel onto a 
greensward stretching between the 
bathing beach and the bell tower, 
and bordering One of the prettiest 
lakes in the Adirondacks. 

Its eight-week midsummer sea
son was crammed with a pot
pourri of operas, concerts, plays, 
lectures, and art classes, and then 
after Labor Day, when it all came 
to an end, its population would 
dwindle to a relative handful. I 
liked it best then, when its atmo
sphere was curiously mellow, as if 
ghostly strains of music still 
floated upon the quiet air, and a 
gentle autumnal haze would settle 
over the lake, and the Westmin-
ster chimes from the bell tower 
would echo among the narrow 
empty streets with an unearthly 
resonance, and I would look up 
from my work with that pleasant 
feeling of sheltered, isolated cozi-
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ness reminiscent of college days 
on a deserted summer campus. 

This place to which I'd been 
coming for the past four summers 
was the typical frame rooming 
house in the cen te r of the 
grounds, damp and umbrageous, 
in thickets of lily of the valley 
and spidery rhododendrons, with a 
painted sign. The Buckeye, nailed 
over the front door, and a buck
eye tree planted beside the porch, 
because Margit's Aimtie Belle and 
Nanna had come from Ohio in the 
antediluvian past. 

My landlady herself, the spin
ster survivor of those two for
midable dragons, was "an over-
groviTi, clmnsy, yoimg-old woman 
with a plain," intense, kindly face 
which looked as radiantly sallow 
as a cloistered Carmelite's, and as 
ignorant of the more robust emo
tions,"—which is how I described 
her in a story I tried to write 
about her the first, season I was 
here—a story I never finished, inci
dentally, because its main charac
ter seemed to resist my attempts 
to involve her in any sort of dra
matic situation. 

While the two female dragons 
were still alive I would occa
sionally come upon Margit sitting 
alone on one of the benches near 
the bell tower, watching the sail
boats or the sunset, and we would 
exchange the shiest of hellos. Then 

one day I'd seen her at the Plaza 
Art Festival where, with others in 
the begirmers' modeling class, she 
was trying her best to reconstruct 
in clay on a wire armatm^e the 
head of a model, but it was pa
t h e t i c a l l y c lear to me as I 
watched her that she would never 
succeed, not from any specific 
lack of talent but because she was 
trying to get more than was there. 
The handsome youth the class was 
using as a model was all blue eyes 
and jawline, whereas Margit was 
trying to make something spiritual 
out of him, and -I'd felt like stop
ping behind her and whispering in 
her ear: "Forget it, my dear. 
Apollo has no soul." 

Instead, I'd waited till the rest, 
of the class and spectators had dis
persed, leaving her gazing sadly at 
the result of her wasted efforts, 
and I'd felt sorry for her and im
pulsively declared I wanted to 
buy it. She blinked at me. "What
ever for? It's hideous." I badgered 
her until she gave in, although she 
insisted on making me a present 
of it. It still sits here oil my desk. 
Hideous, yes, but with a singular 
kind of honesty about it which 
makes it rather precious to me. In 
its way, I think it superior to 
those heads of Paul and Juliette, 
which seem to me too cheaply at
tractive, too spiritless. 

Helen Maier drove off toward 
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the Fillmore and I returned to 
Chapter Fifteen. I heard Margit 
come in about a half hour later 
and when I went down she was 
laying out the tea things. Auntie 
Belle and Nanna had been 
stavinchly British and this habit of 
afternoon tea was one of their leg
acies Margit had not abandoned. 
Her tenants during the season 
found it rather endearing, and so 
did I. 

My news surprised her. "Paul's 
wife? How very odd. Whatever 
brought her here?" 

"She said she was on her way 
home from Lake Placid and de
cided to look the place over. Al
though, between you and me and . 
the buckeye tree, I think it's more 
of a sentimental pilgrimage than 
she lets on." 

"What do you mean?" 
"Or else she's actually trying to 

track him down. Maybe that's 
why she wants to see you." 

Margit looked scornful. "Well , , 
land sakes, I can't tell her any
thing. If she thinks I played Friar 
Lawrence to that Juliette and her 
Romeo I'll soon set her straight. I 
can't tell her a thing she doesn't 
already know. Her husband was a 
charming man, but a philandering 
cheat. That's all I can tell her." 

I sat down at the table and she 
poured the tea. "Your aimt and 
grandmother were such strict old 

ladies, I've often woiidered why 
they allowed him to live here." 

"Oh, he was smooth as syrup 
and sweet as honey, you know 
that. Could worm his way into 
any woman's good graces—without 
half trying." 

I detected the faintest shadow 
of a blush and it occurred to me 
to wonder if Margit herself hadn't 
had romantic yearnings toward 
the passionate fiddler. Now, with 
Aimtie Belle and Naniia dead and 
Paul no doubt far away, 1 felt 
bold enough to tease her about it. 
"I may be wrong, but I seem to 
recall his flirting with you, as 
well." 

She responded with such a 
frank and painful blush I quickly 
backed ofiF. "But then, that was 
probably my writer's diseased 
imagination." 

She became unexpec ted ly 
thoughtful, sipping her tea with a 
musing, \distant look, and then she 
put the cup down and looked at 
me with an expression which was 
brave almost to defiance. 

"If you weren't going to Eu
rope next simimer I'd be quite 
willing to have you think so—that 
it was just your imagination, I 
mean." 

Her face began to shine with an 
unaccustomed excitement, and 
once more she'blushed. 

I was intrigued. "You mean it 
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wasn't only my imagination?" 
"Well,", this time she was 

tremulously coy, "not entirely, 
maybe." 

I thought she was going to lose 
her nerve and pass it oflF as a joke, 
but I was wrong. 

"You won't ever come back 
here, will you?. I.mean, after your 
summer in Eiirope. You'll go to 
other places. You won't ever come 
back here." 

There was no point in lying. 
"No, I suppose not. But then, who 
can tell? I'm very fond of this 
place." 

She continued to shake her 
head. "You won't ever come back. 
I can tell. The way you look at 
everything.. You're storing it all 
up, aren't you?" 

I admired her perceptiveness. 
"You should have taken up writ
ing instead of sculpture." 

"You said once you'd write a 
story about Auntie Belle and 
Nanna. Remember? My, b u t 
weren't they flattered? And you 
listened so patiently to their tales 
and reminiscences . . . You will 
write about them someday, won't 
you?" " . , 

"It's very likely." 
The next thing she said caught 

me off guard. "I wish you'd write 
a story about me someday." 

This may not look in print as 
touchingly, wistful as it sounded. 

96 

She; sat across from me, this awk
ward-looking, soft-eyed, no longer 
young woman, and she was so 
painfully sincere it was embarrass
ing-

"Oh," I said, "I no doubt shall." 
She lowered her eyes and shook 

her head. "No. I'm not the sort of 
person stories are written about. 
My life is too dull." 

I couldn't help, thinking about 
that story I'd tried to write about 
her and couldn't. Presently she 
looked up arid gave me a slow, al
most provocative smile. "If I tell 
you something—something I would 
neyer in my life tell another 
soul—will you promise to write a 
story about me?" 
' Still thinking of that one para-

.graph that had led nowhere, and 
trying not to look as guilty as I 
felt, I nodded. 

"And you must promise never 
to tell anyone. I mean, in a story, 
that's different. No one will know 
it's rile. You can change my name 
and appearance and all that." 

"Of course." 
She drew her chair in closer to 

the table. "Well, to tell the truth, 
Paul did flirt with me. When I'd 
bring up his towels and things. It 
was all in fim, of course. I knew 
he didn't mean anything by it, but 
how Auntie Belle and Nanna did 
tease me about it. Then one eve
ning we ran into each other on 
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the plaza and he took me to the 
Refectory and bought me an ice 
cream cone. And walked me 
home. I went to every one of the 
concerts that season. And the re
hearsals. I'd sit way up there in 
the amphitheater behind the or
chestra where he couldn't see me. 
But he knew I was there. He al
ways knew . . . Want your tea 
warmed up?" She said this very 
crisply and I could tell she needed 
a moment to discharge the emo
tion in her voice—or to get her 
story straight in her head. I was 
almost sure she was making it all 
up. 

"Then one night jiast a few days 
before thie season ended, after the 
last concert, I waited for him and 
he walked home with me. He 
held my hand and we took a 
roimdabout way along the shore. 
He kissed me by the bell tower. 
That night, after everybody was 
asleep and the house was quiet, he 
came to my room." 

Curiously, she said this without 
blushing. " I can't believe Aimtie 
Belle and Naima really found out. 
They couldn't have. But there was 
something in the way they looked 
at me the next morning . . . but 
they didn't say anything and the 
season ended and Paul went 
home. To his wife, I suppose, al
though none of us knew he even 
had a wife then. I honestly didn't 

expect to see him again, you know." 
She sipped her tea with a 

mildly sour expression, as if she 
found the beverage—or the 
memory—bitter. "I think I hoped 
that he wouldn't come back to 
The Buckeye. But, miracle of mir
acles, he did. I guess I thought it 
was a sign from heaven. I behaved 
foolishly, though I. tried to be dis
creet, of course, and implored him 
to be. That's why it surprised me 
now when you said you thought 
he'd flirted with me. It was a -
wonderful summer . . . I was 
older than any of those sweet 
yoimg things who used to hang 
around Paul, mooning over his 
Haydn and Bach; so cool, so resil
ient. I had no resilience left, and 
that's why I ought to have known 
better. But it was now-or-never 
time for me, and^ I knew it. Age 
comes so suddenly when there's 
been no th ing to gauge your 
progress by. Life is just a land
scape without figures. No growing 
children, no aging husband, no fel
low workers, no friends. Auntie 
Belle and Nanna? Don't be funny. 
They were always old, far back as 
I can remember. Walking mum
mies. Two mummies and a zom
bie, that was us!" 

She emptied her cup and folded 
her hands in her lap. "But it was 
all an act. He would have been 
kinder if he'd broken into the 
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house and—attacked me. Then 
sneaked off. But the concerts, the 
after^dark walks along the lake, 
our special bench behind the bell 
tower, that funny little tearoom 
where they were always short of 
forks, the trip aroimd the lake 
that night on the Gadfly, the mist 
along the banks and the moonlight 
on the water. It all meant . . . 
nothing! 

"That winter both Auntie Belle 
and Nanna died—so imexpectedly. 
I would have come unraveled if I 
hadn't had Paul to think about. 
Paul . . . and the summer to 
come. I was almost sure he 
Nvouldn't return." 

The more she said now the 
uneasier I became; because the 
conviction kept growing on me 
that it was all make-believe, wish
ful thinking. 

"But h e . d i d come," I was 
forced to prompt her. 

"Oh, he came. Yes, indeed, he 
came. He was shocked to hear 
about Aimtie Belle and Narma, 
and for a while he was nice 
enough to me. But you remember 
we had a new roomer that sea
son—dear Juliette. I began to no
tice how they looked at each 
other when they thought I wasn't 
looking. Then as time went on 
they grew reckless, brazen. Well, 
I don't have to tell you. You were 
right here. You remember. Oh, 

yes, they made no bones about 
their feelings for each other. You 
can imagine how / felt. People 
couldn't help remarking how ner
vous and moody I was—but you 
all thought it was because of 
Auntie Belle and Nanna. Well, 
now you know the truth. Finally, 
I just couldn't take it any longer. 
We had it out, Paul and I. And 
that's when he told me." 

She flicked a hanky out of her 
sleeve and dabbed at her eyes, a 
gesture that seemed too con
sciously theatrical. "The reason 
he'd come back to The Buckeye, 
you see, after that first season, was 
that Auntie Belle and Nanna had 
told him he could stay here rent 
freel As long as he was nice to 
me! Yes. God's truth. And that's 
only part of if. They paid him! 
Actually gave him money. And 
he'd taken it! That's the kind of 
man he was. Those two sweet, ri
diculous old ninnies had bribed 
him to be nice to me. They were 
actually going to try to buy me a 
husband." 

My astonishment- seemed to 
please her immensely. "There! 
Isn't that a story for you?" 

A story—that is to say, fiction-
was what I felt sure it was, but I 
merely said, "Is that all? That's 
the end?" 

"Ah, well . . . you can supply 
whatever ending you please. I 
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leave that entirely up to you. 
They ran away together when the 
season ended. You can say they 
lived happily ever after, I don't 
care." 

"Did Juliette know about you 
and Paul?" 

"Of course. I had to tell her. I 
felt it was my duty. I wanted her 
to know what sort of wretch she 
was involved with. But it did no 
good. She was too, moonstruck to 
care." 

I'm not saying that I believed 
the entire story to be a lie. I was 
sure she was fond of Paul Maier, 
and I'm sure he did flirt with her 
in a mild, half-joking maimer; and 
though I supposed it was not in
conceivable the two old ladies 
might have been capable of such 
a stratagem to get a man for their 
spinster niece, I couldn't see Paul 
Maier being a party to it. He 
hadn't struck me as being that 
depraved a character. I felt sure 
that that part, and the part about 
his going to bed with Margit, was 
pure fantasy. The story was far 
more interesting and dramatic the 
way she told it, of course, but I 
hadn't a shred of what the courts 
call "hard evidence" to back it 
up. 

That evening, true to her word, 
Helen Maier called at The Buck
eye again. Margit greeted her 
warmly. I went to my room and 

did some more work and when I 
went back downstairs the visitor 
was just leaving. 

"That head you did of Paul," 
she was saying to Margit, "may I 
buy it from you?" 

Margit smiled, a very generous 
smile. "No. But you're welcome to 
it as a gift." 

Helen Maier regarded it dryly, 
once it was in her hands. "As I 
told yovir friend here, I always 
knew my husband had feet of 
clay. This will be a most appro
priate souvenir of our marriage." 

"Take the other one, too, if 
you'd like it." 

"No, thanks. I think it's time 
the lovers were separated." 

I believe she half-hoped there 
might be some voodoo-like signifi
cance attached to this transaction, 
that by removing Paul's effigy 
from the company of his para
mour's she was magically efl^ecting 
some faraway separation of their 
two bodies. 
. When she had gone Margit 
looked at me with wry satis
faction. "I can see what you're 
thinking. No, I didn't tell her any 
of what I told you. That's our se
cret. You can send her a copy of 
your story—if you ever write it, 
that is." 

The next morning we were 
standing on the porch of that 
prim-looking white frame house. 
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the porch that was shaded by 
morning glories on one side and 
by the buckeye tree on the other, 
and we, too, were saying, good
bye. 

"I ought to have a souvenir, 
too," I said. "May I have the 
other head? Juliette's?" 

Her eyes twinkled. "Let's trade. 
Give me back the one I did of 
you. Don't pretend. You never did 
like it. And .you can have hers." 

As we made the exchange she 
said, "There. Now you own my 
first and my last artistic efforts. As 
well as my worst and my best." 

I never saw her agaiii, and I 
didn't think I ever would get 
around to writing that story about 
her. I suppose I might even have 
forgotten about Margit altogether 
if I hadn't had those two heads to 
remind me of her. The one of the 
young Adonis, though artistically 
regrettable, makes a splendid pa
perweight; Juliette's I used as a 
bookend, which my friends ad
mired very much, praising the 
sculptor's superb plastic sense and 
assuming he must have been 
someone of renown. I would 

merely smile and keep the secret 
to myself. 

Then one day as I was reaching 
for a book I accidentally dislodged 
the head, which toppled from the 
shelf and shattered on the hard
wood floor. When I knelt to ex
amine it more closely I discovered 
why it was so nearly perfect a 
replica of Juliette's head, for the 
clay was not molded around the 
conventional armature but instead 
adhered to an actual human 
skull—a skull which could only 
have been Juliette's. 

"Then I understood why Margit 
had sent me away on some errand 
the night Paul and Juliette had 
"run away together," and why she 
had said she was going to stay on 
a while longer than usual at the 
end of that season, telling me she 
had soine "loose ends that must be 
tidied up." 

As a man, I was quite naturally 
horrified by this discovery, biit as 
an artist I must adinit I couldn't 
have been more pleased, for now 
at last i could sit down and finish 
writing that story about Margit. 

I had my hard evidence. 

i 
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One may learn, with patience, that there are vicissitudes in all 
things. 

When my ship was in the yard 
last year for dry-docking and an
nual inspection, I dropped into 
Bronson's Tavern after a long, dif
ficult day with the Coast Guard 
inspectors. It had turned dark and 
frosty, and I felt like a stiff 
bracer. The tavern was just up the 
street from the shipyard gates, on 

my way home, and the bright 
lights and sense of warmth within 
drew me inside. To my surprise, 
Jerry Beaver was the barkeep, in 
the usual white shirt and bow tie. 
Jerry was chief steward on one of 
my old ships in my second-mate 
days. He had married and quit the 
sea. I hadn't seen him in nearly 
five years. 

We shook hands across the bar. 
Jerry is tall and thin, a bit palish, 
and was always cheerful, but that 
evening he seemed vmable to hold 
a smile for long. 

"Where are you now, Mr. Deg-
hart?" he asked. 

"The Angona—chief mate," I 
told him. "She's over in the yard 
for her annual. How's the world 
been treating you, Jerry?" 

He shrugged. "Just so-so," he 
said dolefully. 

I heard a yelp behind me and 
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looked around. I'd noticed the dog 
when I came in, a black-and-
brown German shepherd lying at 
the feet of a man sitting alone at 
a comer table. The dog was just 
slinking under the table, as if to 
get out of the way. The man had 
shifted , his chair and so I con
cluded that he'd perhaps acciden
tally trodden on an outstretched 
paw. Jerry disillusioned me. 

"The SPCA should be given a 
line on that brute," he said be
tween his teeth. 

"You mean he hit the dog?" I 
asked. 

"Kicked it to make it move.. He 
does that all the time. Also, that 
dog is half-starved. You can see 
that for yourself." 

I glanced around again. From 
what little of the dog showed be
neath the table, I could see that it 
was thinner than a whippet. The 

"man had opened the evening 
newspaper and started reading it, 
a half-empty highball glass on the 
blue, checkered tablecloth. I took 
him to be about thirty, and 
couldn't say I was charmed by his 
bloated-looking red face. 

"You should have hirii heaved 
out on his ear," I growled to 
Jerry. 

"Not me! I'm in debt to him 
right up to here." Jerry touched 
his lined forehead. 

"Things haven't been going too 

well with you then, I presume." 
Jerry sighed. "Wife cracked up 

in a car smash, hospital bills, pri
vate nurses, mortgage payments— 
you know how it is." ^ 

I knew how it was except for 
the car smash.-Jerry gave me a 
look and moved toward, the other 
end of the bar, which was unoccu-. 
pied. Sensing that he was seeking 
a sympathetic ear, I picked up my 

- bourbon and chaser and followed 
him, beyond the hearing of a 
couple of hard-hatted yard bosses 
in coveralls, arguing local politics. 

As I set down the glasses, Jerry 
resumed: "That louse with the 
dog is one of our regulars. Toule 
is his name. I got to telling him 
my troubles one evening. He said 
not to worry. He'd help me out, 
seeing I had a steady job with the 
tavern and my credit was good. 
How much did I need?" 

Jerry breathed deeply. "He was 
a checker then. I found out- the 
hard way he's also a small-time 
loan shark on the side. Does his 
business all out of his head, no 
records, but never slips up on a 
figure or a payment date. No need 
to worry!" Jerry said bitterly. 
"That's all I've been doing ever 
since. I got behind with the pay
ments—wife needed another ex
pensive operation. I've already 
paid more in interest than I bor
rowed, and no end in sight. It's 
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keep on paying, or else. Toule's 
got plenty of -friends among the 
dockside goons." 

"Too bad you didn't go to a fi
nance company," I said sympa
thetically. 

"I was thinking about it, but 
Toule talked me out of it. Said 
they'd give me a good rooking." 
Jerry gave a short sardonic laugh 
and then turned grim. "He'd bet
ter not push me too hard,"- he 
went on, lowering his voice. "I 
hear things" around here . I 've 
learned that Toule's in the cargo-
theft racket. You know what I 
mean." 

I knew quite well—cargo check
ers scheming with truck drivers to 
fix loading figures on shipments to 

JUST ONE OF THOSE THINGS 

local distributors and sharing in 
the proceeds of the stolen loot. 

"You can bet I wouldn't, be 
around much longer if I squealed 
on Toule's little racket, but maybe 
if I sit tight, I won't have to 
worry about the weekly payments. 
A guy was in here a few days ago 
nosing around for information on 
Toule. He sounded like he might 
be a Waterfront Commission in
vestigator, or maybe FBI." 

"What's Toule hanging around 
in here for now?" 

"There's a ship working late 
over at pier 6. That's the one 
Toule used to work on. He was 
laid off after a bad heart attack 
on the pier. One of the new 
heart-case. ambulances got there in 
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time. He's still running the racket 
with his checker buddies. I heard 
that the ship's got a big con
signment of color television sets 
for a local dealer." Jerry shrugged 
significantly. "So, who knows?" 

Jerry left me to attend to a cus
tomer signaling from the other 
end of the bar. I looked aroimd 
again at Toule. He had put dowir 
the newspaper to light a big cigar, 
perhaps an expensive one, though 
he was inexpensively dressed in a 
wool-lined jacket and khaki pants 
and a tweed hat; he wore no big 
flashy rings, perhaps as a pre
caution against attracting water
front muggers. 

While I was looking his way, a 
man came in and went over to 
him. As he approached the table, 
the dog bristled, but relaxed when 
his master spoke to the newcomer, 
who looked to me to be a 
checker, pens and pencils clipped 
to the breast pocket showing be
hind his open leather Wind-
breaker. The two men exchanged 
a few words, and the newcomer 
went out again. 

When Jerry returned and leaned 
on the bar opposite me, I re
marked, "Toule's dog seems ready 
to protect him in spite of the 
kickings." 

"He told me that's his way of 
letting it know who its master is, 
and by going easy on its food, not 

letting anyone else feed it, the 
dog gets to know who his food 
comes from and will protect him. 
He bought the dog from a guard-
dog trainer about a year ago, 
when "the muggings got worse. It 
paid off a few weeks ago. A 
couple of muggers Went for Toule 
on his way back to his apartment, 
which is only, a few blocks from 
here. The dog knocked one of 'em 
down and stood over him, ready 
to tear out his throat if he made a 
move." " 

"It's amazing," I said, "how a 
dog will remain faithful to a man 
regardless of how much he ill-
treats it." 

"I think, though," demurred 
Jerry, "there's a point where a 
dog'l l tum on him. It looks to me 
like Toule's getting pretty close to 
it. Not that I'll dab my eyes if it 
ever happens to him." 

I saw Jerry two or three times 
again before the ship rnbved back 
across the harbor tp her loading 
pier, but I didn't see him after 
that until six months later, when 
the Angona went over to the yard 
for bottom scraping. On my way 
home the first evening, I looked in 
Bronson's Tavern, wondering if 
Jerry Beaver were still there, and 
if his loan shark was still around. 
Jerry was there, all right, and he 
waved to me when he saw me 
looking along the bar from the 
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doorway. He jerked his head in 
the direction of the far end,^ 
where we could talk privately, and 
I went inside. 

"I heard yovir ship was coming 
over to the yard," Jerry said, "and 
I was hoping you'd look me up. 
How's tricks?" Jerry sounded like 
his old cheerful self. 

"No complaints, Jerry." It was a 
warm summer evening, and I or-
d e r e d a cold b e e r . I looked 
around. "I don't see your checker 
friend. The FBI catch up with 
him?" 

Jerry shook his head. "You 
won't see him around anymore. 
He's six feet under; thanks to the 
dog." 

I was startled. "You mean the 
dog finally—" 

Jerry hurried along to a cus
tomer who had just entered and 
seemed impatient to be served. 
He left me with a vision of the 
German shepherd sinking its teeth 
into Toule's throat. I was as impa
tient as the customer until Jerry 
came back. 

"What happened, Jerry?" 
"Toule was in here one night. 

when a ship was working late 
over at pier 6. He was pretty well 
loaded by the time he got up to 
leave. He dropped before he got 
as far as the door. There weren't 
many customers then: Some of 
'em went to help him up, thinking 
he was just drunk, but the dog 
wouldn't let 'em anywhere near 
him. Snarled and showed his 
teeth. They tried to coax the dog 
away. I finally phoned the police. 
They showed up with a tranquil
izer gun, then called the special 
ambulance when they saw it was 
a heart case. The medics said they 
got here just too late." 

Glancing along the bar to see if 
he were wanted, Jerry said, "So 
now I'm taking home my full pay 
every week. I was asked why I 
didn't phone right away for the 
special ambulance, seeing I knew 
he had heart trouble. I told them 
it was just one of those things." 

As Jerry finished, he gave me a 
long look. I looked back at him 
and then picked up my drink 
without saying anything. I knew 
just which one of those things it 
was. 
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A true champion does not allow his enthusiasm to he damp
ened when playing out the end game. 

Giving a simultaneous chess exhi
bition against 50 players was 
nothing new for Douglas Franklin. 
A prodigy as a child, an inter
national grand master at 18, 
Douglas had spent the last 10 of 
his 29 years wringing out a living 
doing what he loved best: playing 
chess. He had been around the 
world a half dozen times. He had 
little money, a small walk-up flat 
in New "York City, an unbroken 

string of invitations to all the ma
jor international tournaments, and 
he called that freedom. 

Like most grand masters, Doug
las was accustomed to playing si
multaneous exhibitions in a kind 
of trance. Not that he didn't know 
w h a t was h a p p e n i n g on the 
boards; but he relied on his. pro
digious skills, natural instincts and 
vast experience to sustain him 
through the long hours as he 
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moved around the inner circle 
formed by the players' tables, 
working to obtain an advantage in 
the openings, then allowing each 
game to take its course, to play 
him. 

This exhibition was different. 
The girl was a distraction. 

She was good, Douglas now re
alized; too good to be a casual 
weekend player like the majority 
of participants on the "Chess 
Cruise" he had been hired to host. 
He had underestimated her and 
chosen a line of attack that was 

was staring over her shoulder at 
the score sheet she had been 
keeping. Zoltan's eyes were large 
and black, like two pieces of coal 
shoved into the puffy dough of his 
face. His gaze momentarily flicked 
upward as Douglas approached. 
Then he turned his attention back 
to the score sheet. 

There was one other man who 
appeared more interested in the 
record of moves than in the actual 
position on the board. He had 
slipped between two of the tables 
and was standing inside the circle, 
studying the piece of paper by the 
girl's hand. He was tall and thin, 
with pale, almost yellow eyes that 
seemed to blink in spasms; A bald 
pate was sparsely covered with a 
few strands of hair combed from 
one side to the other and plas
tered down with hair lotion. His 

George CXhesko 
quick and powerful, but ulti
mately inferior. She had withstood 
the attack, and Douglas now 
found himself in zugzwang, where ̂  
all the moves available to him 
were bad ones. 

Sensing a game of unusual in
terest, a number of spectators had 
crowded around the girl's board. 
Armand Zoltan, the ship's owner, 
had positioned his huge bulk 
directly behind the girl's chair and 

suit was obviously well-tailored 
but failed to disguise the fact that 
he needed a bath. He smelled of 
spicy after-shave and sweat. -

Douglas touched the man on 
the shoulder. "Excuse me, I need 
some rooin." The man stared hard 
at Douglas for a few moments, 
then mpved quickly back. 

Douglas lighted a cigarette and, 
pretended to study the position on 
the board in front of him. He 
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knew the position was hopeless; 
what he was really interested in 
was the girl. If she were nervous, 
she didn't show it. She was cool 
and poised, despite the crush of 
onlookers and Zoltan breathing 
down her neck. She had a high 
forehead framed by silky, raven-
black hair; cold, penetrating green 
eyes that seemed to reveal little 
were contradicted by a full, sen
sual mouth. 

The score sheet had no name 
on it. 

Douglas tipped over his king in 
the traditional gestiu-e of defeat. 
"I resign," he said easily. 

There was scattered applause, 
quickly stilled by the angry shush
ing of the other players. 

"Thank you," the girl said 
quietly. She rose and began to 
fold her score sheet. 

Douglas gently touched her 
arm. "May I ask who just beat 
me?" 

The girl smiled and extended 
her hand. "My name is Anne 
Pickford." Her grip was firm, like 
her game. She spoke with a pro
nounced British accent., 

"You play a fine game, Anne. 
Do you mind if I borrow your 
score sheet? I'd like tO' look it 
over." 

Anne laughed as she handed 
him the paper. "If you like. But 
my guess is that you know every 

move that was made. The line 
you used was refuted three years 
ago in Copenhagen. You were the 
one who refuted it, against Bar-
slov." ^ 

Douglas grinned and slipped the 
sheet into his pocket. Many of the 
spectators had moved on to the 
other boards, but Douglas was 
aware that the man with the yel
low eyes was standing close by, 
watching them. Douglas leaned 
closer. "Actually, I was looking 
for an excuse to ask you to have a 
drink with me." 

"Why must you have an excuse, 
Mr. Franklin? Where's your natu
ral grand-master egomania?" 

"It's badly bruised at the mo
ment. Eight o'clock in.the upper 
lounge?" 

"Fine." 
The girl nodded curtly, then 

tiuned and walked away. Douglas 
waited imtil she had disappeared 
from sight out on the deck, then 
moved on to the next board. He 
studied it for a moment, then 
r e a c h e d down and moved a 
bishop. "Checkmate," he said 
cheerfully. 

" P i c k f o r d , " Douglas said. 
"There was an English grand mas
ter, Samuel Pickford." 

Anne smiled and sipped her 
drink. "My father. He taught me 
how to play." 
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Douglas tapped the score sheet 
in his pocket. "Of course. It really 
was a beautifully played Sicilian." 

Anne shrugged. "We both know 
you'd beat me easily in a match." 

Douglas' glass was empty. He 
looked inquiringly at the girl, who 
shook her head. He ordered an
other Scotch for himself, then 
leaned back and studied her. 

"Why haven't I heard of you? 
Judging from the way you play, 
I'd say you were at least an ex
pert. Considering the state of 
women's chess, I'd think you'd be 
in international competition." 

Something moved deep in the 
girl's eyes, a dark, silent laughter 
that Douglas found disconcerting. 

"I find my owm game more in
teresting," Anne said quietly. 

"Really? What game would that 
be?" 

"I 'm a journalist." Her eyes 
were veiled again. "Actually, this 
is a working trip for me." 

"You're not here as a player?" 
"No. I'm afraid I sneaked into 

the exhibition." 
"I'm glad you did." 
"I was in Barcelona when I 

heard about this junket to Glas
gow for the Interzonal elimina
tion. Obviously, chess is very chic 
now and I thought there might be 
a good story in the cruise. I was 
right. Here I am in the middle of 
the ocean, having drinks with the 

infamous Douglas Franklin . . ." 
Douglas laughed. "Infamous?" 
"Wel l , perhaps that 's over

stating the case. But it's true that 
most serious players resent you, 
and non-chess players admire or 
envy you. For the same reasons." 

"What reasons?" 
"Take the Glasgow Interzonal. 

You won't be playing in it be
cause you never bothered to try 
to qualify. Instead, you're hosting 
a boatload of patzers on their way 
to sit in the audience. Who else 
but Douglas Franklin would win 
his share of major tournaments ev
ery year, then, turn his back on 
the chance to play for the world 
championship? The chess Estab
lishment thinks you're irrespon
sible." 

"What do you think?" . 
"I think you're having a lot of 

fun. You're waiting for your wan
derlust to bum itself out. When 
you want the world championship 
enough, you'll go after it." 

Douglas shrugged. He felt it 
was time to change the subject. 

A steward arrived with his 
drink. As Douglas pushed back his 
fchair to give the man room he 
noticed two rrien watching them 
from a table in a far corner of the 
loimge. One was Zoltan, and the 
other was the man with the yel
low eyes. 

Douglas waited for the steward 
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to leave, then pulled his chair 
back close to the table. "Let's see 
how good a journalist you are," he 
said quietly. "The two men at the 
comer table—the fat one's Armand 
Zoltan, right?" 

Again, something moved in 
Anne's eyes. She glanced quickly 
over his shoulder, then back into 
his face. She seemed puzzled. 
"Yes. He owns this ship. But 
didn't he hire you?" 

Douglas shook his head. "I was 
hired by the travel agency, book
ing the cruise. Who's the guy with 
him?" 

" I don't know." Her voice 
cracked alinost imperceptibly and 
she quickly swallowed some wa
ter. "Why do you ask?" 

"Just curious. They seemed to 
take a special interest in our garrie 
this afternoon. Maybe' they think 
it's still going on." 

Anne paled and her eyes shifted 
slightly • out of focus, as if she 
were looking at something ugly 
and menacing far -in the distance, 
beyond the confines of the ship. 

Douglas' tried to bring her back. 
"Does Zoltan play chess?" 

"A Four Knights Game," Anne 
said absently. 

"I must have missed a move. 
How's that again?" 
' Anne's eyes came back iiito 

focus and she smiled disarmingly. 
Whatever she had been looking at 

was gone, sunk in the depths of 
the ocean, or her. mind. "Noth
ing," she said easily. "I was just 
talking to myself." She stifled a 
yawn t h a t could have been 
feigned. "I 'm sorry," she said. 
"I'm very tired." 

Douglas summoned the steward 
and signed his check, then es
corted Anne out of the lounge. 
Zoltan and the yellow-eyed man 
had already left. 

Anne chatted pleasantly on the 
way back to her cabin, but Doug
las could sense that something in 
her had changed. She was dis
tracted, and he had become noth
ing more than a shadow at her 
side that talked. This bothered 
liim, and he tried unsuccessfully to 
break down the barrier that the 
mention of a man's name had 
erected. 

Douglas' mind rapidly shifted to. 
other things when he reached his 
own cabin. He was positive he 
had locked it before leaving, but 
the louvered door swomg open at 
his. touch. 

He stepped inside and switched 
on the light, then froze. His berth 
had been torn apart, thoroughly 
and professionally. His suitcases 
had been opened and their linings 
torn out; his clothes and personal 
possessions were strewn over the 
iloor. 

In the air was the faint but un-
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mistakable odor of the man with 
the yellow eyes. 

Douglas sensed rather than 
heard a movement behind him. 
He had just started to turn when 
someth ing ha rd and heavy 
smashed into the base of his skull. 
What started out as ' a terrible, 
rending pain ended as a warm 
wave sloshing back and forth in
side his brain. He didn't even re
member falling. 

"Hello, Douglas," the girl said. 
"You look terrible." 

"I had a rough night." Douglas 
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gently touched the back of a head 
that felt like it was filled with 
broken.glass. "I got mugged." 

"Really?" 
"Really. And the man who did 

it was the same man who was 
with Zoltan in the lounge last 
night." 

Anne's eyes, narrowed. "How do 
you know that?" She' tried to 
adopt a casual tone, but her voice 
was tight and had a sharp edge to 
it. 

"I smelled him," Douglas said 
evenly. 

"Did you report it to the cap-
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tain? I suppose you've done that." 
"Sure. He was properly upset. 

Said he'd look into it." 
"Was anything taken?" 
"That's why I called you. You 

see, I don't have that much to be
gin with, and it was all there 
when I woke up . I double 
checked. It wasn't until I took off 
my jacket that I realized what 
was missing. It was the score 
sheet you gave me. That's what 
the man was after." 

Anne paled and quickly 'looked 
away. "You could have lost it." 
Her voice was strangely muffled, 
as though damped by some in--
tense • emotion held tightly imder 
rein. 

"I didn't lose it." 
Anne quickly regained control 

of herself. The face that she now 
presented to Douglas was totally 
expressionless, the green eyes cold 
and distant. Suddenly, without 
warning, she laughed. / ' Is that 
what you wanted to talk to me 
about?" 

Douglas felt his face grow hot. 
He'd realized before he called 
Anne that he would risk sounding 
foolish, and she was not making 
things easier for him. Still, he felt 
sure that whoever had sapped him 
had known exact ly wha t he 
wanted to find. If the score sheet 
had been taken, there was a rea
son. 

"I know it sounds strange," 
Douglas said tightly. "That's the 
point. I thought you might have 
some idea why somebody would 
want to steal that particular score 
sheet." 

"Please leave me alone," Anne 
said coldly. "I've heard some stu
pid lines before, but this tops all." 
Her eyes flashed. "Really, Doug
las, you're such a child. Is this an
other game? Must you make ev
erything into a game?" 

"What is it, Anne? What ' s 
wrong?" 

"Stick to your chess; that's ob
viously what you do best. You've 
already begun to bore me." She 
punctuated the last sentence by 
slamming the cabin door in his 
face. 

Douglas stared at the closed 
door for a few moments, then 
turned and walked slowly back 
the way he had come. When he 
reached his cabin he found Ar-
mand Zoltan and the ship's doctor 
waiting for him. The room had 
been straightened; his clothes had 
been neatly folded and packed in 
two new, expensive-looking suit
cases. There was a large basket of 
fruit and a bottle of Scotch on the 
table beside his bed. 

The doctor, a thin, reedy man 
with a chronic case. of dandruff, 
sat stiffly on a chair at the oppo^ 
site end of the room,, a huge, 
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leather medical bag propped on 
his knees. He smiled nervously as 
Doiiglas entered. 

Zoltan rose from his chair and 
gestured expansively, around the 
room. "Mr. Franklin!" Zoltan's 
smile did not touch his eyes. "I 
hope you will nov*' find everything 
in order. I wished to take the Ub-
erty of coming personally to apol
ogize for this terrible incident. 
The man you described to Cap
tain Barker is under close surveil
lance." Zoltan took a check from 
his pocket, signed it with a flour
ish, then held it out to Douglas. 
"I trust this will be sufficient com
pensation for the suffering and in
convenience you've been caused." 

"Nothing was stolen," Douglas 
said evenly,- but it suddenly struck 
him as odd that Zoltan should be 
on this particular ship. From vari
ous newspaper accounts Douglas 
knew that Zoltan was a multi
millionaire, with a large fleet of 
ships trafficking on the oceans of 
the world What was he doing on 
a five-day cruise from Spain to 
Scotland? It was unlikely that he 
had even had anything to do with 
the decision to book a boatload of 
chess players. That type of mun
dane business affair was usually 
taken care of by mundane business 
managers. Zoltan should be on his 
island hideaway, counting his 
money. What was he doing here? 

"Please take the check any
way," Zoltan insisted. "You've 
proven yourself to be a most valu
able part of this cruise, without a 
doubt underpaid. Accept this as a 
token of my appreciation." 

Douglas took the check and 
shoved it into his pocket without 
looking at it. 

"I've brought Dr. Macklin with 
me to examine you," Zoltan con
tinued. "We want to make abso
lutely certain that you're all 
right." 

"All I've got is a headache," 
Douglas said. "It'll pass." He sud
denly wanted to escape from Zol
tan, the cabin, the questions. He 
glanced at his watch. "I have a 
class on chess openings in twenty 
minutes," he continued. "I want 
to make sure I earn my keep." 

"As you wish, Mr. Franklin. 
The captain, the crew and myself 
are at your disposal. Please let me 
know if there's anything you re
quire." 

Douglas started for the door, 
then stopped and turned. "By the 
way," he said, watching Zoltan's 
face, "I'm going to be discussing 
the Four Knights Game. What do 
you think of that opening, Mr. 
Zoltan?" 

Zoltan looked puzzled. Finally 
he shrugged. "I'm aware that it's 
a, very old opening, and not par
ticularly aggressive. But I'm cer-
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tainly no expert by any means." 
If the question meant anything 

. else to Zoltan, he had managed to 
disguise it well. Once again Doug
las felt foolish, a participant in a 
shadow game that might exist 
only in his mind. He excused him
self and walked out of the cabin. 

Douglas' class was well at
tended, his lecture and demonstra
tion enthusiastically received. Still, 
he found his mind constantly re
turning to Anne Pickford, for rea
sons that he could not fully ex
plain to himself. Probably it was 
pride; he was not used to having 
doors slammed in his face. 

Douglas finished with the class 
at one, then went to the dining 
lounge. He had hoped to catch 
sight of Anne, perhaps try to 
speak to her again. She wasn't 
there. 

After lunch he went to the 
girl's cabin, knocked repeatedly 
on the door, but got no answer. 
He tried the door and foimd it 
locked. 

Douglas had no responsibilities 
for the afternoon so he set out to 
look for Aime. He started on the 
upper deck. It was a calm, clear 
day at sea and the European 
coastline could be seen far in the 
distance, off the starboard bow. A 
number of passengers were sun
ning themselves or playing chess. 

Douglas strolled casually among 
the , players, greeting familiar 
faces, occasionally stopping to an
swer questions or give advice. All 
the while he kept looking for the 
girl. There was no sign of her. 

Next, Douglas traversed the 
lower deck, swimming pool, cock
tail lounges, and any other place 
he could think of where the girl 
might be. By five o'clock his head 
was splitting and he went back to 
his cabin to take a nap. He arose 
in- an hour, showered and dressed 
for dinner.. He ate and stayed in 
the dining lounge until it closed, 
nursing coffee, .watching the 
doors. Anne did not appear. He 
went to her cabin; there was still 
no answer to his knock. 

Douglas felt a cold chill pass 
through his body. Once again he 
searched through all the areas of 
the ship that were open to passen
gers. Then he headed for the 
ship's bridge. 

"I think you're missing a pas
senger," he reported. 

The deck officer stared at him. 
"I beg your pardon, sir?" 

"I said I think one of your pas
sengers may be in trouble. Her 
name is Anne Pickford. If she's on 
the ship, I can't find her." 

The officer, a Greek of moder
ate build and deep-set, soulful 
eyes, shook his head. "It is pos
sible that you simply missed this 
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person, sir. The Argo is a large 
ship." 

"It's also possible that she fell 
overboard.. I think you'd better 
call the captain." 

The officer hesitated a moment, 
then said, "As you wish, sir." 

Captain Barker arrived a few 
minutes later, with Zoltan. There 
was no question as to who was in 
charge, and who would do • the 
talking. Barker's face was. flushed 
with interrupted sleep, and his 
coat was only half-buttoned. His 
eyes darted nervously about the 
room and refused to meet Doug
las' gaze. 

Zoltan stepped forward and 
took Douglas' elbow solicitously. 
"Mr. Franklin, how are you feel
ing?" 

Douglas eased himself out of 
the other man's grip. The expres
sion on Zoltan's face was impon
derable. "It's one of your passen
gers I'm worried about," Douglas 
said tightly. "Miss Pickford is not 
in her cabin. I've been—" 

Zoltan made an impatient ges
ture with his hand. The folds of 
flesh on his face rearranged them
selves into something that might 
have been a leer. "You have a 
taste for the finer things in life, 
Mr. Franklin—Douglas, if I may 
call you- that—but you needn'^t 
concern yourself about Miss Pick-
ford. She's in good hands." 

"Is that right. Whose hands?" 
"Miss Pickford took ill quite un

expectedly this morning. Dr. 
Macklin examined her in her 
cabin and diagnosed her illness as 
acute appendicitis. As you may 
know, appendicitis can often 
strike without warning. Dr. Mack
lin thought it best that she be hos
pitalized immediately. As luck 
would have it, there was a British 
patrol boat in the area. Our 
request for assistance was immedi
ately granted. By now Miss Pick
ford is undoubtedly in an English 
hospital." • 

"I didn't see any patrol boat." 
"Of course not. I believe you 

were giving a demonstration-lec
ture at the time. In fact, I hope 
none of the other passengers saw 
it. We try to keep these unpleas
ant matters as unobtrusive as pos
sible. The sight of a woman being 
carried off on a stretcher would 
be, at 'best, unpleasant. Before you 
know it there would be rumors of 
food poisoning, or something like 
that. The druise would be ruined 
for many passengers. Miss Pick
ford was transferred from the 
loading platform at the bow of 
the ship. Are there any other 
questions, Douglas?" 

There were many other ques
tions, but Douglas decided he 
would keep them to himself. If 
Zoltan were telling the truth, ev-
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erything was fine; if he were ly
ing, nothing could be gained . by 
arousing his suspicions. 

"No," Douglas said, fixing his 
gaze on Zoltan's chest, "I'm glad 
you acted quickly." 

"You are a good person to have 
on board, Douglas," Zoltan said 
with a wide grin that could have 
meant anything. "Most people 
would not notice the absence of a 
casual acquaintance. Such concern 
is to your credit. Now I suggest 
we all go back to bed and leave 
the deck officer to his duties. 
Good night, Mr. Franklin . . . 
Douglas." 

There was a note. of finality to 
Zoltan's voice, and Douglas knew 
he was being dismissed. He nod
ded curtly and.left the bridge. As 
he stood near the rail in the 
moonlight, smoking a cigarette, he 
stared, at the red lettering on the 
door leading to the lower levels of 
the ship: NO ADMITTANCE. 
AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL 
ONLY. If Zoltan had lied and 
Anne was still on the ship, that 
was where she must be. It was the 
only place he had not looked. 

The thought that^ he was ac
tually considering going through 
the door bothered Douglas—per
haps the blow on the head had 
tra,nsformed him into an idiot. At 
best, if he were caught below, he 
would have compromised himself 

and his job. At worst, assuming 
Zoltan was involved in some crim
inal activity, he might never reach 
Glasgow. The sea was the ulti
mate garbage dump, and a ship at 
sea was a world unto itself, with 
no place to nm and no place to 
hide; and it was obvious that Zol
tan was the final arbiter of the 
law on the Argo. An outside ob
server might be fascinated by Zol
tan's story of how he disappeared, 
but Douglas had no interest in al
lowing such a situation to de
velop. Money was power and 
power was often more potent than 
truth.. There was no doubt in 
Douglas' mind that Zoltan had a. 
number of high-voltage con
nections. One person had already 
disappeared, and Zoltan was 
evidently not distressed by that. 

Had Anne actually disappeared? 
Why would Zoltan lie? 

Douglas mentally reviewed the 
reasons for his uneasiness: a bump 
on the head during the course of-
a robbery that wasn't a robbery; 
Zoltan's acquaintance with the 
yellow-eyed man who had hit 
him; a vague reference to a chess 
opening that Zoltan hardly knew. 
Finally, there was the girl 's 
strange behavior. Beneath Anne's 
cold exterior there had been fear-
he was sure of it. 

Douglas flipped, the cigarette 
into the wet darkness beyond the 
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railing. He glanced around to 
make sure he was unobserved, 
then slipped through the hatch
way, closing the steel door quietly 
behind him. 

He found himself at the top of 
a steep, narrow stairway that was 
only faintly i l luminated by a 
string of naked, low-wattage elec
tric bulbs. The steps led down to 
a narrow corridor lined on both 
sides-^ with cabins. The corridor 
was empty. Douglas removed his 
shoes and moved past the cabins, 
which he assumed held sleeping 
crew members. He reached the 
opposite end of the corridor and 
tried the door there. It was open. 
He passed through the door, 
closed it behind him, then put on 
his shoes. 

The corridor beyond the crew's 
quarters was wider, lined on the 
right with recessed steel doors on 
which the word Cargo had been 
stenciled. At the opposite end of 
the corridor, fifty yards away, was 
another door. 

Douglas tried the first cargo 
hold. It was locked, as were all 
the others. Frustrated, he tried the 
door at the end of the corridor. It, 
too, was locked. He cursed softly 
to himself as he realized that he 
had maneuvered himself into a cul 
de sac. 

He turned and started back the 
way he had come. He froze when 

he heard the footsteps. They were 
echoing ofif the metal floor beyond 
the closed door leading to the 
crew's quarters, and they were 
coming toward him. 

Douglas was abreast of the sec
ond, recessed steel door. The re
cess wasn't very deep, but it was 
the only conceivable hiding place. 
He flattened himself against the 
steel plate, and heard the door at 
the end of the corridor open and 
close, and the footsteps resume. 
He peered around the edge of the 
recess. 

The footsteps belonged to the 
man with the yellow eyes. He was 
in his shirt sleeves, and the shoul
der holster he wore was stuffed 
with a large, ugly, blue-steel auto
matic. 

Douglas braced, ready to kick 
out at the man's groin as he came 
abreas t . Then the foots teps 
stopped. Douglas again looked 
around the comer of the recess in 
time to see the yellow-eyed man 
turn a key in the lock of the first 
door, open it and pass through. 
He left the door open behind him. 
Douglas waited thirty seconds, 
then slipped down the corridor 
and looked in the open door. 

The cargo hold was large and 
brightly lit, with two doors at the 
opposite side. One of the doors 
was open, revealing a corridor, 
and Douglas assumed that was 
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where the yellow-eyed man had 
gone. The right side of the hold 
was filled with large wooden 
crates stacked, neatly in piles of 
four. 

Douglas entered the hold, dart
ing across the concrete floor and 
ducking behind one of the piles of 
crates. A few moments later he 
heard the sound of footsteps 
aga in . The ye l low-eyed man 
emerged, from one of the corri
dors, walked-quickly across the 
cargo hold and exited through the 
steel door. The door closed behind 
him with an ominous click. 

Douglas stepped out from his 
hiding place and examined the . 
crates. There were no markings on 
them, and each was circled by a 
tight, metal band. There was a 
large pair of wire clippers hang
ing on thie wall. He took down 
the clippers and cut through one 
of the bands. The band snapped 
with a loud, singing crack that re
verberated throughout the closed 
confines of the hold. Douglas 
ducked behind the crates again, 
his heart hammering in his chest, 
but the silence returned. He 
waited a few more minutes to 
make sure no one wa;s coming, 
then used the handle of the clip
pers to pry back four of the ply
wood slats. 

The crate was filled with, ma
chine pistols; a protective coating 

of light oil glistened on the black 
metal. Douglas picked up one of 
the guns, wiped off the oil with 
his handkerchief and examined it. 
The serial number on the frame 
had been carefully filed off. 

• The pistol felt heavy and aUen 
in his hand. He searched through 
the crate for ammunition but 
couldn't find any. It was just as 
well—he wouldn't know what to 
do with a loaded gun. 

He replaced the pistol in the 
crate, found a tarpaulin and threw 
it over the broken band and slats. 
Then he crossed the hold and 
moved down the passageway from 
where the yellow-eyed man had 
come. The corridor was about 
fifty feet long. At the end it 
branched off at right angles to 
form another corridor. There were 
small, glassed-in office cubicles on 
either side. -

He found the girl in the last cu
bicle on the left. She was lying on 
a cracked leather couch, tightly 
bound. There was a wide strip of 
adhesive tape over her mouth. 
Her eyes widened when she saw 
him. 

Douglas suddenly realized that 
he was trembling; his clothes were 
pasted to his body, and he could 
smell his own fear in his nostrils. 
He took a deep breath, then went 
to the top of the T formed by the 
intersecting corridors and glanced 
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around the comer. There was no 
one there. 

To the left and right were steel 
ladders leading up to hatch cov
ers. Douglas quickly climbed one 
of the ladders and tested the 
wheel gear on the bottom of the 
cover.- It turned easily. Douglas 
breathed a sigh of relief at the 
discovery that there was another 
way out from below decks with
out going back through the cargo 
hold and crew's quarters. If they 
could manage to get back to the 
passengers'- section, Zoltan just 
might be forced into a sort of 
Mexican standoff. He climbed 
back down the ladder and slipped 
into the office. 

Anne's breath exploded in 
an urgent whisper as Douglas 
stripped the tape from her mouth. 
"Douglas! Zoltan will kill you if 
he finds you here! Get out!" 
. Douglas laughed shortly. "That's 

a strange request. What's he going, 
to do to you if I leave you here?" 

The girl said nothiiig. 
Douglas knelt beside her and 

examined the ropes. They were 
thin, and the knots had been tied 
by an expert. There was blood on 
the girl's wrists and ankles where 
the rope had cut into the flesh. 
He searched through the cubicle 
but could find nothing sharp to 
cut the ropes so he went to work 
on the knots with his fingers. 

"Who are you?" Douglas asked 
quietly. 

"I'm a British agent," Anne said 
after a pause. 

Douglas smiled wryly. "That's 
your game?" 

"That's my game." 
"Well, it certainly isn't very 

ladylike." 
Anne > smiled. "Don't talk like a 

male chauvinist pig, Douglas." 
"Chauvinist, hell. None of my 

opponents has-ever tried to tie me 
up." 

"It a'dds a different dimension," 
Anne said dryly. 

"You like to play word games, 
too," Douglas said seriously. "The 
Four Knights Game you referred 
to: that's the Four Horsemen of 
the Apocalypse, right?" 

Anne winced but did not cry 
out as Douglas pulled the. ropes 
free from her wrists. Her hands 
and feet were swollen and.,m-
flamed. "Death, war, pestilence 
and famine," she said through 
clenched teeth. ','Zoltan _ deals in 
death: drugs, guns, adulterated 
medicine. If the price is right, 
he'll smuggle anything in or out 
of any country in the world." 

"I've seen the guns. Where are 
they going?" 

"Northern Ireland. Special de
livery to the terrorists. My job 
was to notify my superiors when 
and where the drop was^ to be 
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made. I had a portable trans
mitter, but they found it." 

"I don't suppose you can ex
plain to me how I got involved in 
all this." 

"Somehow, Zoltan found out 
about my cover and mission, but. 
he didn't dare move against me 
imtil he could be sure I was work
ing alone. My playing in the exhi
bition aroused his suspicions. He 
became even more suspicious 
when he saw I was beating you, 
and that you wanted my score 
sheet. He thought you might be a 
contact, and the score sheet might 
contain some sort of code. That's 
why Hawkins—" 

"Hawkins. He's the one who's 
allergic to soap?" 

Anne nodded. "You might say 
Hawkins "is the executive director 
of the seamier side of Zoltan's 
business enterprises. In any case, 
they realized they'd made a mis
take when they examined the 
score sheet. They tried to cover 
up, but by then you'd already 
talked to me. They knew I'd make 
the connection, and that's when 
they moved in." 

, Douglas finished removing the 
ropes. Anne eased her legs over 
the side of the couch and tried to 
stand. The blood drained from her 
face. 

"Can you walk?" 
"Just give me a minute to get 

the circulation back." She bent 
over and started to massage the 
muscles in her legs. "I acted 
toward you the way I did because 
I didn't want you involved," Anne 
said quietly, without looking at 
Douglas. "I must say, I'm glad 
you're so persistent. It must be 
that grand-master egomania." 

The odor hit Douglas' nostrils a 
split siecond before he heard the 
words. 

"You should have .minded your 
own business, sonny." 

The voice and smell belonged 
to the man with the yellow eyes, 
the one Anne had called Hawkins. 
Doug las spun and c rouched . 
Hawkins was standing in the door
way, his legs braced. His lips were 
drawn taut as a bowstring in a 
strange, cruel smile. The pistol in 
his hand was aimed at Douglas' 
head. 

"Checkmate, sonny," Hawkins 
said, and pulled the trigger. 

However, Douglas was already 
moving, warned by his sensitivity 
to other people's moods. He knew 
that Hawkins intended summarily 
to execute him and that he had 
little to lose, by trying to fight 
back.^ He ducked low and drove 
for the man's legs. 

Douglas' speed sayed him. The 
sudden movement caught .Hawkins. 
by surprise, throwing off his aim. 
The bullet smashed into Douglas' 
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wris t , s h a t t e r i n g the b o n e . 
Numbed by the effects of a mas
sive surge of adrenahne, Douglas 
barely felt the pain as he hurled 
himself through the air and hit 
Hawkins at the knees. Douglas hit 
the floor hard. Hawkins crumpled 
over the top of him. 

"Run, Anne!" Douglas heard 
himself shouting. "Get out of 
h e r e ! T h e r e ' s a h a t c h cover 
arovind the corner!" 

"Douglas—" 
"Run!" 
He was vaguely aware of a 

lithe body hurtling through the air 
over his head, then the sound of 
footsteps turning the comer. A 
few seconds later there was the 
sound of a steel hatch cover 
clanging shut. 

He was not dead yet. Douglas 
interpreted that as meaning that 
Hawkins had lost control of his 
gun. The ye l low-eyed man ' s 
breath was coming in short gasps, 
and he was moaning with pain. 

Douglas started to wiggle out 
from beneath the other man's 
body. It was then that the pain 
hit him, exploding in his wrist and 
coursing through his body like 
bolts of electricity. He cried out 
and clutched at his wrist. The fin
gers of his right hand were imme
diately enveloped in a warm, 
sticky fluid. 

Hawkins rolled off of him. 

Douglas lifted his head and almost 
vomited with terror as he saw the 
gun lying on the floor a few feet 
away. There was no way he could 
get to it before Hawkins. 

Hawkins took a step toward the 
gun, then screamed in pain, 
clutching his right knee as he 
slumped to the floor. He then be
gan crawling across the floor 
toward the gun. 

Douglas pushed himself, to his 
feet with his good right arm. His 
head swam with pain, and for a 
moment he was afraid he would 
pass out. Then it cleared enough 
for him to see that Hawkins had 
the gun. Douglas wheeled and ran 
out through the door at the same 
time as a loud explosion thun
dered in his ears and a bullet 
smashed into the wood paneling 
beside his head. 

Douglas sprinted around the 
comer, let go of his wrist and 
pulled himself up the ladder to 
the right. He managed to turn the 
wheel gear, then, bracing his legs 
on the rungs of the ladder, pushed 
against the hatch cover with his 
shoulder. The steel cover was 
jammed. 

He started to climb down, in
tending to try the other cover. He 
froze when he saw Hawkins sud
denly emerge from around the 
comer. The man was staggering, 
clutching his ruined knee with one 
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hand. His eyes were clouded with 
pain and hate. 

For the second time Douglas 
pulled himself up the ladder and 
pushed against the hatch cover 
.with his shoulder. His head was 
-filled with a sound like crashing 
surf—the sound of terror. 

Hawkins leaned against the 
wall, lifted his gun and fired, but 
the pressure on his shattered knee 
ruined his aim. The bullet bit into 
the metal inches from Douglas' 
left side, then whined off down 
the corridor. 

The hatch cover suddenly burst 
open. Douglas scrambled up 
through the opening as a second 
bullet whined through the air be
neath him. He slammed the hatch 
cover shut, then lay on his back, 
gasping for air, drinking in the 
cold, wet sea breeze. 

He would have given anything 
to be able to lie there, not mov
ing, and wait for them to come 
and get him. There seemed no 
sense in resisting; Anne and he 
had not really gotten away, but 
had merely escaped into a larger 
pen. They were still trapped on a 
ship at sea. 

The thought of the girl brought 
him to his feet. He was not ready 
to die yet, and he would not be a 
grand master if he had not 
learned to play out some end 
games that were apparently lost. 

He looked around him and im
mediately saw that he had made a 
tactical error—he had come out 
the wrong hatch. He was on a 
narrow walkway, blocked off from 
the passenger section by a steel 
bulwark. 

Hawkins' voice, fogged by pain 
and rage, came out of the dark
ness above him. "You should have 
taken the trouble to learn the lay
out of the ship, sonny. You came 
up the hard way—I took the 
freight elevator." There was a 
pause filled with hoarse, heavy 
breathing, then, "You're going to 
have a lot of company in a few 
minutes,, sonny. But I'm going to 
take care of you personally." 
- Douglas pressed flat against the 
bulkhead. To his left, separated 
from him by twenty yards of 
moonlit walkway, were dark, un
defined shapes in the open storage 
area at the stern of the ship. 
Twenty yards. 

"Where's the girl?" Douglas 
asked. 

"We'll find her," Hawkins said. 
The voice seemed closer, almost 
directly above Douglas. 

Douglas tensed, clutching his in
jured wrist to his side. "You can't 
afford to do a lot of shooting, 
Hawkins. It'll wake the passen
gers." 

The answer was a soft, spitting 
sound, like the cough of a cat. 
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The wood on the walkway to 
Douglas' left splintered. 

"End of the line, sonny." 
Douglas pushed off the bulk

head and dashed toward the black 
shapes at the stern. Bullets whined . 
in the air like angry steel bees. Fi
nally he dove through the air, 
landed heavily on an oil drum and 
rolled off on the other side. His 
wrist felt as if it were bathed in 
molten metal, and he bit off the 
scream that formed at the back of 
his throat. 

Finally, after what seemed an 
eternity, the pain subsided. Doug
las lifted his head slightly and 
looked around him. He was on the 
edge of-a forest of oil drums that 
had been loaded on pallets and 
lashed onto the deck. He lowered 
his head and crawled backward, 
deeper into the tangle of steel 
drums. 

Somewhere in the darkness in 
front of him a door opened and 
closed. Then he heard the curious, 
shuffling footsteps of a man drag
ging one foot behind him. The 
drums could explode from the im
pact of a bullet, Douglas realized. 
Hawkins knew that too. The yel
low-eyed man would be very 
careful, wait for a sure shot at 
close range. 

Douglas turned as far as he 
could without making noise and 
desperately searched for some

thing with which to defend him
self. His knee bmshed painfully 
against something—a chain. Doug
las' mouth went dry. He reached 
down and caressed the thick, 
rusted "links with his fingers. 

The chain was heavy, perhaps 
too heavy for him to use in his 
weakened condition. Still, it was 
the only weapon he had. One end 
was anchored firmly beneath a 
wooden pallet, probably having 
become lodged, then abandoned, 
during the course of loading. He 
estimated the loose end to be 
about eight feet long. 

Douglas peered over the top of 
a barrel. Hawkins was about fif
teen feet away, moving carefully, 
the gunmetal extension of his 
hand glinting in the moonlight. 
Douglas sank back down to the 
deck. It was only a matter of time 
before Hawkins or one of the 
other men moving out in the dark 
found him, and the longer he 
waited the weaker he would be. 
He would be executed, shot like a 
helpless, wounded animal. His left 
arm had begun to smolder with a 
white heat. He could wait no 
longer if he hoped to take Haw
kins with him. 

Douglas kicked at the nearest 
barrel. The drum produced a dull, 
thudding sound. The shuffling 
footsteps stopped, then started 
again, coming directly toward 
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him: twelve paces, ten paces . . . 
"Where the. hell are you, you 

stinking—" 
Douglas gripped the chain in 

the center with his right hand and 
sprang to his feet, shifting his 
weight and pulling on the chain 
with all his strength. The steel 
links clanged against the drums, 
skipped free and described a wide, 
whistling arc. The end of the 

• chain caught Hawkins in the cen
ter of the forehead. There was a 
sound like the popping of a 
knuckle and the yellow-eyed man 
fell to his knees, then crumpled 
onto the deck. 

Douglas leaped from behind his 
barricade, intending to search for 
Hawkins' giin. Out of the comer 
of his eye he saw two crewmen, 
guns drawn, converging on his po
sition. He ducked down, franti
cally groping in the dark for the 
gun- . ' 

"Douglas!" 
Douglas glanced up at the 

sound of Anne's voice. He could 
see the girl standing at the railing 
on the upper^ deck, silhouetted by 
the moonlight. She was frantically 
waving her arms and could not 
see the man coming up behind 
her. 

"Anne!" Douglas yelled. "Be
hind you I" 

He didn't see what happened 
next. He ducked down behind a 

barrel as a bullet ricocheted off 
steel. He heard Aime call out his 
name again; he looked up in time 
to see her body hurtling down. 
The sound of her body hitting the 
water floated up to him through 
the darkness. 

Douglas reacted instinctively, 
although he probably would have 
done the same thing if he'd had 
time to think about it—he would 
be no worse off in the water than 
he was on.the ship..Bending low, 
using the barrels as a shield, 
Douglas raced for the side of the 
ship, then leaped over the rail, 
aiming for the area where he had 
seen Anne fall. 

His own fall seemed inter
minable, and when it finally ended 
he wished it hadn't. The water 
came up to meet him like a slab 
of concrete and once more pain 
shot through his wrist, blinding 
him, tearing the breath from his 
lungs. The icy cold of the water 
kep t him consc ious , bu t his 
strength was gone; the water was 
closing over his head and his limgs 
burned. In a moment, he knew, he 
would end it all, open his mouth 
and suck in the water. 

Someone was yanking at his 
hair, pulling him up. Douglas 
kicked the last few inches to the 
surface, drinking in great drafts of 
air. Aime was. supporting him in 
the water. 
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"Hey," Douglas sputtered at 
last, "I was supposed to rescue 
you." 

Anne smiled. "I didn't want you 
to rescue me, I just wanted you to 
follow me." 

Douglas shook his head. "I can't 
swim. My wrist is broken." 

"Can you float?" 
Douglas slowly lay on his back 

in the water, resting his left wrist 
on his chest. "Uh, I don't mean to 
sound pessimistic, but I'm not sure 
this is a solution. It's cold out 
here." 

Aime glanced toward tjie east. 
The sun was just breaking over 
the horizon. "If you can hold out 
for an hoiu- or so, we'll be eating 
breakfast on a British destroyer." 

"How'd you manage that?" 
"By being unladylike toward a 

very surprised radio operator. 

That's why I had to leave you 
down there with Hawkins. Duty, 
and all that. Besides, I thought 
you'd be able to handle him." 

"Thanks a lot. What about Zol-
tan?" 

"Well, I stispect he's going to 
have to take a big loss on this 
particular shipment. That ship 
will be a lot hghter by the time it 
pulls into Glasgow. By the way, 
did I thank you for saving my 
life?" 

"I don't think you had time. 
Did I thank,you for saving mine?" 

"We can properly thank each, 
other later." 

Douglas smiled. "Are you any 
good at blindfold chess?" 

"Pawn to king four^' 
Douglas thought for a moment, 

then said: "Pawn to queen bishop 
four." 
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